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Abstract This report introduces a classification scheme for the global constraints. This classification is based 

on four basic ingredients from which one can generate almost all existing global constraints and 
come up with new interesting constraints. Global constraints are defined in a very concise way, in 
term of graph properties that have to hold, where the graph is a structured network of same 
elementary constraints. Since this classification is based on the internal structure of the global 
constraints it is also a strong hint for the pruning algorithms of the global constraints. 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to give new ideas in the finite domain constraint field. Nowadays, one can find 
constraints in an increasingly large number of areas such as constraint logic programming 
[VAN HENTENRYCK 89], concurrent constraint programming [SARASWAT 87], object [ROY, LIRET & 
PACHET 99] and data base technologies [GAEDE, BRODSKY, GÜNTHER, SRIVASTAVA, VIANU & 
WALLACE 97], meta programming [PITRAT 93, pages 163-187], concurrent programming language design 
[HARIDI, VAN ROY, BRAND & SCHULTE 98], design of algorithms that combine different paradigms 
[CASEAU & LABURTHE 96a], operation research [GENDREAU 99], linear programming 
[VAN HENTENRYCK 99] and AI [DECHTER & PEARL 87]. As a matter of fact this is quite a good 
achievement for the constraint paradigm that has become popular so rapidly. However, this has also led to 
unexpected bad consequences: 

- The first one is that there is no real common agreement on how constraints should be made available. This is 
perhaps the case because each framework carries its own advantages and drawbacks. Too much energy was 
spent on discussions about what is the best framework to use. 

- A second bad consequence is that, because constraints are used is so many different fields, it is not easy for 
people with different skills to communicate and to understand each other. Too much time was devoted to 
implement the same constraint solver again and again in different frameworks and to rediscover the wheel 
[LAURIÈRE 96, page 2]. People from different origins addressed similar problems. This was for example the 
case for the complete pruning of the ntalldiffere  constraint (i.e. the characterisation of the edges of all 
maximum matching of a bipartite graph) that was solved independently by Costa [COSTA 94] and Régin 
[RÉGIN 94]. 

- A third bad consequence is that, because so many people from different areas claim that using constraints within 
their preferred framework will be relevant for solving real problems, this undermines the credibility of constraint 
for people from discrete mathematics and algorithmic. This is perhaps because people from discrete 
mathematics and from algorithmic are used to carefully design algorithms that take benefit from the 
mathematical structure of the problem they are considering. 

One of the main reasons why constraints have become so popular is that, since a few years, constraints were used 
in the industry in order to solve real problems [SIMONIS 96]. This process was initiated by the series of problems 
presented in [LAURIÈRE 76], [LAURIÈRE 78, pages 76-79]. In specific areas like scheduling, the key reason of 
success was because specialized abstractions [BELDICEANU & CONTEJEAN 94], [RÉGIN 96], which use 
domain dependent algorithms were provided. However, one common reproach from a constraint perspective was 
that these abstractions were ad-hoc and that the trend of constraint programming was going more in direction of 
operations research than in the direction of the initial declarativeness of constraint. 

One other problem that was pointed out in [BESSIÈRE 99, pages 25-26] concerns the fact that, from the pressure 
of real life problems, there were an increasing number of diverse global constraints. Peoples who tackle specific 
problems requested this, in order to avoid programming their own constraints on top of very basic mechanisms like 
demons, which ends up with poor propagation. However this again leads to an increasing number of ad-hoc global 
constraints, which make it very difficult to integrate in a homogeneous way global constraints with other tasks 
such as: 

- Design generic visualisation interface for global constraints [SIMONIS, AGGOUN, BELDICEANU & 
BOURREAU 00], 

- Generate linear relaxations that are associated to the global constraints, 

- Express heuristics that depend on some internal characteristic1 of the global constraints, 

- Create a visual constraint language that integrates global constraints [SIMONIS 98]. 

Coming up with a generic description of global constraints is a necessary prerequisite if one wants to perform the 
previous tasks in a systematic way. This will be the main contribution of this report. 

For all mentioned reasons, our main research goal will focus more on the constraints themselves and on the 
understanding of their internal constituents. For this purpose, we introduce a classification scheme of the global 
constraints and show how this classification can constitute a basis in order to come up with algorithms that are 
based on the structure of the constraints we consider. 

After these preliminaries, we describe the content of the different sections of this report: 

- The second section proposes a classification scheme for the “constraint jungle” we currently face. We do not 
consider any more global constraints as predefined abstractions; global constraints are now defined, in a very 
concise way, in term of graph properties that have to hold, where the graph corresponds to a structured network 
of same elementary constraints. 

- The third section shows how this new classification scheme allows redefining most of all currently existing 
predefined global constraints. We describe a broad range of global constraints in various domains such as 
scheduling, placement, geometry, regulation and graph covering with different kind of patterns. 

                                                 
1 As it was pointed out in [LAURIÈRE 78 page 62], most of the heuristics of ALICE where related to the internal 
graph associated to the constraints: “nearly all the contests are in association with the graphical representation”. 
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- The fourth section discusses shortly the algorithmic issues that one can derive from the previous classification. 
One key point is that, since our entire networks have a very regular structure and since the same elementary 
constraint is used over the whole network, the constraint algorithms can take advantage of this regularity. 
Algorithms on graphs have been used extensively in the operational research and the constraint community on a 
case-by-case basis. We show that using graph algorithms and properties of graphs turn out to be a direct natural 
consequence of our classification scheme. 

- The fifth section discusses some uncovered issues that were not addressed by the previous framework. These 
issues are related to exotic global constraints, to combination of different global constraints and to optimisation 
criteria. 

- Finally, the sixth section proposes a new mechanism that permits a tight cooperation between constraints and 
which leads to more global constraint propagation. This allows avoiding creating artificial global constraints that 
were just introduced because of the lack of communication between constraints. We revisit different classical 
constraint propagation algorithms and illustrate how they can integrate this new communication mechanism. 

Since they are referenced in this report, the global constraints cumulative  [AGGOUN & BELDICEANU 93], 
among , diffn  and cycle  [BELDICEANU & CONTEJEAN 94] are briefly described in the appendix. 

2. Classification of constraints 

Over the past few years a variety of useful constraints have gradually been introduced in the finite domain 
constraint field in order to tackle scheduling, timetabling and vehicle routing problems. Quite often it appears that 
similar constraints were introduced with different naming schemes2 and different ways of presenting their 
arguments, this within different frameworks such as logic programming or object oriented programming. Each new 
constraint was presented either as a generalisation of a previous constraint [RÉGIN 94], [RÉGIN 96], or as a 
completely new abstraction that was not related to any previously existing constraints [BELDICEANU & 
CONTEJEAN 94]. An attempt to be independent from any framework was to come out with an easy to use 
modelling language [VAN HENTENRYCK 99] that allows stating the constraints and the search procedure of a 
problem. However even within this approach all the constraints were considered as arbitrary predefined built-in 
that are strongly dependent of the set of constraints that is provided by the underlying solver. 

If one looks to the operation research community, classifications have already been established in different areas. 
For example, if we consider scheduling, an early classification was settled by [GRAHAM, LAWLER, LENSTRA 
& RINNOOY KAN 79] and was updated by [HERROELEN, DEMEULEMEESTER & DE REYCK 98]. One 
common feature of all these classifications is that they are problem oriented. It means that they try to capture the 
description a complete family of problems from a specific area with a general unambiguous classification scheme. 
For this purpose they use high-level domain dependent abstractions like non-renewable resource that are not 
derived from some kind of “first principle”. This was motivated by the fact that persons wanted to characterize the 
complexity [GAREY & JOHNSON 79] of the corresponding problems. However, from a constraint perspective 
one is more interested in classifying all the constraints that occur in different problems, rather than to classify the 
problems themselves. This is perhaps due to the fact that one hopes that the mathematical insight gained for one 
category of constraints will be relevant for all problems that mention this category of constraints. One other reason 
for trying to classify the constraints rather than the problems themselves is that the number of constraints should be 
in some sense “lower” than the number of problems. 

One of our goals is to come up with a classification that is more related to the internal structure of the constraints 
rather than to specific problems areas. In the long term, one should be able to link the characteristics of a constraint 
to the algorithms that have to be used in order to perform test and pruning for that constraint. 

In this section we describe a classification of the finite domain constraints. This classification is based on the 
following basic ingredients from which one can reconstruct almost all existing finite domain constraints and come 
up with new interesting global constraints. 

- Basic data structures that are used in order to pass parameters to the constraints, 

- Elementary constraints (mainly unary and binary constraints), 

- Graphs with a regular structure (i.e. clique, grid, cycle, …), 

- Properties on graphs structures (i.e. strongly connected component, source, …). 

The next figure summarizes the different basic ingredients we use in order to describe global constraints. 

                                                 
2 It appears that, even within the same solver, a constraint has different names according to the amount of pruning 
that is provided! 
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Figure 1. Basic components of a global constraint. 

In the previous figure, we have introduce the following 2 types of global constraints: 

- Simple global constraints are constraints for which one initially knows all variables that will be linked by a 
given condition. 

- Dynamic global constraints are constraints for which one has to enforce a condition on different sets of variables 
that are not initially explicitly known. 

We first start to explain each ingredient separately and then show how one can describe a global constraint in term 
of these basic ingredients. 

2.1. Basic data types 

Since constraints have to receive their arguments in some form, we first start to describe the abstract data types that 
we use in order to pass arguments to the constraints. When designing these basic data types we had these 4 main 
issues in mind. 

- The data types are not related to any specific programming language like C, C++, Java or Prolog. If one wants to 
consider a specific language, then one has to map these abstract data types to the data types that are available 
within the considered programming language. This allows describing constraints in a way that is not related to 
any specific language. The goal is to come up with constraints that can be used on different platforms and 
frameworks. 

- Most of the solvers that have evolved over a long period of time have to face the issue of migration from one 
language to an other language. This was the case for the following systems: 

• CHIP [DINCBAS, VAN HENTENRYCK, SIMONIS, AGGOUN, GRAF & BERTHIER 88] was moving 
from Prolog to C and from C to C++, 

• CLAIRE [CASEAU & LABURTHE 96a] initially written in C++ is being currently rewritten in JAVA, 

• Ilog Solver [ILOG 99] was switching from LeLisp to C++. 

 A similar migration problem was also pointed out in the final evaluation report of the ALCOM-IT [ALCOM 97] 
project for the LEDA [MEHLHORN & NÄHER 99] library. In this case there was the question to move from 
C++ to JAVA. Providing explicitly [PITRAT 93] the maximum amount of information about the constraints in a 
declarative form facilitates the migration from one language to one other language. 

- Usually, the description of the parameters of a constraint is done in 2 phases. The first phase describes the 
syntax, while the second phase gives in some informal way additional conditions that have to hold on the 
parameters of the constraint. This way of proceeding has the main drawback that there is some information that 
is only accessible to humans and not to programs. This lead to the bad consequence that one can not design 
generic programs that take the description of a constraint in order to perform the following tasks: 

- Create a parser for the constraint, 

- Generate automatically tests cases to capture inconsistent pruning, 

- Generate automatically test to capture missing propagations, 

- Generate documentation. 

One other reason to define explicitly the additional restrictions is that these conditions will sometime allow 
finding out properties of the constraint (see footnote of cycle  constraint, page 67). For all these reasons, we will 
provide explicitly together with the data types, all additional conditions that have to hold. 

CONSTRAINT PARAMETERS 
 
  • Variables 
  • Data types 
  • Types restriction 

GRAPH GENERATOR 
 
  • Vertices and arcs generators 
  • One type of arc constraint 

ELEMENTARY CONSTRAINTS 
 
  • Defined by a condition 
  • Defined by extension 
  

SIMPLE GLOBAL CONSTRAINT 
 
  • A set of graph properties 

DYNAMIC GLOBAL CONSTRAINT 
 
  • A generator of sets of nodes 
  • An elementary or simple global 
     constraint 
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- Most of the finite domain constraints systems propose a set of constraints that express relations between 
variables. However some researcher have criticized this point [ROY, LIRET & PACHET 99] and argue that in 
many applications one would prefer to state directly constraints between higher-level constructions such as 
objects. For example, if we consider a scheduling problem, we would naturally want to express constraints 
between tasks. Each task would have a set of attributes like its start, duration and end. For this reason we will 
introduce a data structure that corresponds to a collection of items. We use it extensively in order to pass 
parameters to the constraints. 

2.1.1. Simple data types 

We provide the following 3 basic data types “int”, “atom” and “dvar” that respectively corresponds to an integer, 
to an atom and to a domain variable. Examples of predefined atoms are MININT and MAXINT that respectively 
correspond to the smallest and to the largest integer. All domain variables that will be used within the constraints 
are expression of the form DXC +⋅ 3 where X  is a variable that ranges over a finite set of integers and C  and 
D  are integers such that C  is different from zero. This is required if one wants to avoid to create extra variables 
or specific constraints that integrate C  and D  as ad-hoc parameters. We justify this choice by 2 examples where 
this is quite useful. 

EXAMPLE 1. 
The first example is related to the n -queen problem (i.e. place n  queens on a n  by n  chess board in such a 
way that no 2 queens are on the same row, the same column or the same diagonal). The most compact way to 
encode the n -queen problem is to use 3 ntalldiffere 4 constraints of the following form: 

  - [ ]( )nXXX ,,,ntalldiffere 21 � , 

  - [ ]( )1,,1,ntalldiffere 21 −++ nXXX n� , 

  - [ ]( )nXnXnX ,,2,1ntalldiffere 21 �−+−+ . 

From this example, one can observe that the fact to allow variables of the form DXC +⋅ avoid the creation 
of extra variables. 

 

EXAMPLE 2. 
The second example is related to a resource-scheduling problem described in [CHEMLA, DIAZ, 
KERLIRSIN & MANCHON 94]. We have a set of n  tasks that are characterised by the following attributes: 
  -  The origin iO  of task i , 

  -  The shift iS  of task i  that corresponds to a fixed period of time after which, the task will effectively start 

      to use the resource; the resource will then be used until the end of task i , 
  -  The duration iD  of task i , 

  -  The amount of resource iR  that is used by task i . 

The origins of the tasks are domain variables, while the shift, the duration and the amount of resource are 
non-negative integers. For expressing the capacity constraint over the set of tasks we would like to use 
a cumulative 5 [AGGOUN & BELDICEANU 93] constraint of the form: 

[ ] [ ] [ ]( )LimitRRDDSOSO nnnn ,,,,,,,,,cumulative 1111 ��� ++ , where Limit  matches the highest peak of 

resource utilisation. While this is not possible in current versions of the cumulative  constraint, one can notice 
that it would be useful for the same reason as the one mentioned before. One other reason is that one would 
prefer to save the cost of propagating holes between 2 variables of the equality constraint that one would have 
to create. 

2.1.2. Compound data types 

We provide the following compound data types: 

- list ( )T : a list of elements of type T . 

- term ( )nTTt ,,, 1 � : a term of arity n  with a functor t  and n  arguments of given types nTT ,,1 � . 

- collection ( )nAAc ,,, 1 � : a collection with name c  of ordered items, each item having a set of attributes 

nAA ,,1 � ; each attribute is described by one of the following expression Ta −  or 

dTa −−  where a  is the name of the attribute, T  the type of the attribute and d  a 
default value for the attribute. 

                                                 
3 From an implementation point of view, we should perhaps introduce these variables in the constraint engine as an extra layer 
on top of the traditional domain variables. 
4 The constraint [ ]( )nXXX ,,,ntalldiffere 21 �  holds if all variables nXXX ,,, 21 �  are pairwise different. 
5 The complete definition of the cumulative  constraint is given in appendix 1. 
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- nTT ||1 � : one of the specified types nTT ,,1 � ; all the types nTT ,,1 �  should be pairwise 

exclusive: one should be able to decide for any instantiated data structure its type. 

We use the following notation to describe instantiated data structures of the previous types: 

- A list of elements nee ,,1 �  is denoted [ ]nee ,,1 � , 

- A term with functor t  and arguments naa ,,1 �  is denoted ( )naat ,,1 � , 

- A collection of n  items, each item having m  attributes, is denoted 
{ }nmmnmm vavavava −−−− ��� 111111 ,, ; each item is separated from the previous item by a comma. 

Let us illustrates with 2 examples, the types one can create. The first example concerns the creation of the 
RECTANGLES type while the second concern the PARTITIONS type. 

EXAMPLE 1: definition of the RECTANGLES type 
In this example we define the type RECTANGLES that corresponds to a collection of rectangles, each rectangle 
being defined by its origin, size and end in the first and second dimensions. For this purpose we use the 
following declaration: 
 
       RECTANGLES: collection(ori1-dvar, siz1-dvar-1, end1-dvar, 
                              ori2-dvar, siz2-dvar-1, end2-dvar) 
 
By the previous declaration we define a collection of items, each item having the following six attributes 
ori1, siz1, end1, ori2, siz2 and end2 which are domain variables. The attributes siz1 and siz2 have 
the default value 1. 

 

EXAMPLE 2: definition of the PARTITIONS type 
In this example we define the type PARTITIONS that corresponds to a collection of set of values, each value 
occurring only once. For this purpose we use the following declaration: 
 
       PARTITIONS: collection(p-VALUES) 
       VALUES    : collection(val-int) 
 

By the previous declaration we define a collection of items, each item having one single attribute p that 
corresponds to a collection of items, each item having one single attribute val that is an integer value. 

2.1.3. Type restrictions 

In the previous examples we would like to express additional conditions that refine the definition of the types. For 
instance for the type RECTANGLES we would like to state that one is not obliged to provide all 3 attributes ori1, 
siz1 and end1 but that 2 attributes are enough. For the PARTITIONS type we would like to express the fact that 
all values val are distinct. For this purpose, we provide declarations that allow specifying explicitly additional 
conditions that have to hold. Each restriction has one the following form. 

NRESTRICTIO  � name RELOP  EXPRESSION  | 
  name  in   { }ATOMS  | 

  ( )DESIGNATORdistinct  | 

  NRESTRICTIOATTR _  

RELOP  � =  | ≠  | ≤  | >  | ≥  | <  

OP  � + | - | ⋅  

EXPRESSION  � EXPRESSION   RELOP   EXPRESSION  | 
  EXPRESSION  OP  EXPRESSION   | 
  - EXPRESSION    | 
  ( )EXPRESSIONEXPRESSION ,min   | 

  ( )EXPRESSIONEXPRESSION ,max   | 

  TERMINAL  

TERMINAL  � int  | 

  DESIGNATOR  

DESIGNATOR  � name  | 
  name  PATH  

PATH  � / LINK  | 
  / LINK  PATH  
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LINK  � int  | 
  attribute  

NRESTRICTIOATTRIBUTE _  � required ( ATTRIBUTE )     | 

  required ( [ ]ATTRIBUTES )     | 

  leastat int out of [ ]ATTRIBUTES     | 

  ATTRIBUTE  requires atleast int out of [ ]ATTRIBUTES  | 

  ATTRIBUTE in ATTRIBUTE      | 
  name = int  if use  [ ]ATTRIBUTES     | 

  name = int  if use  [ ]ATTRIBUTES and tdon’ use [ ]ATTRIBUTES  | 

  ATTRIBUTE  RELOP  int  

ATTRIBUTES  � ATTRIBUTE  | 
  ATTRIBUTE  ,  ATTRIBUTES  

ATTRIBUTE  � _namecollection  ⋅ nameattribute_  

ATOMS  � atom  | 
  atom  , ATOMS  

We consider again the 2 previous examples where we define the RECTANGLES and PARTITIONS types and we 
provide the additional restrictions that we want to hold. 

EXAMPLE 1: definition of the RECTANGLES type 
We complete the definition of the RECTANGLES type by providing several restrictions. 
 
       RECTANGLES: collection(ori1-dvar, siz1-dvar-1, end1-dvar, 
                              ori2-dvar, siz2-dvar-1, end2-dvar) 
 
       at least 2 out of [RECTANGLES.ori1,RECTANGLES.siz1,RECTANGLES.end1] 
       at least 2 out of [RECTANGLES.ori2,RECTANGLES.siz2,RECTANGLES.end2] 
       RECTANGLES.siz1 ≥ 0 
       RECTANGLES.siz2 ≥ 0 
 

The first restriction states that we require at least 2 attributes out of the attributes ori1,siz1,end1 of the first 
dimension, while the second restriction imposes the same condition for the attributes of the second 
dimension. Finally, the 2 last conditions state that the size of the rectangle in the first and second dimension 
should both be non-negative. Note that the fact, that for each dimension the end is equal to the origin plus the 
size, is not considered as a restriction. It will be defined latter as a constraint. 

 

EXAMPLE 2: definition of the PARTITIONS type 
We complete the definition of the PARTITIONS type by providing 2 restrictions.  
 
       PARTITIONS: collection(p-VALUES) 
       VALUES    : collection(val-int) 
 
       |PARTITIONS| ≥ 2 
       distinct(PARTITIONS/p/val) 
 
The first restriction express the fact that we should have at least 2 sets of values, while the second restriction 
imposes all values to be pairwise distinct. 

2.2. Elementary constraints 

This paragraph describes almost all elementary constraint that will be uses later. We first present the elementary 
constraints that link variables. In the second part, we introduce elementary constraints between −n dimensional 
rectangles. 

2.2.1. Elementary constraints between variables 

Each elementary constraint is described in the next table by using the following entries: 

- Name: provides a symbolic name for the constraint, 

- Arity: indicates the arity of the constraint; we use the letter “n” to show that a constraint can be used on 
any arity, 

- Arguments: describes the type of each argument and the necessary restrictions, 

- Parameters: describes the type of each parameter (i.e. fixed values) and the necessary restrictions, 

- Purpose: explain what is the purpose of the constraint. 
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NAME ARITY ARGUMENTS PARAMETERS PURPOSE 
Eq 1 X:dvar VAL:int X = VAL 
In 1 X:dvar VALUES:collection(val-int) 

distinct(VALUES/val) 
X in VALUES 

Equal 2 X,Y:dvar  X = Y 
Different 2 X,Y:dvar  X ≠ Y 
Less 2 X,Y:dvar  X < Y 
Greater 2 X,Y:dvar  X > Y 
GreaterEqual 2 X,Y:dvar  X ≥ Y 
LessEqual 2 X,Y:dvar  X ≤ Y 
EqualInValues 2 X,Y:dvar VALUES:collection(val-int) 

distinct(VALUES/val) 
(X in VALUES) ∧ (X=Y) 

EqualOutJoker 2 X,Y:dvar JOKER:int X≠JOKER ∧ X=Y 
LessMod 2 X,Y:dvar M:int 

M>0 
(X mod M) < (Y mod M) 

DiffIncMod 2 X,Y:dvar M:int 
M>0 

(X+1)mod M) ≠ Y 

DiffIncModM 2 X,Y:dvar M:int 
M>0 

((X+1)mod M)≠Y ∧ 
  X<M ∧ Y<M 

EqualMod 2 X,Y:dvar M:int 
M>0 

X≡Y (mod M) 

AbsGreater 2 X,Y:dvar D:int 
D≥0 

|X - Y| > D 

InSamePart 2 X,Y:dvar PARTITIONS:collection(p-VALUES) 
VALUES    :collection(val-int) 
|PARTITIONS|≥2 
distinct(PARTITIONS/p/val) 

X in PARTITIONS[i] ∧ 
Y in PARTITIONS[j] ∧ 
i = j 

InDistPart 2 X,Y:dvar PARTITIONS:collection(p-VALUES) 
VALUES    :collection(val-int) 
|PARTITIONS|≥2 
distinct(PARTITIONS/p/val) 

X in PARTITIONS[i] ∧ 
Y in PARTITIONS[j] ∧ 
i ≠ j 

SameGroup 2 X,Y:dvar VALUES:collection(val-int) 
distinct(VALUES/val) 

(X in VALUES) ∧ 
(Y in VALUES) 

Sum n Xi:dvar INF:int 
SUP:int 
SUP≥INF 

INF ≤ ΣXi ≤ SUP 

Card n Xi:dvar VALUES:collection(val-int) 
INF:int 
SUP:int 
distinct(VALUES/val) 
SUP≥INF 

INF ≤  
 Σ(Xi in VALUES) 
           ≤ SUP 

Range n Xi:dvar INF:int 
SUP:int 
SUP≥INF 

INF ≤ 
  max(X1,..,Xn)- 

  min(X1,..,Xn) ≤ SUP 
SameDifference 2 X,Y:collection(p-dvar,q-dvar) X.p-X.q = Y.p-Y.q 
Succ 2 X,Y:item of NODES 

NODES:collection(index-int, 
                 succ-dvar) 
NODES.index≥1 
NODES.index≤|NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ≥1 
NODES.succ≤|NODES| 

X.succ = Y.index 

Inverse 2 X,Y:item of NODES 
NODES: collection(index-int, 
                  succ-dvar, 
                  pred-dvar) 
NODES.index≥1 
NODES.index≤|NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ≥1 
NODES.succ≤|NODES| 
NODES.pred≥1 
NODES.pred≤|NODES| 

(X.succ = Y.index ∧ 
 Y.pred = X.index) 

Table 1. Elementary constraints between variables. 

2.2.2. Elementary constraints between multi-dimensional rectangles 

The purpose of this paragraph is to introduce a binary constraint between multi-dimensional rectangles that will be 
used later as a predefined binary constraint in structured constraint networks. Let iQuad  be a rectangle in ndim  

dimensions defined by: 

- An ordered set of ndim  domain variables ndim,1, ,.., ii OO , which corresponds to the origins of rectangle iQuad  

in the different dimensions, 

- An ordered set of ndim  domain variables ndim,1, ,.., ii SS , which corresponds to the sizes of rectangle iQuad  in 

the different dimensions, 
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- An ordered set of ndim  domain variables ndim,1, ,.., ii EE 6, which corresponds to the ends of rectangle iQuad  in 

the different dimensions, 

such that the following conditions apply: ididid SOEd =−∈∀ :ndim..1 . 

Let D  be a non-empty subset of ndim..1  and C  a vector of ndim strictly positive integers ndim1,..,CC . For 2 

rectangles iQuad  and jQuad , and a given set of dimensions D  we define the following functions: 

• ( ) ( ) ( )( )∑
∈

=++=+=
Dd

jdjdjdidididji ESOESODQuadQuad ,,dori_siz_en , 

• ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )∑
∈

−=
Dd

jdidjdidji OOEEDQuadQuad ,max,min,0max,1min,,noverlap , 

• ( ) ( )( )( )∑
∈

=
Dd

djdjdjdidididji CESOESOCDQuadQuad ,,,,,,coverlap,0max,1min,,,erlapcyclic_nov  where 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )cESOESOcEOEOcESOESO ,,,,,,coverlap2,,,,,coverlap1max,,,,,,coverlap 2221112211222111 =  

 ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )⎪

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎪
⎨

⎧

+−⋅≥⋅≥
+−+−⋅<⋅≥
+−+−⋅≥⋅<

+−⋅<⋅<

=

,,max,min

,0max,0max

,0max,0max

,max,min

,,,,coverlap1

21212211

12212211

21122211

21212211

2211

cOOEEEOEO

OEOEEOEO

OEOEEOEO

OOEEEOEO

cEOEO  

 ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

( )⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

+⋅≠⋅=⋅≠⋅=
−+

=
,,min

0,0,0,0max

min

,,,,,,coverlap2

21

222111

21

222111

OO

EEcEEEcE

SS

cESOESO  

 

• ( ) ( ) ( )( )∑
∈

−=
Dd

jdidjdidji OOEEDQuadQuad ,max,min,0max,,distance , 

• ( )=DQuadQuad ji ,,onintersecti

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪

⎨

⎧

−

>∈∃

∏
>∈

,0else

,max,minthen

,max,min/if

,max,min/ jdidjdid OOEEDd
jdidjdid

jdidjdid

OOEE

OOEEDd

 

• ( )=CDQuadQuad ji ,,,ersectioncyclic_int

( )
( )

( )
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪

⎨

⎧
>∈∃

∏
>∈

,0else

,,,,,,coverlapthen

0,,,,,,coverlap/if

0,,,,,,coverlap/ djdjdjdididid CESOESODd
djdjdjdididid

djdjdjdididid

CESOESO

CESOESODd

 

• ( ) ( ) ( )( )jdidjdid
Dd

ji EEOODQuadQuad =∧==
∈
∧,,equal , 

• ( ) ( ) ( )⎟⎟⎠
⎞

⎜⎜⎝

⎛
≤≤≤≤≤≤= ∑∑

∈∈ Dd
jdididjd

Dd
idjdjdidji EEOOEEOODQuadQuad ,max,,ninclude , 

• ( ) ( )jdid
Dd

ji OEDQuadQuad ≤=
∈
∧,,before . 

The previous quantities can be interpreted in the following way: 

• ( )DQuadQuad ji ,,dori_siz_en  is the number of satisfied constraints that link the origin, the size and the end of 

both rectangles iQuad  and jQuad  in the set of dimensions D . 

• ( )DQuadQuad ji ,,noverlap  is the number of dimensions of the set D  where iQuad  and jQuad  overlap. 

• ( )CDQuadQuad ji ,,,erlapcyclic_nov  is the number of dimensions of the set D  where iQuad  and jQuad  

overlap according to the fact that we consider a cyclic placement space; the vector C  defines the size of the 
cyclic placement space in each dimension. 

                                                 
6 If the size is not fixed and the end is more constrained than the origin then the end variable contains some 
information that you don’t get when you consider only the origin and the size variables. Suppose that the origin, 
the size and the end vary between 1 and 5. If we don’t give explicitly the end variable to the constraint, then the 
constraint would overestimate the latest end of the task to 10 (i.e. maximum of origin + maximum of size). 
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• ( )DQuadQuad ji ,,distance  is the Manhattan distance between iQuad  and jQuad  according to the set of 

dimensions D . 

• ( )DQuadQuad ji ,,onintersecti  is the product of the intersections of iQuad  and jQuad  in the dimensions of the 

set D  for which a non-empty intersection exists. 

• ( )CDQuadQuad ji ,,,ersectioncyclic_int  is the product of the intersections, according to a cyclic placement 

space characterized by the vector C , of iQuad  and jQuad  in the dimensions of the set D  for which a non-

empty intersection exists. 

• ( )DQuadQuad ji ,,equal  holds if iQuad  and jQuad  coincide exactly in all dimensions of the set D . 

• ( )DQuadQuad ji ,,ninclude  is the maximum value between the 2 following quantities: the number of 

dimensions of D  where iQuad  is included in jQuad , or the number of dimensions of D  where jQuad  is 

included in iQuad . 

• ( )DQuadQuad ji ,,before  holds if for all dimensions of D , iQuad  ends not after jQuad  starts. 

A simple binary constraint between multi-dimensional rectangles is one of the following expressions: 

-  ( ) VALUESRELOPDQQFUNCTION ,2,1∧ , 

-  ( ) VALUESRELOPDQQFUNCTION ,2,1∨ , 

where 1Q  and 2Q  refer respectively to iQuad  or jQuad , D  to a subset of ndim..1 , RELOP  to the comparisons 

≤>≥<≠= ,,,,, , VALUES  to a set of integers, and FUNCTION  to the previous predefined functions. 

A conditional binary constraint between multi-dimensional rectangles is the following expression: 

- SIMPLESIMPLEQQ elsethen21if = , 

where SIMPLE  refers to a simple binary constraint. 

The next table gives different examples of possible elementary constraints that will be used in this report. We first 
explicit the different types that are used within the table: 

 • Q1,Q2      : item of QUADRANGLES 
NDIM       : int  
QUADRANGLES: collection(ori1-dvar, siz1-dvar-1, end1-dvar, 
                        ori2-dvar, siz2-dvar-1, end2-dvar, 
                        ori3-dvar, siz3-dvar-1, end3-dvar) 
NDIM ≥ 1 
NDIM ≤ 3 
NDIM = 1 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori1,QUADRANGLES.siz1,QUADRANGLES.end1] 
         and don’t use [QUADRANGLES.ori2,QUADRANGLES.siz2,QUADRANGLES.end2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.ori3,QUADRANGLES.siz3,QUADRANGLES.end3] 
NDIM = 2 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori2,QUADRANGLES.siz2,QUADRANGLES.end2] 
         and don’t use [QUADRANGLES.ori3,QUADRANGLES.siz3,QUADRANGLES.end3] 
NDIM = 3 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori3,QUADRANGLES.siz3,QUADRANGLES.end3] 
QUADRANGLES.siz1 ≥ 0 
QUADRANGLES.siz2 ≥ 0 
QUADRANGLES.siz3 ≥ 0 
at least 2 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1,QUADRANGLES.siz1,QUADRANGLES.end1] 
QUADRANGLES.ori1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz1,QUADRANGLES.end1] 
QUADRANGLES.siz1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1,QUADRANGLES.end1] 
QUADRANGLES.end1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1,QUADRANGLES.siz1] 
QUADRANGLES.ori2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz2,QUADRANGLES.end2] 
QUADRANGLES.ori2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1,QUADRANGLES.siz1] 
QUADRANGLES.siz2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2,QUADRANGLES.end2] 
QUADRANGLES.siz2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1,QUADRANGLES.siz1] 
QUADRANGLES.end2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2,QUADRANGLES.siz2] 
QUADRANGLES.end2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1,QUADRANGLES.siz1] 
QUADRANGLES.ori3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz3,QUADRANGLES.end3] 
QUADRANGLES.ori3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2,QUADRANGLES.siz2] 
QUADRANGLES.siz3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori3,QUADRANGLES.end3] 
QUADRANGLES.siz3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2,QUADRANGLES.siz2] 
QUADRANGLES.end3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori3,QUADRANGLES.siz3] 
QUADRANGLES.end3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2,QUADRANGLES.siz2] 

 • D: collection(dim-int) 
D.dim ≥ 1 
D.dim ≤ NDIM 

 • MIN: int 
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 • MAX: int 

 • d: int 
d ≥ 1 
d ≤ NDIM 

 

Description Binary constraint Example and counter example 

Enforce that all constraints of 
type Origin+Size=End hold 
for the 2 rectangles in all 
dimensions. 

origin_end(Q1,Q2,D): 

( ) DDQQ .2,,dori_siz_en 21 =  

 

Non-overlapping constraint 
according to a given set of 
dimensions: the 2 rectangles 
should not overlap in all 
dimensions. 

non_overlapping(Q1,Q2,D): 

( ) DDQQ <,,noverlap 21  

 

 

 

 

Overlapping constraint 
according to a given set of 
dimensions: the 2 rectangles 
should overlap in all 
dimensions. 

overlap(Q1,Q2,D): 

( ) DDQQ =,,noverlap 21  

 

 

 

Cyclic overlapping constraint 
according to a given set of 
dimensions and to the limits 
of the placement space: the 2 
rectangles should overlap in 
all dimensions. 

cyclic_overlap(Q1,Q2,D): 

( ) DCDQQ =,,,erlapcyclic_nov 21  

 

 

 

Minimum Manhattan distance 
constraint between 2 
rectangles. 

min_distance(Q1,Q2,MIN): 

( ) MINDQQ ≥,,distance 21  

 

 

 

 

Maximum vis à vis between 2 
rectangles. 

max_vis_a_vis(Q1,Q2,D): 

( )
( ) MAXDQQ

DDQQ

≤

∧−=

,,onintersecti

1,,noverlap

21

21  

 

 

 

 

If 2 rectangles intersect in 
dimension d then their starts 
and their ends in dimension d 
should exactly coincide. 

column(Q1,Q2,d): 

{ }( )
{ }( )dQQ

dQQ

,,equal

0,,noverlap

21

21 ∨=
 

 

 

 

 

If 2 rectangles intersect in 
dimension d, then one of the 
rectangles should be included 
in the other one in dimension 
d. 

include(Q1,Q2,d): 

{ }( )
{ }( )dQQ

dQQ

,,include

0,,noverlap

21

21 ∨=
 

 

 

 

 

example counter example 

D = {1,2} 

example counter example 

D = {1,2}, MAX = 2 

D = {1} 

example counter example 

example counter example 

D = {2} 

example counter example 

D = {1,2},  MIN = 2 

example counter example 

D = {1,2} 

example counter example 

D = {1,2}  C=6,6 
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If 2 rectangles do not intersect 
in dimension d, then there 
should be a given minimum 
distance between the 2 
rectangles. 

 

margin(Q1,Q2,d): 

{ }( )
{ }( ) MINdQQ

dQQ

≥
∨=

,,distance

1,,noverlap

21

21  

 

There is a contact between 2 
rectangles (i.e. the rectangles 
touch each other). 

touch(Q1,Q2): 

( )
( ) 0,,distance

1,,noverlap

21

21

=

∧−=

DQQ

DDQQ
 

 

 

 

 

There is a full contact 
between 2 rectangles. 

full_contact(Q1,Q2): 

( )
( ) 0,,distance

1,,ninclude

21

21

=

∧−=

DQQ

DDQQ
 

 

 

 

 

Rectangle 1 is on top of 
rectangle 2 in a given 
dimension d. 

on_top_of(Q1,Q2,d): 

( )
( )

{ }( )dQQ

DQQ

DDQQ

,,before

0,,distance

1,,ninclude

12

21

21

∧=

∧−=

 

 

 

 

 

Rectangle 1 is on the floor or 
rectangle 1 is on top of 
rectangle 2 in a given 
dimension d. 

 

 

gravity(Q1,Q2,d): 

{ }( )dQQ

O

QQ

,,on_top_ofelse

1then

toscorrespondif

21

1,1

21

=  

 

Table 2. Example of binary constraints between −n dimensional rectangles. 

2.3. Regular structures 

The purpose of this paragraph is to describe the third basic ingredient that we use in order to define global 
constraints. This ingredient corresponds to directed hypergraphs [BERGE 87], which have a very regular structure. 
They are defined in the following way. We consider c  collections of items. Each collection denoted iC ( )ci ≤≤1  

has the same type of item and each attribute of an item is an integer or a domain variable. 

- The vertices of the directed hypergraph are generated by a vertex generator, which takes as input the different 
collections of items iC ( )ci ≤≤1  and produces one or several collections of items, such that each item 

corresponds to one vertex of the directed hypergraph. The different available vertex generators will be described 
below. 

- To all arcs of the directed hypergraph correspond the same −n ary constraint that involves n  vertices in a given 
order7. These constraints, which are mainly unary and binary constraints, were described in the previous section. 
Since we are mostly8 interested in regular structures, we describe all the arcs with a set of predefined arc 
generators that correspond to classical regular structures one can find in the graph literature 
[SKIENA 90, pages 140-153]. An arc generator takes the different collections of items produced by the vertex 
generator, a given arity n , and returns the corresponding directed hypergraph.  

The current available vertex generators are: 

- The IDENTITY vertex generator takes one or several collections of items that have the same type and returns the 
same collections of items. 

                                                 
7 Usually the edges of an hypergraph are not oriented [BERGE 87, pages 1-2]. However for our purpose we need 
to define an order on the vertices of an edge since the corresponding −n ary constraint takes their arguments in a 
given order. 
8 However, for specific cases like graph colouring we leave open the possibility to define explicitly the graph. One 
can note that even in this case, the same family of constraints applies for all links of the graph: the disequality 
constraint which enforces to assign distinct colours to adjacent vertices. 

example counter example 

D = {1}  MIN = 2 

example counter example 

D = {1,2} 

example counter example 

D = {1,2} 

counter example 

D = {1,2}  d = 2 

example 
Q1 Q2 

Q1 Q2 

example counter example 

D = {1,2}  d = 2 

Q1 

Q2 Q2 

Q1 
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- The PAIR vertex generator takes one collection of items C  where each item has n  attributes, and returns a 

collection ’C  where each item has n⋅2  attributes. The items of collection ’C  are computed in the following 
way: 

Let C  be the number of items of collection C . 

:..1,..1 CjCi ∈∀∈∀  

- let { }nini vava ,1,1 −− �  be the i th item of collection C , 

- let { }njnj vava ,1,1 −− �  be the j th item of collection C . 

Then { }njnjnini vavavava ,1,1,1,1 , −−−− ��  is the ( ) jCi +⋅−1 th item of collection ’C . 

It is also possible to use a variant denoted PAIR(COMPARE) where COMPARE is one of the following comparison 
test: = , ≠ , ≤ , > , ≥ , < . In this case, we only consider the pairs i , j  such that the condition i  COMPARE j  
holds. 

We now describe the arc generators. The next table gives examples of regular structures that we provide, where we 
apply each arc generator to 2 collections of items that respectively correspond to items {1,2} and to items {3,4}. 
We use the following pictogram for the graphical representation of a constraint network. We employ a line for 
arity 1, an arrow for arity 2, and an ellipse in the other cases. In these last cases, since the vertices of an arc are 
ordered, a circle at one of the extremity of the ellipse indicates the “direction” of the ellipse. For example, the 
ellipse that contains vertices 1, 2 and 3 means that a 3-ary constraint is applied on items 1, 2, and 3 in this specific 
order. For the grid generator we indicate the size of the grid in each dimension. For example, in the case of 2 
dimensions, we indicate the number of vertices in each line and each column. 

 
 ARC GENERATOR ARC ARITY EXAMPLE 

 
SELF 

 
1 

 
 
 

 
LOOP 

 
2 

 
 
 

PATH 2  
 

PATH 3  
 

 
CIRCUIT 

 
2 

 
 
 

CHAIN 2  
 

 
CYCLE 

 
2 

 
 
 

 

GRID [ ]( )2,2  
 

2 
 
 
 
 

 
CLIQUE 

 
2 

 
 
 
 
 

 
CLIQUE(≠) 

 
2 

 
 

 
 

 
CLIQUE(<) 

 
2 

 
 
 
 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 

3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 

3 4 

1 2 

3 4 

1 2 

3 4 
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PRODUCT 

 
2 

 
 
 
 

 
PRODUCT(=) 

 
2 
 
 

 

 
LOOP PATH 

 
2 

 
 
 

Table 3. Examples of regular structures produced by the arc generator. 

Finally we mention that one can use more than one arc generator in order to generate the arcs of the directed 
hypergraph. This is actually the case for the last row of the previous table. The only restriction is that all arcs 
should have the same arity. We now give 2 concrete examples of directed hypergraphs that one would have to 
create in order to describe some specific constraint. 

- The first constraint is about a placement problem where one wants to impose that different rectangles do not 
overlap each other9. The corresponding constraint takes as argument a collection of items that is defined in the 
following way: 

RECTANGLES: collection(ori1-dvar,siz1-dvar,end1-dvar,ori2-dvar,siz2-dvar,end2-dvar). 

We use the arc generator CLIQUE to generate a binary constraint OVERLAP between each pairs of rectangles. 
Note that CLIQUE will also generate an arc between a vertex and itself. 

- The second constraint is about a counting problem where one wants to count how many variables of a given set 
of variables take their value in a second set of variables10. In this case we have 2 collections of items that are 
both defined in the following way: 

VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar). 

We use the arc generator PRODUCT to generate a binary constraint Equal between each pair ( )21,VARVAR  of 

variables where the first variable 1VAR  belongs to the first collection and the second variable 2VAR  to the second 

collection. 

2.4. Graph properties 

The purpose of this paragraph is to describe the last basic ingredient that we use in order to define global 
constraints. This ingredient corresponds to graph characteristics [BERGE 70], [GONDRAN & MINOUX 79] 
which we will define now. Lets us first introduce some basic vocabulary on graph. 

An oriented graph G  is a finite set ( )GV  of vertices together with a set ( )GE  of ordered pairs of vertices called 
directed edges or arcs. 

We say that 2e  is a successor of 1e  if there exist an arc that starts from 1e  and ends at 2e . In the same way, we 

say that 2e  is a predecessor of 1e  if there exist an arc that starts from 2e  and ends at 1e . 

A vertex of G  that does not have any predecessor is called a source. A vertex of G  that does not have any 
successor is called a sink. 

A sequence ( )keee ,,, 21 �  of edges of G  such that each edge has a common vertex with the previous edge, and 

the other vertex common to the next edge is called a chain of length k . Each equivalence class of the relation “ ie  

is equal to je  or there exist a chain between ie  and je ” is a connected component of the graph G . 

A sequence ( )keee ,,, 21 �  of arcs of G  such that for each arc ie ( )ki <≤1  the end of ie  is equal to the start of 

the arc 1+ie  is called a path of length k . Each equivalence class of the relation “ ie  is equal to je  or there exist a 

path between ie  and je ” is a strongly connected component of the graph G . 

A chain ( )keee ,,, 21 �  of G  is called a cycle if the same edge does not occur more than once in the chain and if 

the 2 extremities of the chain coincide. A cycle ( )keee ,,, 21 �  of G  is called a circuit if for each edge 

ie ( )ki <≤1 , the end of ie  is equal to the start of the edge 1+ie . 

                                                 
9 See the diffn  constraint that is defined in the list of global constraints. 
10 See the common  constraint that is defined in the list of global constraints. 

1 3 

2 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 3 

2 4 
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The path, circuit and strongly connected component of a graph G  correspond to oriented concepts, while the edge, 
cycle and connected component are non-oriented concepts. However as it is reported in [BERGE 70 page 6] a non-
oriented graph can be seen as an oriented graph where to each edge we associate the corresponding 2 arcs. 

The rank function associated to the vertices ( )GV  of a graph G  that does not contain any circuit is defined in the 
following way: 

- the rank of the vertices that do not have any predecessor (i.e. the sources) is equal to 0, 

- the rank r  of a vertex v  that is not a source is the length of longest path ( )reee ,,, 21 �  such that the start of the 

arc 1e  is a source and the end of arc re  is the vertex v . 

We list the different characteristics we consider for defining global constraints: 

• NVERTEX: cardinality of the set ( )GV . 

• NARC: cardinality of the set ( )GE . 

• NARC_NO_LOOP: cardinality of the set ( )GE  without considering the arcs that link the same 
vertices. 

• NSOURCE: number of vertices that do not have any predecessor. 

• NSINK: number of vertices that do not have any successor. 

• NCC: number of connected components of graph G . 

• NCC(COMP , val ): number of connected components of graph G  such that the number of vertices 
nv  of a connected component verifies the comparison test nv COMP val ; 
val  is a non-negative integer and COMP  is one of the following test =, >, ≤, 
<, ≥. 

• MIN_NCC: number of vertices of the smallest connected component of graph G . 

• MAX_NCC: number of vertices of the largest connected component of graph G . 

• RANGE_NCC: difference between the number of vertices of the largest connected component 
of graph G  and the number of vertices of the smallest connected component 
of graph G . 

• NSCC: number of strongly connected components of graph G . 

• NSCC(COMP , val ): number of strongly connected components of graph G  such that the number 
of vertices nv  of a strongly connected component verifies the comparison test 
nv COMP val ; val  is a non-negative integer and COMP  is one of the 
following test =, >, ≤, <, ≥. 

• MIN_NSCC: number of vertices of the smallest strongly connected component of graph G . 

• MAX_NSCC: number of vertices of the largest strongly connected component of graph G . 

• RANGE_NSCC: difference between the number of vertices of the largest strongly connected 
component of graph G  and the number of vertices of the smallest strongly 
connected component of graph G . 

• MAX_IN_DEGREE: number of predecessors of the vertex of G  that has the maximum number of 
predecessors without counting an arc from a vertex to itself. 

• NTREE: number of vertices of graph G  that do not belong to any circuit and for which 
at least one successor belongs to a circuit. 

• NTREE( ATTR ,COMP , val ): number of vertices of graph G  that do not belong to any circuit, and for which 
at least one successor belongs to a circuit, and for which value v  of attribute 
ATTR  verifies the comparison test  v COMP val ; COMP  is one of the 

following test =, ≠. 

• ORDER( r , d , ATTR ): r  and d  are integers and ATTR  designates a specific attribute of the items 
associated to the vertices of graph G . Value of attribute ATTR  associated to 
the vertices of rank r  (if several vertices have rank r  then we will get all 
corresponding values); d  if no such vertex exists. 

• NSOURCE_EQ_NSINK: 1 if for each connected component the number of sources is equal to the 
number of sinks, else 0. 

• NSOURCE_GREATEREQ_NSINK: 1 if for each connected component the number of sources is greater or equal to 
the number of sinks, else 0. 
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A last characteristic is computed on 2 graphs 1G  and 2G  that have the same set V  of vertices and the sets ( )1GE  

and ( )2GE  of arcs. This characteristic corresponds to: 

• DISTANCE: cardinality of the set ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1221 GEGEGEGE −∪− . This corresponds to 

the number of arcs that belong to ( )1GE  but not to ( )2GE , plus the number of 

arcs that are in ( )2GE  but not in ( )1GE . 

For directed hypergraphs, we will only consider the NARC characteristic. 

2.5. Description of simple global constraints 

A simple global constraint is defined by: 

- A term ( )mAAt ,,1 �  where t  corresponds to the name of the constraint and mAA ,,1 �  to its arguments, where 

each argument has a defined type, and where at least one of the arguments is a collection. 

- A vertex generator, which takes an argument that is a collection and generates the vertices of the graph. 

- An arc generator, which takes 2 arguments: the first one n  is the number of vertices of the arcs (usually 2=n ) 
and the second argument is one of the −n ary constraints that were defined in section 2.2. . 

- The graph properties that one wants to be verified on the final primal and dual graphs defined below are 
associated to an instantiated solution of the constraint. 

We now introduce the notion of primal and dual graph according to a given instantiation of all variables that occur 
in the vertices of an initial graph that is associated to a global constraint. When these variables get instantiated then 
each −n ary constraint that is associated to an arc becomes either true or false. This creates a primal and a dual 
graph, which are respectively defined in the following way: 

- The primal graph corresponds to the −n ary constraints that hold. A vertex of the initial graph belongs to the 
primal graph if it is involved in at least one −n ary constraint that holds. An arc belongs to the primal graph if 
the related constraint holds. 

- The dual graph corresponds to the −n ary constraints that fail. A vertex of the initial graph belongs to the dual 
graph if this vertex is involved in at least one −n ary constraint that fails. An arc belongs to the dual graph if the 
related constraint fails. 

Since some constraint request it, we introduce a second type of dual graph that is defined in the following way: 

- As in the previous case, the dual graph of type 2 corresponds to the −n ary constraints that fail. A vertex of the 
initial graph belongs to the dual graph of type 2 if that vertex is only involved in −n ary constraints that fail. An 
arc belongs to the dual graph of type 2 if its extremities are vertices of the dual graph of type 2 and if the 
constraint related to the arc fails. 

We use the following notations in order to ask for a graph propertie on the primal or on the dual graph: 

- A graph propertie P on the primal graph will be denoted P(PRIMAL) or simply P, 

- A graph propertie P on the dual graph of type 1 will be denoted P(DUAL1) or simply P(DUAL), 

- A graph propertie P on the dual graph of type 2 will be denoted P(DUAL2). 

 

Note the important difference between this way of defining a constraint and the classical approach, where one 
specifies a network of constraints [DECHTER & PEARL 87], [DECHTER, MEIRI & PEARL 91] which all have 
to hold. Let us now give a small example of how one can define the [ ]( )nXX ,,ntalldiffere 1 �  constraint that holds 

if all variables nXX ,,1 �  are pairwise different: 

- The vertices of the graph correspond to the variables nXX ,,1 � , 

- The arity of the constraint that is associated to each arc is 2, 

- The constraint that is associated to each arc is the equality constraint, 

- The arcs of the initial directed graph are construct with the CLIQUE arcs generator: each vertex is linked to each 
other vertex, 

- The graph properties that one wants to be verified on the final primal graph that is associated to an instantiated 
solution corresponds to the fact that we want to have exactly n  strongly connected components. 

The next figure shows the initial graph, the primal and dual graphs of first type that are associated to the 
instantiation 51 =X , 52 =X , 33 =X  and 84 =X . For the initial graph we indicate in each vertex the indices of 

the corresponding variable, while we give the value of the variables in the case of the primal and dual graphs. 
Since the primal graph has only 3 strongly connected components, the constraint [ ]( )8,3,5,5ntalldiffere  is not 
satisfied. 
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Figure 2. The different graphs associated to [ ]( )8,3,5,5ntalldiffere 4321 ==== XXXX . 

2.6. Description of dynamic global constraints 

The purpose of a dynamic global constraint is to enforce a condition on different subsets of variables, which are 
not known in advance. These constraints occur very often in practice and are hard to express since one cannot use 
a classical constraint for which it is required to provide all variables. One good example of dynamic global 
constraint is the cumulative 11 constraint where one wants to impose the sum of some variables to be less or equal 
than a given limit. In this case, each set of variables is defined by the height of the different tasks that overlap a 
given instant i . Since the origins of the tasks are not initially fixed, we don’t know in advance which task will 
overlap a given instant and so, we cannot state any sum constraint initially. A dynamic global constraint is defined 
in exactly the same way that a simple global constraint, except that we can eventually omit the graph properties, 
and that we have to provide the 2 following additional informations: 

- A generator of sets of vertices, which takes as argument the final primal graph and produces different sets of 
vertices. 

- An elementary or a simple global constraint that one has to apply on each set created by the previous generator. 

We now describe the different generators of sets of vertices that we provide: 

- The PATH(L) generates all paths of L distinct vertices of the primal graph, 

- The PATH(MAX) generates all maximum paths of distinct vertices of the primal graph, 

- The CC(MIN) generates all connected components of no less than MIN vertices of the primal graph, 

- The ALL_CC(MIN) generates one set that corresponds to all connected components of no less than MIN vertices 
of the primal graph, 

- The SCC(MIN) generates all strongly connected components of no less than MIN vertices of the primal graph, 

- The ALL_SCC(MIN) generates one set that corresponds to all strongly connected components of no less than 
MIN vertices of the primal graph, 

- The CLIQUE(MAX) generates all maximum cliques of the primal graph. 

The PATH generator can only be used when the definition of the global constraint implies one of the following 
conditions: 

- Discarding the loops, all the vertices of the primal graph have exactly one predecessor. 

- Discarding the loops, all the vertices of the primal graph have exactly one successor. 

The CLIQUE generator can only be applied when the primal graph is a subclass of intersection graphs [McKEE & 
McMORRIS 99] for which one can compute the maximum cliques in a polynomial time according to the number 
of vertices. 

Let us now give a small example of how one can define the ( )LimitTasks,cumulative  constraint, where Tasks  is a 

collection of the form ( )dvarHeightdvarDurationdvarOriginintIndexcollection −−−− ,,,  and where Limit  is a 
non-negative integer. The constraint holds if the following condition is true: 

∑
+<≤

≤∈∀
jjj DurationOriginiOriginj

j LimitHeighti
|

IN  . 

The cumulative  dynamic global constraint is defined by: 

- The vertices of the graph correspond to the different tasks of the collection Tasks , 

- The arity of the constraint that is associated to each arc is 2, 

- The constraint that is associated to each arc is the overlapping constraint that holds if the corresponding 2 tasks 
intersect in time, 

- The arcs of the initial directed graph are constructed with the CLIQUE(≠) arcs generator: each vertex is linked to 
each other vertex except itself, 

- The sets generator is CLIQUE(MAX). Since the arc constraint is the overlapping constraint, the primal graph will 
be an interval graph on which one can compute the different maximum cliques in a polynomial time according 
to the number of tasks. 

                                                 
11 The cumulative  constraint is defined in appendix 1. 
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- The dynamic constraint is that the sum of the heights of the tasks that are in a maximum clique should not 
exceed Limit . 

The next figure shows the initial graph (A), the primal and the maximum cliques (B) that are associated to the 
following instance: 

cumulative({Index-1 Origin-1 Duration-3  Height-1, 
           Index-2 Origin-2 Duration-9  Height-2, 
           Index-3 Origin-3 Duration-10 Height-1, 
           Index-4 Origin-6 Duration-6  Height-1, 
           Index-5 Origin-7 Duration-2  Height-3},8) . 

We indicate in each vertex the index of the corresponding task. On the primal graph an ellipse encloses each 
maximum clique. The constraint is satisfied, since for the 2 maximum cliques, the sum of the heights of the 
involved tasks does not exceed the maximum limit 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Initial and primal graphs associated to the cumulative  instance 

In the next paragraph, we show how one can redefine nearly all the currently existing global constraints that are 
predefined in current constraint systems CHIP [DINCBAS, VAN HENTENRYCK, SIMONIS, AGGOUN, 
GRAF & BERTHIER 88], CLAIRE [CASEAU & LABURTHE 96a], Ilog Solver [ILOG 99], Oz [SMOLKA 96] 
and SICStus implementation of clp(FD) [CARLSSON, OTTOSSON & CARLSON 97]. Moreover we come out 
with a lot of new powerful global constraints that can be naturally defined within this new framework. 

3. A catalogue of global constraints 

The purpose of this section is to show how one can express with the previous description language most of the 
existing global constraints and how one can come up with a variety of new interesting global constraints. This 
corresponds in fact to explore the global constraint space that is depicted by the next figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The different dimensions of the global constraint “space”. 

A simple global constraint can be seen as an interaction between the structure of the initial primal graph, the 
properties of the edge constraint and the graph properties that have to hold on the final graph. For the dynamic 
global constraints we have 2 additional dimensions, which respectively are the kind of set generators and the 
property of the constraint that has to hold on each set. The following slots describe each simple global constraint: 

- Origin: describes the origin of the constraint that corresponds to the (to our knowledge) first known 
constraint system or paper that introduces it. When this constraint does not already exist we 
mention it with the keyword NEW, even when a similar problem or model was presented 
using something else outside the constraint community. 

- Constraint: gives a typical name and the different arguments of the constraint. 

- Arguments: describes for each argument its type. 

- Restriction(s): provides necessary conditions on the arguments of the constraint. 
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- Vertex input: indicates which of the arguments of the constraint are used for the vertex generator. These 
arguments are collections that are passed to the vertex generator in order to generate the 
vertices of the graph that is associated to the global constraint. 

- Vertex generator: gives the vertex generator that is used in order to generate the vertices of the graph. 

- Arc generator: describes the arc generator that is used in order to generate the arcs of the graph. 

- Arc arity: gives the number of vertices of the arcs of the graph; this corresponds to the arity of the 
elementary constraints that are associated to each arc. 

- Arc constraint: gives the elementary constraint that is associated to each arc of the graph. 

- Graph property(ies): provides all graph properties that one want to have on the primal and/or dual graphs that is 
associated to an instantiated solution. 

- Purpose: indicates what is the purpose of the constraint. 

- Example(s): provides one or several examples where we give a ground solution for which the constraint 
holds. 

- Comment: explains the description (i.e. vertex generator, arc generator, graph constraint) of the global 
constraint. 

- Usage: gives possible potential utilisation of the constraint. 

- Remark: gives a specific remark on the constraint. 
 

For each dynamic global constraint we provide the additional 2 slots: 

- Sets: describe the way sets of vertices are generated. 

- Dynamic constraint: give the elementary constraint or the simple global constraint that has to hold for every set 
of vertices generated by the previous slot. 

 

We have regrouped the different global constraints under the following 11 categories: 

- Order constraints: minimum or maximum value according to some defined ordering relation, 
- Value constraints: how variables can take values, 
- Bipartite constraints: constraint involving a bipartite graph, 
- Value partitioning constraints: partition values according to an equivalence relation, 
- Sliding sequence constraints: elementary constraint on sliding sequences of variables that partially overlap, 
- Timetabling constraints: constraints expressing rules how people can work, 
- Neighbourhood constraints: proximity between 2 series of variables according to a given elementary 

  constraint, 
- Graph constraints: graph-partitioning constraints, 
- Scheduling constraints: resource-scheduling constraints, 
- Geometrical constraints: placement, alignment and crossing constraints, 
- Miscellaneous constraints: constraints that do not fit in one of the previous categories. 
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3.1. Order constraints 

ORIGIN             : CHIP 

CONSTRAINT         : minimum(MIN,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : MIN      : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] < VARIABLES.var[2]12 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): ORDER(0,MAXINT,var) = MIN 

PURPOSE            : Minimum value of a collection of domain variables. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : minimum(2,{var-3,var-2,var-7,var-2,var-6}) 

COMMENT            : IDENTITY is used in order to generate the vertices of the graph. 
CLIQUE is used in order to generate the arcs of the graph. 
ORDER(0,MAXINT,var) refers to the source vertices of the graph, 
i.e. the vertices that do not have any predecessor. 

REMARK             : Note that minimum is a constraint and not just a function that 
computes the minimum value of a collection of variables: the 
values of MIN influence the variables and the values of the 
variables influence MIN. 

ORIGIN             : CHIP 

CONSTRAINT         : maximum(MAX,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : MAX      : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] > VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): order(0,MININT,var)) = MAX 

PURPOSE            : Maximum value of a collection of domain variables. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : maximum(7,{var-3,var-2,var-7,var-2,var-6}) 

COMMENT            : We use a very similar definition that the one that was utilized 
for the minimum constraint. We just replace the constraint < by 
>. 

REMARK             : Since constraints < and > are similar (both define a strict 
order) one should use exactly the same algorithm for both 
constraints. 

                                                 
12 [1] refers to the initial node of an arc constraint and [2] to the destination node. This notation will be used for all 
the arc constraints. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : minimum_modulo(MIN,VARIABLES,M) 

ARGUMENTS          : MIN      : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 
M        : int 

RESTRICTION(S)     : M > 0 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : (VARIABLES.var[1] mod M) < (VARIABLES.var[2] mod M) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): ORDER(0,MAXINT,var)) = MIN 

PURPOSE            : Minimum value of a collection of domain variables according to 
the following partial ordering: (X mod M) < (Y mod M). 

EXAMPLE(S)         : minimum_modulo(6,{var-9,var-1,var-7,var-6,var-5},3) 
minimum_modulo(9,{var-9,var-1,var-7,var-6,var-5},3) 
 
The primal graph associated to the solution 9,1,7,6,5 is given in 
the next figure. Since it has 2 source vertices, both 
corresponding values(i.e. 6 and 9) are obtained from the order 
constraint. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Primal graph associated to 
{var-9,var-1,var-7,var-6,var-5}. 

COMMENT            : We use a very similar definition that the one that was utilized 
for the minimum constraint. We just replace the constraint X < Y 
by (X mod M) < (Y mod M). 

ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : maximum_modulo(MAX,VARIABLES,M) 

ARGUMENTS          : MAX      : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 
M        : int 

RESTRICTION(S)     : M > 0 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : (VARIABLES.var[1] mod M) > (VARIABLES.var[2] mod M) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): ORDER(0,MININT,var)) = MAX 

PURPOSE            : Maximum value of a collection of domain variables according to 
the following partial ordering: (X mod M) < (Y mod M). 

EXAMPLE(S)         : maximum_modulo(5,{var-9,var-1,var-7,var-6,var-5},3)  

9 1 

6 7 

5 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : min_n(MIN,RANK,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : MIN     : dvar 
RANK    : int 
VARIABLE: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : RANK ≥ 0 
RANK < |VARIABLES| 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] < VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): order(RANK,MAXINT,var) = MIN 

PURPOSE            : Minimum value of a given rank of a collection of domain 
variables. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : min_n(3,1,{var-3,var-1,var-7,var-1,var-6}) 
 
Note that same values are only counted once. This is why the 
minimum of order 1 is 3 instead of 1 in the previous example. 
The next figure shows the primal graph of the previous example 
where the rank of the different vertices is given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Primal graph associated to the min_n constraint and 
corresponding ranks. 

COMMENT            : A generalization of the minimum constraint. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : max_n(MAX,RANK,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : MAX      : dvar 
RANK     : int 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : RANK ≥ 0 
RANK < |VARIABLES| 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] > VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): order(RANK,MININT,var) = MAX 

PURPOSE            : Maximum value of a given rank of a collection of domain 
variables. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : max_n(6,1,{var-3,var-1,var-7,var-1,var-6}) 
 
The next figure shows the primal graph of the previous example 
where the rank of the different vertices is given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Primal graph associated to the max_n constraint and 
corresponding ranks. 

REMARK             : Since constraint > has exactly the same property as constraint <, 
one should use exactly the same algorithm that is utilized for 
the algorithm of the constraint min_n(MIN,RANK,VARIABLES). 
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3.2. Value constraints 

ORIGIN             : CHIP13 

CONSTRAINT         : among(NVAR,VARIABLES,VALUES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NVAR     : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 
VALUES   : collection(val-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : required(VARIABLES.var) 
required(VALUES.val) 
distinct(VALUES/val) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : SELF 

ARC ARITY          : 1 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] in VALUES.val 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = NVAR 

PURPOSE            : Number of variables that take their value in VALUES. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : among(3,{var-4,var-5,var-5,var-4,var-1},{val-1,val-5,val-8}) 

COMMENT            : In this constraint we use the unary constraint “in VALUES”. For 
this reason we employ the “self” arc generator in order to 
generate a graph with a single loop on each vertex. 

ORIGIN             : SICStus 

CONSTRAINT         : count(VALUE,VARIABLES,RELOP,NVAR) 

ARGUMENTS          : VALUE    : int 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 
RELOP    : atom 
NVAR     : dvar 

RESTRICTION(S)     : RELOP in {=,≠,<,≥,>,≤} 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : SELF 

ARC ARITY          : 1 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] = VALUE 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC RELOP NVAR 

PURPOSE            : Let N be the number of variables VARIABLES that take value VAL; 
enforce condition “N RELOP NVAR” to hold. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : count(5,{var-4,var-5,var-5,var-4,var-5},≥,2) 
The previous constraint holds since value 5 occurs 3 times. 

REMARK             : Same kind of constraint as the among constraint. 

                                                 
13 A similar constraint called “between” was introduced in 1990 in CHIP. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : balance(BALANCE,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : BALANCE  : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : BALANCE ≥ 0 
BALANCE ≤ |VARIABLES| 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] = VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): RANGE_NSCC = BALANCE 

PURPOSE            : Difference between the number of occurrence of the value that 
occurs the most and the value that occurs the least. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : balance(2,{var-3,var-1,var-7,var-1,var-1}) 
 
In this example, values 1, 3 and 7 are respectively used 3, 1 and 
1 times. BALANCE is assigned to the difference between the 
maximum and minimum number of the previous occurrences (i.e. 3-
1). 

USAGE              : One application of this constraint is to enforce a balanced 
assignment of values, no matter how many distinct values will be 
used. In this case one will “push” on the maximum value of the 
first argument of the balance constraint. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : min_nvalue(MIN,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : MIN      : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : MIN ≥ 1 
MIN ≤ |VARIABLES| 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1]= VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): MIN_NSCC = MIN 

PURPOSE            : Minimum number of times that the same value is taken by the 
variables of the collection VARIABLES. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : min_nvalue(2,{var-9,var-1,var-7,var-1,var-1, 
              var-7,var-7,var-7,var-7,var-9}) 
 
In this example, value 1,7,9 are respectively used 3,5,2 times. 
So the minimum number of time that a same value occurs is 2. 

USAGE              : This constraint can be used in order to replace a set of count or 
among constraints were one would have to generate explicitly one 
constraint for each potential value. 

ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : max_nvalue(MAX,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : MAX      : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : MAX ≥ 1 
MAX ≤ |VARIABLES| 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1]= VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): MAX_NSCC = MAX 

PURPOSE            : Maximum number of times that the same value is taken by the 
variables of the collection VARIABLES. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : max_nvalue(3,{var-9,var-1,var-7,var-1,var-1, 
              var-6,var-7,var-7,var-4,var-9}) 
 
In this example, value 1,4,6,7,9 are respectively used 3,1,1,3,2 
times. So the maximum number of time that a same value occurs is 
3. 

USAGE              : This constraint can be used in order to replace a set of count or 
among constraints were one would have to generate explicitly one 
constraint for each potential value. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : common(NCOMMON1,NCOMMON2,VARIABLES1,VARIABLES2) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCOMMON1  : dvar 
NCOMMON2  : dvar 
VARIABLES1: collection(var-dvar) 
VARIABLES2: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCOMMON1 ≥ 0 
NCOMMON1 ≤ |VARIABLES1| 
NCOMMON2 ≥ 0 
NCOMMON2 ≤ |VARIABLES2| 
required(VARIABLES1.var) 
required(VARIABLES2.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES1 VARIABLES2 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES1 VARIABLES2 

ARC GENERATOR      : PRODUCT 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES1.var[1] = VARIABLES2.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NSOURCE = NCOMMON1 
NSINK   = NCOMMON2 

PURPOSE            : NCOMMON1 is the number of variables of the collection of 
variables VARIABLES1 that take a value in VARIABLES2. 

NCOMMON2 is the number of variables of the collection of 
variables VARIABLES2 that take a value in VARIABLES1. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : common(3,4,{var-1,var-9,var-1,var-5}, 
           {var-2,var-1,var-9,var-9,var-6,var-9}) 
 
The primal graph that corresponds to the example is given in the 
next figure. The vertices on the left correspond to the first 
collection of variables, while the other correspond to the second 
collection of variables. The number given in each vertex is the 
value taken by the variable. Since the graph has only 3 sources 
and 4 sinks the variables NCOMMON1 and NCOMMON2 are respectively 
equal to 3 and 4. Note that the vertices corresponding to the 
variables that take values 5, 2 and 6 were removed from the 
primal graph since there is no arc for which the associated 
equality constraint is true. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Bipartite primal graph. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : same(VARIABLES1,VARIABLES2) 

ARGUMENTS          : VARIABLES1: collection(var-dvar) 
VARIABLES2: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : |VARIABLES1|=|VARIABLES2| 
required(VARIABLES1.var) 
required(VARIABLES2.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES1 VARIABLES2 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES1 VARIABLES2 

ARC GENERATOR      : PRODUCT 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES1.var[1] = VARIABLES2.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NSOURCE_EQ_NSINK14 = 1 
NSOURCE = |VARIABLES1| 
NSINK   = |VARIABLES2| 

PURPOSE            : variables of VARIABLES2 corresponds to variables of VARIABLES1 
according to a permutation. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : same({var-1,var-9,var-1,var-5,var-2,var-1}, 
     {var-9,var-1,var-1,var-1,var-2,var-5}) 
 
The primal graph that corresponds to the example is given in the 
next figure. The vertices on the left correspond to the first 
collection of variables, while the other correspond to the second 
collection of variables. The number given in each vertex is the 
value taken by the variable. Each connected component of the 
graph is coloured in a specific colour. Since each connected 
component has the same number of sources and of sinks the 
constraint holds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. The 4 connected components of the bipartite primal graph. 

REMARK             : The same constraint is a relaxed version of the sort constraint 
introduced in [ZHOU 97] and after in [GUERNALEC & COLMERAUER 97]. 
We don’t give the permutation that relate the 2 collections of 
variables and don’t enforce the second collection of variables to 
be sorted in increasing order. 

 

                                                 
14 1 if for each connected component the number of sources is equal to the number of sinks, else 0. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : used_by(VARIABLES1,VARIABLES2) 

ARGUMENTS          : VARIABLES1: collection(var-dvar) 
VARIABLES2: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : |VARIABLES1|≥|VARIABLES2| 
required(VARIABLES1.var) 
required(VARIABLES2.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES1 VARIABLES2 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES1 VARIABLES2 

ARC GENERATOR      : PRODUCT 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES1.var[1] = VARIABLES2.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NSOURCE_GREATEREQ_NSINK15 = 1 
NSINK = |VARIABLES2| 

PURPOSE            : All the values of variables of the collection VARIABLES2 are used 
by the variables of the collection VARIABLES1. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : used_by({var-1,var-9,var-1,var-5,var-2,var-1}, 
        {var-1,var-1,var-2,var-5}) 
 
The primal graph that corresponds to the example is given in the 
next figure. The vertices on the left correspond to the first 
collection of variables, while the other correspond to the second 
collection of variables. The number given in each vertex is the 
value taken by the variable. Each connected component of the 
graph is coloured in a specific colour. Since for each connected 
component the number of sources is greater or equal than the 
number of sinks the constraint hold. Note that the vertex 
corresponding to the variable that take value 9 was removed from 
the primal graph since there is no arc for which the associated 
equality constraint is true. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. The 3 connected components of the bipartite primal 
graph. 

 

                                                 
15 1 if for each connected component the number of sources is greater or equal to the number of sinks, else 0. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : assign_and_count(ATMOST,COLOURS,ITEMS) 

ARGUMENTS          : ATMOST : int 
COLOURS: collection(val-int) 
ITEMS  : collection(bin-dvar,colour-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : ATMOST ≥ 0 
required(COLOURS.val) 
distinct(COLOURS/val) 
required([ITEMS.bin,ITEMS.colour]) 

VERTEX INPUT       : ITEMS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : ITEMS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : ITEMS.bin[1] = ITEMS.bin[2] 

SETS               : CLIQUE(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : Card(ITEMS.colour,COLOURS) ≤ ATMOST 

PURPOSE            : Given several items (each of them having a specific colour which 
may not be initially fixed), and different bins, assign each item 
to a bin, so that the total number of items of colour COLOURS in 
each bin does not exceed a given limit. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : assign_and_count(2,{val-4},{bin-1 colour-4, 
                            bin-3 colour-4, 
                            bin-1 colour-4, 
                            bin-1 colour-5}) 

The left part of the next figure shows the solution associated to 
the example, while the right part gives the primal graph where 
each maximum clique is enclosed by an ellipse. For each vertex of 
the graph we show its corresponding position within the 
collection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Assignment solution and primal graph with its 2 maximum 
cliques. 

COMMENT            : We enforce the n-ary Card constraint16 of the colour of the items 
that belong to a same maximum clique. Since we use the equality 
constraint, the maximum cliques correspond to all items that are 
assigned to the same bin. 

USAGE              : Quite a lot of constraint users have pointed out that one can’t 
apply constraints such as count, among or cardinality if the set 
of variables is not initially known. However, this is required in 
practice for some time tabling problems. 

 

                                                 
16 Refers to the Card constraint that was introduced in the paragraph 2.2.1. . It enforces the number of variables 
that take some specific values to be between 2 given limits. In our example we use only the upper limit. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : assign_and_nvalue(ATMOST,ITEMS) 

ARGUMENTS          : ATMOST: int 
ITEMS : collection(bin-dvar,colour-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : ATMOST ≥ 0 
required([ITEMS.bin,ITEMS.colour]) 

VERTEX INPUT       : ITEMS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : ITEMS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : ITEMS.bin[1] = ITEMS.bin[2] 

SETS               : CLIQUE(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : nvalue(0..ATMOST,ITEMS.colour) 

PURPOSE            : Given several items (each of them having a specific colour which 
may not be initially fixed), and different bins, assign each item 
to a bin, so that the number of distinct colours in each bin does 
not exceed a given maximum number. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : assign_and_nvalue(2,{bin-2 colour-3, 
                     bin-1 colour-5, 
                     bin-2 colour-3, 
                     bin-2 colour-3, 
                     bin-2 colour-4}) 

The left part of the next figure shows the solution associated to 
the example, while the right part gives the primal graph where 
the 2 maximum cliques are indicated by an ellipse. For each 
vertex of the graph we show its corresponding position within the 
collection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. An assignment with at most 2 distinct colors in parallel 
and the related primal graph with its maximum cliques. 

COMMENT            : We enforce the non-primitive constraint nvalue17 on the items that 
belong to a same maximum clique. Since we use the equality 
constraint, the maximum cliques correspond to all items that are 
assigned to the same bin. 

USAGE              : Let us give 2 examples where this constraint is useful: 

• Quite often, in bin-packing problems, each item has a specific 
type, and one wants to assign items of similar type to each 
bin. 

• In a vehicle routing problem, one wants to restrict the number 
of towns visited by each vehicle. Note that several customers 
may be located at the same town. In this example, each bin 
would correspond to a vehicle, each item would correspond to a 
visit to a customer, and the colour of an item would be the 
location of the corresponding customer. 

                                                 
17 Refers to the nvalue  constraint that was defined as a non-primitive constraint. It constrains the number of 
distinct values to be in a specified range. 
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3.3. Bipartite constraints 

ORIGIN             : ALICE 

CONSTRAINT         : alldifferent(VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1]=VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): MAX_NSCC ≤ 1 

PURPOSE            : Enforce all variables to be pairwise different. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : alldifferent({var-5,var-1,var-9,var-3}) 

COMMENT            : We generate a clique graph with binary equality constraints 
between each pairs of vertices (this include an arc between a 
vertex and itself) and we state that the maximum size of a 
strongly connected component should not exceed 1. 

ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : alldifferent_except_0(VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1]≠0 ∧ VARIABLES.var[1]=VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): MAX_NSCC ≤ 1 

PURPOSE            : Enforce all variables of the collection VARIABLES to be pairwise 
different, except for the variables that take value 0. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : alldifferent_except_0({var-5,var-0,var-1,var-9,var-0,var-3}) 

USAGE              : It appears quite often that for some modeling reason you create a 
“bin value”. You don’t want that normal constraints hold for 
variables that take this “bin value”. For this purpose we modify 
the binary arc constraint in order to remove the vertices that 
take value 0. This will be effectively the case since all the 
corresponding arcs constraints will be false. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : golomb(VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : PAIR(>) 

ARC INPUT          : PAIRS: collection(x-dvar,y-dvar) 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : PAIRS.y[1]-PAIRS.x[1] = PAIRS.y[2]-PAIRS.x[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): MAX_NSCC ≤ 1 

PURPOSE            : Enforce all differences VARi-VARj between 2 variables of the 
collection of variables VARIABLES VARi and VARj (i>j) to be 
distinct. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : golomb({var-0,var-1,var-4,var-6}) 
 
In the next figure, we give the initial graph (A) and show a 
graphical interpretation (B) of the solution given in the example 
in term of a graph. Each vertex is a variable, while each arc is 
a difference between 2 variables. One can see that these 
differences are all distinct. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Initial graph and representation of the solution 
0,1,4,6. 

COMMENT            : When applied on the collection VAR1,VAR2,VAR3,VAR4, the vertices 
generator PAIR(>) generates the following vertices in this order: 
 (VAR2,VAR1), 
 (VAR3,VAR1) (VAR3,VAR2), 
 (VAR4,VAR1) (VAR4,VAR2), (VAR4,VAR3). 
Note that we use a binary arc constraint between 2 vertices and 
that this binary constraint involves 4 variables. 

USAGE              : This constraint refers to the Golomb ruler problem. We take the 
definition from [SHEARER 96]: 
“A Golomb ruler is a set of integers (marks) a(1) < ... < a(k) 
such that all the differences a(i)-a(j) (i > j) are distinct”. 

REMARK             : At a first glance, one could think that, because it looks so 
similar to the alldifferent constraint, we would have a perfect 
polynomial test procedure and also a perfect polynomial pruning 
procedure. However this is not true since you retrieve the same 
variable in different vertices of the graph. This will lead to 
the fact that you have incompatible arcs in the bipartite graph 
(the 2 classes of vertices correspond to the pair of variables 
and to the fact that the difference between 2 pairs of variables 
take a specific value). However you can still use the same 
algorithms as for the alldifferent constraint, but this will not 
lead to perfect pruning. 

Different constraints models for the Golomb ruler problem were 
presented in [SMITH, STERGIOU & WALSH 99]. 
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3.4. Value partitioning constraints 

ORIGIN             : [PACHET & ROY 99] 

CONSTRAINT         : nvalue(NVAL,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NVAL     : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NVAL ≥ max(0,|VARIABLES|>0) 
NVAL ≤ |VARIABLES| 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] = VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NSCC = NVAL 

PURPOSE            : Number of distinct values of variables of the collection 
VARIABLES. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : nvalue(4,{var-3,var-1,var-7,var-1,var-6}) 
 
In this example, the 4 following values 1, 3, 6 and 7 are used by 
the variables. 

USAGE              : This is a quite common constraint that you encounter in many 
practical applications. For example, for time tabling problems 
you want to put a limit on the maximum number of activities type 
that you can perform. For frequency allocation problems, one 
optimization criteria corresponds to the fact that you want to 
minimize the number of distinct frequencies that you use all over 
the entire network. 

The nvalue constraint generalizes several more simple constraints 
like: 

• alldifferent(VARIABLES): in order to get the alldifferent 
constraint, one has to set NVAL to the total number of 
variables. 

• notallequal(VARIABLES): in order to get the notallequal18 
constraint, one has to set the minimum value of NVAL to 2. 

REMARK             : This constraint appears in [PACHET & ROY 99, page 339] under the 
name of “Cardinality on Attributes Values”. 

 

                                                 
18 The ( )VARIABLESlnotallequa  constraint holds if all variables are not all equal. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : nequivalence(NEQUIV,M,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NEQUIV   : dvar 
M        : int 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NEQUIV ≥ max(0,|VARIABLES|>0) 
NEQUIV ≤ min(|VARIABLES|,M) 
M      > 0 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1]≡VARIABLES.var[2] (mod M) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NSCC = NEQUIV 

PURPOSE            : Number of distinct equivalence classes in the collection of 
variables VARIABLES according to the binary arc constraint 
X≡Y(mod M). 

EXAMPLE(S)         : nequivalence(2,3,{var-3,var-2,var-5,var-6,var-15,var-3,var-3}) 
 
In this example we have the 2 equivalence classes that 
respectively correspond to values {3,6,15} and {2,5}. 

REMARK             : Since constraints X=Y and X≡Y(mod M) are similar, one should 
consider to use the same algorithm as the one that is used for 
constraint nvalue(NVAL,VARIABLES). 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : nclass(NCLASS,VARIABLES,PARTITIONS) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCLASS    : dvar 
VARIABLES : collection(var-dvar) 
PARTITIONS: collection(p-VALUES) 
VALUES    : collection(val-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCLASS ≥ 0 
NCLASS ≤ min(|VARIABLES|,|PARTITIONS|) 
required(VARIABLES.var) 
required(PARTITIONS.p) 
|PARTITIONS| ≥ 2 
required(VALUES.val) 
distinct(PARTITIONS/p/val) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : (VARIABLES.var[1] in PARTITIONS.p[i]) ∧ 
(VARIABLES.var[2] in PARTITIONS.p[j]) ∧ 
 i = j 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NSCC = NCLASS 

PURPOSE            : Number of partitions derived from the collection of variables 
VARIABLES according to the partitions given by PARTITIONS. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : nclass(2, 
       {var-3,var-2,var-7,var-2,var-6}, 
       {p-{val-1,val-3},p-{val-4},p-{val-2,val-6}}) 
 
In this example we effectively use 2 classes that respectively 
correspond to values {3} and {2,6}. Note that we do not consider 
value 7 since it does not belong to the different classes of 
values we gave: all corresponding arc constraints are false. The 
final primal graph is given below. 

 

 

 

 

          Figure 14. Final primal graph with one strongly connected 
component for each class of values. 
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3.5. Sliding sequence constraints 

ORIGIN             : CHIP 

CONSTRAINT         : among_seq(LOW,UP,SEQ,VARIABLES,VALUES) 

ARGUMENTS          : LOW      : int 
UP       : int 
SEQ      : int 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 
VALUES   : collection(val-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : LOW ≥ 0 
LOW ≤ |VARIABLES| 
UP  ≥ LOW 
SEQ > 0 
SEQ ≥ LOW 
SEQ ≤ |VARIABLES| 
required(VARIABLES.var) 
required(VALUES.val) 
distinct(VALUES/val) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH 

ARC ARITY          : SEQ 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : LOW ≤ Card(VARIABLES.var,VALUES) ≤ UP 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = |VARIABLES|-SEQ+1 

PURPOSE            : Constrains all sequences of SEQ consecutive variables to take at 
least LOW values in VALUES and at most UP values in VALUES. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : among_seq(1,2,4, 
          {var-9,var-2,var-4,var-5,var-5,var-7,var-2}, 
          {val-0,val-2,val-4,val-6,val-8}) 
 
The previous constraint holds since the different sequences of 4 
consecutive variables contains respectively 2, 2, 1 and 1 even 
numbers. 

COMMENT            : A constraint on sliding sequences of consecutives variables. 
The vertices of the graph correspond to the variables. 
The arcs of the graph correspond to hyperarcs since they link SEQ 
variables. In order to link SEQ consecutive variables we use the 
arc generator PATH. Note that the constraint associated to an arc 
corresponds to the n-ary Card constraint19. 

                                                 
19 Refers to the Card constraint that was introduced in the paragraph 2.2.1. . It enforces the number of variables 
that take some specific values to be between 2 given limits. 
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ORIGIN             : CHIP 

CONSTRAINT         : sliding_sum(LOW,UP,SEQ,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : LOW      : int 
UP       : int 
SEQ      : int 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : UP  ≥ LOW 
SEQ > 0 
SEQ ≤ |VARIABLES| 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH 

ARC ARITY          : SEQ 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : LOW ≤ sum(VARIABLES.var) ≤ UP 

GRAPH PROPERTIE(S) : NARC = |VARIABLES|-SEQ+1 

PURPOSE            : Constrains all sequences of SEQ consecutive variables so that the 
sum of the variables is between LOW and UP. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : sliding_sum(3,7,4,{var-1,var-4,var-2,var-0,var-0,var-3,var-4}) 
 
The previous example considers all sliding sequences of 4 
consecutive variables and constraints the sum to be between 3 and 
7. The constraint holds since the sum associated to the different 
sequences are respectively 7, 6, 5 and 7. 

COMMENT            : Uses the predefined constraint “LOW ≤ sum() ≤ UP” that is 
available for any arity. 
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ORIGIN             : CHIP 

CONSTRAINT         : relaxed_sliding_sum(ATLEAST,ATMOST,LOW,UP,SEQ,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : ATLEAST  : int 
ATMOST   : int 
LOW      : int 
UP       : int 
SEQ      : int 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTIONS(S)    : ATLEAST ≥ 0 
ATMOST  ≥ ATLEAST 
ATMOST  ≤ |VARIABLES|-SEQ+1 
UP      ≥ LOW 
SEQ     > 0 
SEQ     ≤ |VARIABLES| 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH 

ARC ARITY          : SEQ 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : LOW ≤ sum(VARIABLES.var) ≤ UP 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC ≥ ATLEAST 
NARC ≤ ATMOST 

PURPOSE            : Constrains that there is between ATLEAST and ATMOST sequences of 
SEQ consecutive variables such that the sum of the variables is 
between LOW and UP. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : relaxed_sliding_sum(3,4,3,7,4, 
                    {var-2,var-4,var-2,var-0,var-0,var-3,var-4}) 
 
The primal directed hypergraph associated to the previous example 
is given below. For each vertex of the graph we show its 
corresponding position within the collection of variables. 
 
 
 
 

          Figure 15. Directed primal hypergraph associated to the 
example. 

The constraint associated to each arc corresponds to SUM in 3..7 
and involves 4 consecutive variables. We didn’t put vertex 1 
since the single arc constraint that mentions vertex 1 is false 
(i.e. the sum 2+4+2+0=8 is not in interval 3..7). However, the 
directed hypergraph contains 3 arcs, so the constraint is 
satisfied since it was requested to have between 3 and 4 arcs. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
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3.6. Timetabling constraints 

ORIGIN             : CHIP 

CONSTRAINT         : change(NCHANGE,VARIABLES,CTR) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCHANGE  : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 
CTR      : atom 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCHANGE ≥  0 
NCHANGE <  |VARIABLES| 
required(VARIABLES.var) 
CTR     in {=,≠,<,≥,>,≤} 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] CTR VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = NCHANGE 

PURPOSE            : Number of times that CTR holds on consecutive variables. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : change(3,{var-4,var-4,var-3,var-4,var-1},≠) 
change(1,{var-1,var-2,var-4,var-3,var-7},>) 
In the first example the changes are between 4 and 3, 3 and 4, 4 
and 1. In the second example the changes are between 4 and 3. 

COMMENT            : Since we are only interested in the constraints that link 2 
consecutive vertices we use PATH to generate the arcs of the 
graph. 

USAGE              : This constraint can be used for timetabling problems in order to 
put an upper limit on the number of changes during a given 
period. 

REMARK             : A similar constraint appears in [PACHET & ROY 99, page 338] under 
the name of “similarity” constraint. The difference consist that 
they replace the arithmetic constraint CTR by a binary 
constraint. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : cyclic_change(NCHANGE,CYCLE_LENGTH,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCHANGE     : dvar 
CYCLE_LENGTH: int 
VARIABLES   : collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCHANGE      ≥ 0 
NCHANGE      < |VARIABLES| 
CYCLE_LENGTH > 0 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : ((VARIABLES.var[1]+1)mod CYCLE_LENGTH) ≠ VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = NCHANGE 

PURPOSE            : Number of times that constraint ((X+1)mod CYCLE_LENGTH)≠Y holds. 
(X and Y correspond to consecutive variables of VARIABLES) 

EXAMPLE(S)         : cyclic_change(2,4,{var-3,var-0,var-2,var-3,var-1}) 
 
In this example we have the 2 following “cyclic” changes: 
- a first  change between 0 and 2, 
- a second change between 3 and 1. 
However, the sequence “3 0” is not a change since (3+1) mod 4 is 
equal to 0. 

USAGE              : This constraint may be used for personnel cyclic timetabling 
problems where each person has to work according to cycles; 
however, because in reality you have some perturbation it is not 
reasonable to ask for perfect cyclic solutions. One alternative 
would be to use the cycle_change constraint and to ask for 
solutions where one tries to minimize the number of cycle breaks 
(i.e. the variable NCHANGE). 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : cyclic_change_joker(NCHANGE,CYCLE_LENGTH,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCHANGE     : dvar 
CYCLE_LENGTH: int 
VARIABLES   : collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCHANGE      ≥ 0 
NCHANGE      < |VARIABLES| 
required(VARIABLES.var) 
CYCLE_LENGTH > 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : ((VARIABLES.var[1]+1)mod CYCLE_LENGTH) ≠ VARIABLES.var[2] ∧ 
  VARIABLES.var[1] < CYCLE_LENGTH                         ∧ 
  VARIABLES.var[2] < CYCLE_LENGTH 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = NCHANGE 

PURPOSE            : Number of times that the following constraint holds: 
((X+1)mod CYCLE_LENGTH)≠Y ∧ X<CYCLE_LENGTH ∧ Y<CYCLE_LENGTH. 
(X and Y correspond to consecutive variables of VARIABLES) 

EXAMPLE(S)         : cyclic_change_joker(2,4,{var-3,var-0,var-2, 
                         var-4,var-4,var-4, 
                         var-3,var-1,var-4}) 
 
In this example we have the 2 following cyclic changes: 
 - a first  change between 0 and 2, 
 - a second change between 3 and 1. 
But when the “joker” value 4 is involved, there is no change; 
this is why no change is counted between 2 and 4, between 4 and 
4, between 1 and 4. 

COMMENT            : The “joker values” are the values that are greater or equal than 
CYCLE_LENGTH. We do not count any change for the binary arc 
constraints involving at least one variable that takes a joker 
value. 

USAGE              : This constraint may be used in the same context as the 
cycle_change constraint with the additional interpretation: in 
our example codes 0 to 3 correspond to different type of 
activities (i.e. working the morning, the afternoon and the 
night) and code 4 represents the fact that you don’t work at all 
during a given day. We want to specify that there is no change 
when you go on holiday, when you are in holiday and when you come 
back from holiday. In all other situations you should still work 
in a cyclic way. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : smooth(NCHANGE,TOLERANCE,VARIABLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCHANGE  : dvar 
TOLERANCE: int 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCHANGE   ≥ 0 
NCHANGE   < |VARIABLES| 
TOLERANCE ≥ 0 
required(VARIABLES.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : |VARIABLES.var[1] - VARIABLES.var[2]| > TOLERANCE 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = NCHANGE 

PURPOSE            : Number of times that |X-Y|>TOLERANCE holds. 
(X and Y correspond to consecutive variables of VARIABLES) 

EXAMPLE(S)         : smooth(1,2,{var-1,var-3,var-4,var-5,var-2}) 
 
In the previous example we have one change between values 5 and 2 
since the difference in absolute value is greater than the 
tolerance (i.e. |5-2|>2). 

USAGE              : This constraint can be useful for the following problems: 

• Assume that VARIABLES corresponds to the number of people that 
work on consecutive weeks. One may not normally increase or 
decrease too drastically the number of people from one week to 
the next week. With the smooth constraint you could put a limit 
on the number of drastic changes. 

• Assume you have to produce a set of orders, each order having a 
specific attribute. You want to generate the orders in such a 
way that there is not a too big difference between the values 
of the attributes of 2 consecutives orders. If you can’t 
achieve this on 2 given specific orders, this would imply a 
set-up or a cost. You would like to minimize this kind of 
break. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : change_partition(NCHANGE,VARIABLES,PARTITIONS) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCHANGE   : dvar 
VARIABLES : collection(var-dvar) 
PARTITIONS: collection(p-VALUES) 
VALUES    : collection(val-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCHANGE      ≥ 0 
NCHANGE      < |VARIABLES| 
required(VARIABLES.var) 
required(PARTITIONS.p) 
|PARTITIONS| ≥ 2 
required(VALUES.val) 
distinct(PARTITIONS/p/val) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : (VARIABLES.var[1] in PARTITIONS.p[i]) ∧ 
(VARIABLES.var[2] in PARTITIONS.p[j]) ∧ 
 i ≠ j 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = NCHANGE 

PURPOSE            : Number of times that the following constraint holds: 
 (X in PARTITIONS[i]) ∧ (Y in PARTITIONS[j] ∧ i≠j), 
X and Y correspond to consecutive variables of VARIABLES. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : change_partition(2, 
                 {var-6,var-6,var-2,var-1,var-3,var-3, 
                  var-1,var-6,var-2,var-2,var-2}, 
                 {p-{val-1,val-3}, 
                  p-{val-4}, 
                  p-{val-2,val-6}}) 
 
In this example we have the following 2 changes: 
 - one change between values 2 and 1, 
 - one change between values 1 and 6. 

USAGE              : This constraint can be useful for the following problem. Assume 
you have to produce a set of orders, each order belonging to a 
given family. In the previous example we have 3 families that 
respectively correspond to values 1,3, to value 4 and to values 
2,6. We would like to generate the orders in such a way that we 
try to minimize the number of times that 2 consecutive orders do 
not belong to the same family. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : longest_changes(SIZE,VARIABLES,CTR) 

ARGUMENTS          : SIZE     : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 
CTR      : atom 

RESTRICTION(S)     : SIZE ≥ 0 
required(VARIABLES.var) 
CTR in {=,≠,<,≥,>,≤} 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] CTR VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): MAX_NCC = SIZE 

PURPOSE            : Maximum number of consecutive variables for which constraint CTR 
holds in an uninterrupted way; we have a change when CTR holds on 
2 consecutive variables. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : longest_changes(4,{var-8,var-8,var-3,var-4,var-1, 
                         var-1,var-5,var-5,var-2},≠) 
 
On this example the longest period of uninterrupted changes 
corresponds to the sequence 8,3,4,1, which involves 4 
consecutives variables. 

COMMENT            : In order to specify the constraint, we use MAX_NCC, which is the 
number of vertices of the largest connected component. In our 
case, since the initial graph corresponds to a path, this will be 
the length of the longest path in the final primal graph. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : group(NGroup, 
      MinSize,MaxSize, 
      MinDist,MaxDist, 
      NVal, 
      VARIABLES,VALUES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NGroup   : dvar 
MinSize  : dvar 
MaxSize  : dvar 
MinDist  : dvar 
MaxDist  : dvar 
NVal     : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 
VALUES   : collection(val-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NGroup  ≥ 0 
MinSize ≥ 0 
MaxSize ≥ MinSize 
MinDist ≥ 0 
MaxDist ≥ MinDist 
NVal    ≥ 0 
required(VARIABLES.var) 
required(VALUES.val) 
distinct(VALUES/val) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH LOOP 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : (VARIABLES.var[1] in VALUES) ∧ (VARIABLES.var[2] in VALUES) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NCC    (PRIMAL) = NGroup 
MIN_NCC(PRIMAL) = MinSize 
MAX_NCC(PRIMAL) = MaxSize 
MIN_NCC(DUAL2 ) = MinDist 
MAX_NCC(DUAL2 ) = MaxDist 
NVERTEX(PRIMAL) = NVal 

PURPOSE            : let n be the number of variables; let VARi,..,VARj (1≤i≤j≤n) be 
consecutive variables of the collection of variables VARIABLES 
such that the following conditions apply: 

• All variables VARi,..,VARj take their value in the set of 
values VALUES, 

• i=1 or VAR(i-1) does not take a value in VALUES, 

• j=n or VAR(j+1) does not take a value in VALUES. 

We call such a set of variables a group. The constraint group is 
true if: 

• There are exactly NGroup groups of variables, 

• The number of variables of the smallest group is MinSize, 

• The number of variables of the largest group is MaxSize, 

• The minimum number of variables between 2 consecutives groups 
or between one border and one group is MinDist, 

• The maximum number of variables between 2 consecutives groups 
or between one border and one group is MaxDist, 

• The number of variables that take their value in the set of 
values VALUES is equal to NVal. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : group(2,1,2,2,4,3, 
      {var-2,var-8,var-1,var-7,var-4,var-5,var-1,var-1,var-1}, 
      {val-0,val-2,val-4,val-6,val-8}) 
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The next figure gives the graph that corresponds to the solution 
of the example. The primal graph is given in dark, while the dual 
graph of type 2 is shown in gray. For each vertex of the graph we 
show its corresponding position within the collection. Below each 
vertex we indicate the value of the corresponding variable. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 16. Primal and dual graphs of the group constraint. 

Since the primal graph has 2 connected components the number of 
groups NGroup is 2. 

Since the number of vertices in the smallest connected component 
of the primal graph is 1, MinSize is equal to 1. 

Since the number of vertices in the largest connected component 
of the primal graph is 2, MaxSize is equal to 2. 

Since the size of the smallest connected component of the dual 
graph is 2, MinDist is equal to 2. 

Since the size of the largest connected component of the dual 
graph is 4, MaxDist is equal to 4. 

Since the number of vertices of the primal graph is 3, NVal is 
equal to 3. 

COMMENT            : In order to generate the initial graph we use: 

• The arc generators PATH and LOOP, 

• The binary constraint “X in VALUES ∧ Y in VALUES”. 

 This gives an initial graph of the following form: 

 

 

Figure 17. Initial graph of the group constraint. 

We use PATH LOOP and the binary constraint (X in VALUES) ∧ (Y in 
VALUES) in order to catch the 2 following situations: 

• A binary constraint has to be used in order to get the notion 
of group: consecutive variables that take their value in 
VALUES. 

• If we only use PATH then we lose the groups that are composed 
from one single variable since the predecessor and the 
successor arc would be destroyed; this is why we use also the 
LOOP generator. 

REMARK             : For this constraint we use the possibility to express directly 
more than one constraint on the characteristics of the graph. For 
more propagation, it is crucial to keep this in one single 
constraint, since strong mathematical relations relate all the 
characteristics of the graph. 

This constraint is very similar to the group constraint 
introduced in CHIP, except that here, the MinDist and MaxDist 
constraints apply also for the 2 borders: we can not start or end 
with a group of n consecutive variables that take their values 
outside VALUES and such that n is less than MinDist or n is 
greater than MaxDist. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

2 8 1 7 4 5 1 1 1 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : group_skip_isolated_item(NGroup , 
                         MinSize,MaxSize, 
                         MinDist,MaxDist, 
                         NVal   ,        VARIABLES,VALUES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NGroup   : dvar 
MinSize  : dvar 
MaxSize  : dvar 
MinDist  : dvar 
MaxDist  : dvar 
NVal     : dvar 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 
VALUES   : collection(val-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NGroup  ≥ 0 
MinSize ≥ 0 
MaxSize ≥ MinSize 
MinDist ≥ 0 
MaxDist ≥ MinDist 
NVal    ≥ 0 
required(VARIABLES.var) 
required(VALUES.val) 
distinct(VALUES/val) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CHAIN 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : (VARIABLES.var[1] in VALUES) ∧ (VARIABLES.var[2] in VALUES) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NSCC    (PRIMAL) = NGroup 
MIN_NSCC(PRIMAL) = MinSize 
MAX_NSCC(PRIMAL) = MaxSize 
MIN_NSCC(DUAL2 ) = MinDist 
MAX_NSCC(DUAL2 ) = MaxDist 
NVERTEX (PRIMAL) = NVal 

PURPOSE            : let n be the number of variables; let VARi,..,VARj (1≤i<j≤n) be 
consecutive variables of the collection of variables VARIABLES 
such that the following conditions apply: 

• All variables VARi,..,VARj take their value in the set of 
values VALUES, 

• i=1 or VAR(i-1) does not take a value in VALUES, 

• j=n or VAR(j+1) does not take a value in VALUES. 

We call such a set of variables a group. The constraint 
group_skip_isolated_item is true if: 

• There are exactly NGroup groups of variables, 

• The number of variables of the smallest group is MinSize, 

• The number of variables of the largest group is MaxSize, 

• The minimum number of variables between 2 consecutives groups 
or between one border and one group is MinDist, 

• The maximum number of variables between 2 consecutives groups 
or between one border and one group is MaxDist, 

• The number of variables that take their value in the set of 
values VALUES is equal to NVal. 
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EXAMPLE(S)         : group_skip_isolated_item(1,2,2,7,7,2, 
                         {var-2,var-8,var-1,var-7,var-4, 
                          var-5,var-1,var-1,var-1}, 
                         {val-0,val-2,val-4,val-6,val-8}) 
 
The next figure gives the graph that corresponds to the solution 
of the example. The primal graph is given in dark, while the dual 
graph of type 2 is shown in gray. For each vertex of the graph we 
show its corresponding position within the collection. Below each 
vertex we indicate the value of the corresponding variable. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 18. Primal and dual graphs associated to 
group_skip_isolated_item. 

Since we have one strongly connected component in the primal 
graph the number of groups is 1. 

Since the strongly connected component of the primal graph 
contains 2 vertices, MinSize and MaxSize are both equal to 2. 

Since we have only one strongly connected component in the dual 
graph and since it contains 7 vertices, MinDist and MaxDist are 
both equal to 7. 

Since the number of vertices of the primal graph is 2, NVal is 
equal to 2. 

COMMENT            : We use chain to generate the initial graph. This generates a 
graph (with binary constraints) of the following form: 

 

 

Figure 19. Initial graph for group_skip_isolated_item. 

We use chain and the “in” elementary constraint 
(i.e. X in VALUES ∧ Y in VALUES) in order to skip the isolated 
variables that take a value in VALUES that we don’t want to count 
as a group. On the example, this is why value 4 is not counted as 
a group. 

USAGE              : This constraint can be useful in order to specify rules about how 
rest days should be allocated to a person during a period of n 
consecutive days. In this case VALUES are the codes for the rest 
days (perhaps one single value) and VARIABLES corresponds to the 
amount of work done during n consecutive days. We can then 
express a rule like: in a month one should have at least 4 
periods of at least 2 rest days; isolated rest days are not 
counted as rest periods. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

2 8 1 7 4 5 1 1 1 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : change_continuity(NB_PERIOD_CHANGE    , 
                  NB_PERIOD_CONTINUITY, 
                  MIN_SIZE_CHANGE     , 
                  MAX_SIZE_CHANGE     , 
                  MIN_SIZE_CONTINUITY , 
                  MAX_SIZE_CONTINUITY , 
                  NB_CHANGE           , 
                  NB_CONTINUITY       ,VARIABLES,CTR) 

ARGUMENTS          : NB_PERIOD_CHANGE    : dvar 
NB_PERIOD_CONTINUITY: dvar 
MIN_SIZE_CHANGE     : dvar 
MAX_SIZE_CHANGE     : dvar 
MIN_SIZE_CONTINUITY : dvar 
MAX_SIZE_CONTINUITY : dvar 
NB_CHANGE           : dvar 
NB_CONTINUITY       : dvar 
VARIABLES           : collection(var-dvar) 
CTR                 : atom 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NB_PERIOD_CHANGE     ≥ 0 
NB_PERIOD_CONTINUITY ≥ 0 
MIN_SIZE_CHANGE      ≥ 0 
MAX_SIZE_CHANGE      ≥ MIN_SIZE_CHANGE 
MIN_SIZE_CONTINUITY  ≥ 0 
MAX_SIZE_CONTINUITY  ≥ MIN_SIZE_CONTINUITY 
NB_CHANGE            ≥ 0 
NB_CONTINUITY        ≥ 0 
required(VARIABLES.var) 
CTR in {=,≠,<,≥,>,≤} 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] CTR VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NCC    (PRIMAL) = NB_PERIOD_CHANGE 
NCC    (DUAL  ) = NB_PERIOD_CONTINUITY 
MIN_NCC(PRIMAL) = MIN_SIZE_CHANGE 
MAX_NCC(PRIMAL) = MAX_SIZE_CHANGE 
MIN_NCC(DUAL  ) = MIN_SIZE_CONTINUITY 
MAX_NCC(DUAL  ) = MAX_SIZE_CONTINUITY 
NARC   (PRIMAL) = NB_CHANGE 
NARC   (DUAL  ) = NB_CONTINUITY 

PURPOSE            : Change is defined by the fact that constraint VARIABLES.var[i] 
CTR VARIABLES.var[i+1] holds. 

Continuity is defined by the fact that VARIABLES.var[i] CTR 
VARIABLES.var[i+1] does not hold. 

A period of change on variables VARi,..,VARj (i<j) is defined by 
the fact that all constraints 
VARIABLES.var[k] CTR VARIABLES.var[k+1] hold for k in i..j-1. 

A period of continuity on variables VARi,..,VARj (i<j) is defined 
by the fact that all constraints 
VARIABLES.var[k] CTR VARIABLES.var[k+1] do not hold for k in 
i..j-1. 

The constraint change_continuity holds if: 

• NB_PERIOD_CHANGE is equal to the number of periods of 
    change, 

• NB_PERIOD_CONTINUITY is equal to the number of periods of 
    continuity, 

• MIN_SIZE_CHANGE is equal to the number of variables of 
    the smallest period of change, 
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• MAX_SIZE_CHANGE20 is equal to the number of variables of 
    the largest period of change, 

• MIN_SIZE_CONTINUITY is equal to the number of variables of 
    the smallest period of continuity, 

• MAX_SIZE_CONTINUITY is equal to the number of variables of 
    the largest period of continuity, 

• NB_CHANGE is equal to the total number of changes, 

• NB_CONTINUITY is equal to the total number of continuities. 

 

EXAMPLE(S)         : change_continuity(3,2,2,4,2,4,6,4, 
                  {var-1,var-3,var-1,var-8,var-8, 
                   var-4,var-7,var-7,var-7,var-7,var-2},≠) 
 

The following schema makes clear the different parameters that 
are associated to the given example. We place character | for 
representing a change and a blank for a continuity. On top of the 
solution we represent the different periods of change, while 
below we show the different periods of continuity. 

 

                                         <-----> <--->     <-> 

                                         1|3|1|8 8|4|7 7 7 7|2 

                                               <->   <----->  

Figure 20. Periods of changes and periods of continuities. 

 

                                                 
20 If the variables of the collection VARIABLES have to take distinct values between 1 and the total number of 
variables, we have what is called a permutation. In this case, if we choose the constraint <, then 
MAX_SIZE_CHANGE gives the size of the longest run of the permutation; a run is a maximal increasing contiguous 
subsequence in the permutation. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : sliding_card_skip0(ATLEAST,ATMOST,VARIABLES,VALUES) 

ARGUMENTS          : ATLEAST  : int 
ATMOST   : int 
VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 
VALUES   : collection(val-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : ATLEAST ≥  0 
ATMOST  ≥  ATLEAST 
required(VARIABLES.var) 
required(VALUES.val) 
distinct(VALUES/val) 
VALUES.val ≠ 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH LOOP 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1]≠0 ∧ VARIABLES.var[2]≠0 

SETS               : PATH(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : ATLEAST ≤ Card(VARIABLES.var,VALUES) ≤ ATMOST 

PURPOSE            : Enforces that each maximum non-zero set of consecutive variables 
contains at least ATLEAST and at most ATMOST values from the 
collection of values VALUES. Let n be the total number of 
variables. A maximum non-zero set of consecutive variables 
VARi..VARj (1≤i≤j≤n) is defined in the following way: 

• All variables VARi,..,VARj take a non-zero value, 

• i=1 or VAR(i-1) is equal to 0, 

• j=n or VAR(j+1) is equal to 0. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : sliding_card_skip0(2, 3, 
                   {var-0,var-7,var-2,var-9, 
                    var-0,var-0,var-9,var—4,var-9}, 
                   {val-7,val-9}) 

The next figure shows the graph associated to the constraint, 
where for each vertex we give the value of the corresponding 
variable. An ellipse stresses each set that is generated by 
PATH(MAX). The “important” values 7 and 9 are coloured. One can 
observe that, since each set contains exactly 2 of them, the 
cardinality constraint holds for both sets. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. The 2 maximum paths of the solution. 

COMMENT            : Note that the arc constraint will produce the different sequence 
of consecutives variables that do not contain any 0. The 
PATH(MAX) generates all maximum paths of the primal graph. In 
this case each maximum path corresponds to a connected component 
of the primal graph. 

USAGE              : This constraint is useful in timetabling problems where the 
variables are interpreted as the type of job that a person does 
on consecutive days. Value 0 represents a rest day and one want 
to impose a cardinality constraint on periods that are located 
between rest periods. 

0 7 2 9 0 0 9 4 9 
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REMARK             : One cannot initially state a cardinality constraint since the 
rest days are not yet allocated. One can also not use a sliding 
cardinality constraint since the cardinality constraint does not 
hold for the sequences of consecutive variables that contains at 
least one rest day. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : interval_and_sum(SIZE_INTERVAL,TASKS,LIMIT) 

ARGUMENTS          : SIZE_INTERVAL : int 
TASKS         : collection(origin-dvar,height-dvar) 
LIMIT         : int 

RESTRICTION(S)     : SIZE_INTERVAL > 0 
required([TASKS.origin,TASKS.height])  
TASKS.height  ≥ 0 
LIMIT         ≥ 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : TASKS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : TASKS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : TASKS.origin[1] div SIZE_INTERVAL = 
TASKS.origin[2] div SIZE_INTERVAL 

SETS               : CLIQUE(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : Sum(TASKS.height) ≤ LIMIT 

PURPOSE            : A maximum resource capacity constraint. We have to fix the 
origins of a collection of tasks in such a way that for all the 
tasks that are allocated to the same interval, the sum of the 
heights does not exceed a given capacity. All the intervals we 
consider have the following form: 
[kxSIZE_INTERVAL,(k+1)xSIZE_INTERVAL-1], where k is an integer. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : interval_and_sum(5,{origin-1  height-2, 
                    origin-10 height-2, 
                    origin-10 height-3, 
                    origin-4  height-1},5) 

The left part of the next figure shows the solution associated to 
the example, while the right part gives the primal graph where 
the 2 maximum cliques are enclosed by a circle. For each task we 
indicate its position within the collection. The origin of each 
task is marked by a dark little square. The 2 cliques correspond 
respectively to intervals 0..4 and 10..14. The constraint holds 
since the sum of the heights of the tasks that are located in the 
same interval do not exceed the limit 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22. Solution and related cliques associated to intervals 
0..4 and 10..14. 

USAGE              : This constraint can be use for time-tabling problems. In this 
case each interval can be interpreted as a morning or an 
afternoon of different consecutives days. We have a capacity 
constraint for all tasks that are assigned to the same morning or 
afternoon of a given day. 
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ORIGIN             : [COUSIN 93] 

CONSTRAINT         : interval_and_count(ATMOST,COLOURS,TASKS,SIZE_INTERVAL) 

ARGUMENTS          : ATMOST        : int 
COLOURS       : collection(val-int)  
TASKS         : collection(origin-dvar,colour-dvar) 
SIZE_INTERVAL : int 

RESTRICTION(S)     : ATMOST        ≥ 0 
required(COLOURS.val) 
distinct(COLOURS/val) 
required([TASKS.origin,TASKS.colour]) 
SIZE_INTERVAL > 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : TASKS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : TASKS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : TASKS.origin[1] div SIZE_INTERVAL = 
TASKS.origin[2] div SIZE_INTERVAL 

SETS               : CLIQUE(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : Card(TASKS.colour,COLOURS) ≤ ATMOST 

PURPOSE            : Given several tasks (each of them having a specific colour which 
may not be initially fixed), fix the origins of each task, so 
that the total number of tasks of colour COLOURS in each interval 
does not exceed a given number. All the intervals we consider 
have the following form: [kxSIZE_INTERVAL,(k+1)xSIZE_INTERVAL-1], 
where k is an integer. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : interval_and_count(2,{val-4},{origin-1  colour-4, 
                              origin-0  colour-9, 
                              origin-10 colour-4, 
                              origin-4  colour-4},5) 

The left part of the next figure shows the solution associated to 
the example, while the right part gives the primal graph where 
the 2 maximum cliques are enclosed by an ellipse. For each task 
we indicate its position within the collection. The origin of 
each task is marked by a dark little square. The 2 cliques 
correspond respectively to intervals 0..4 and 10..14. The 
constraint holds since in each interval, the number of tasks that 
take colour 4 do not exceed the limit 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23. Solution and related cliques with no more 2 tasks of 
colour 4. 

USAGE              : This constraint can be used for time-tabling problems. In this 
case each interval can be interpreted as a morning or an 
afternoon of different consecutives days. Each colour corresponds 
to a type of course (i.e. French, mathematics) and there is the 
constraint that in each morning or afternoon there should not be 
no more than a given number of courses of the same type. 
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REMARK             : If we would have like to only consider intervals that correspond 
to the morning or to the afternoon we could have extended the 
constraint in the following way: 

• We introduce 2 extra parameters REST and QUOTIENT that 
correspond to non-negative integers such that REST is less than 
QUOTIENT, 

• We add the following condition to the arc constraint: 

 (tasks.ORIGIN[1] div SIZE_INTERVAL) ≡ REST  mod (QUOTIENT) 

Now, if we want to express a constraint on the morning intervals 
we set REST to 0 and QUOTIENT to 2. 
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3.7. Proximity constraints 

ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : distance_less(DIST,VARIABLES1,VARIABLES2) 

ARGUMENTS          : DIST      : dvar 
VARIABLES1: collection(var-dvar) 
VARIABLES2: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : DIST ≥ 0 
DIST ≤ |VARIABLES1|*|VARIABLES2| 
required(VARIABLES1.var) 
required(VARIABLES2.var) 
|VARIABLES1|=|VARIABLES2| 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES1/21VARIABLES2 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] < VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): DISTANCE = DIST 

PURPOSE            : Number of “changes” between 2 collections of variables according 
to constraint <. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : distance_less(2, 
              {var-3,var-4,var-6,var-2,var-4}, 
              {var-2,var-6,var-9,var-3,var-6}) 
 
Between solution 3,4,6,2,4 and solution 2,6,9,3,6 there are 2 
changes, which respectively correspond to: 

• Arc 4->1 of the graph associated to 3,4,6,2,4 (values 2->3) 
does not occur in the graph associated to 2,6,9,3,6, 

• Arc 1->4 of the graph associated to 2,6,9,3,6 (values 2->3) 
does not occur in the graph associated to 3,4,6,2,4. 

                                                 
21 Sign “/” indicates that we generate 2 distinct structured networks. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : distance_change(DIST,CTR,VARIABLES1,VARIABLES2) 

ARGUMENTS          : DIST      : dvar 
CTR       : atom 
VARIABLES1: collection(var-dvar) 
VARIABLES2: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : DIST ≥ 0 
DIST < |VARIABLES1| 
CTR in {=,≠,<,≥,>,≤} 
required(VARIABLES1.var) 
required(VARIABLES2.var) 
|VARIABLES1|=|VARIABLES2| 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES1/VARIABLES2 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar) 

ARC GENERATOR      : PATH 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES.var[1] CTR VARIABLES.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): DISTANCE = DIST 

PURPOSE            : Number of changes between 2 collections of variables according to 
the constraint change(NCHANGE,VARIABLES,CTR). 

EXAMPLE(S)         : distance_change(1,≠,{var-3,var-3,var-1,var-2,var-2}, 
                    {var-4,var-4,var-3,var-3,var-3}) 
 
The graph associated to [3,3,1,2,2] is: 
 • (1) (2)->(3)->(4)  (5) 
    3   3    1    2    2 
The graph associated to [4,4,3,3,3] is: 
 • (1) (2)->(3)  (4)  (5) 
    4   4    3    3    3 
Since arc 3->4 is in the first graph but not in the second, the 
distance between the 2 graphs is equal to 1. 

REMARK             : We measure that distance according to a given constraint and not 
according to the fact that the variables take distinct values. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : alldifferent_same_value(NSAME,VARIABLES1,VARIABLES2) 

ARGUMENTS          : NSAME     : dvar 
VARIABLES1: collection(var-dvar) 
VARIABLES2: collection(var-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NSAME ≥ 0 
NSAME ≤ |VARIABLES1| 
|VARIABLES1|=|VARIABLES2| 
required(VARIABLES1.var) 
required(VARIABLES2.var) 

VERTEX INPUT       : VARIABLES1 VARIABLES2 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : VARIABLES1 VARIABLES2 

ARC GENERATOR      : PRODUCT(=,CLIQUE,LOOP) 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : VARIABLES1.var[1] = VARIABLES2.var[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): MAX_NSCC ≤ 1 
NARC_NO_LOOP = NSAME 

PURPOSE            : All the values of variables of the collection VARIABLES1 are 
pairwise distinct. NSAME is equal to number of constraints of 
type VARIABLES1.var[i]=VARIABLES2.var[i] (1≤i≤|VARIABLES1|) that 
hold. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : alldifferent_same_value(2,{var-7,var-3,var-1,var-5}, 
                          {var-1,var-3,var-1,var-7}) 
 
Part (A) of next figure gives the initial graph that is 
generated. In each vertex we indicate the index of the variable. 
Variables of collection VARIABLES1 are coloured in yellow, while 
variables of collection VARIABLES2 are coloured in green. 

Part (B) of next figure represents the primal graph associated to 
the example. In this graph each vertex constitutes a strongly 
connected component and the number of arcs that do not correspond 
to loop is equal to 2 (i.e. NSAME). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Initial generated graph and primal graph. 

COMMENT            : The arc generator PRODUCT(=,CLIQUE,LOOP) is used in order to 
generate all the arcs in the following way: 

- It first generates all links between the items of the first 
collection VARIABLES1, 

- It then generates one loop for all items of the second 
collection VARIABLES2, 

- Finally it generates the arc associated to the product. Since 
we use the restriction =, it only creates an arc between the 
items of same rank. 
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USAGE              : When all variables of the second collection are initially bound 
and pairwise different, then this constraint can be interpreted 
in the following way: 

- We consider the variables of the second collection to be a 
previous solution of a problem where all variables have to be 
distinct. 

- We consider the variables of the first collection to be a 
current solution to find, where all variables should be 
pairwise distinct. 

The variable NSAME mesures the “distance” of the current solution 
from the previous solution. 
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3.8. Graph constraints 

ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : derangement(NODES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NODES : collection(index-int, 
                   succ-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : required([NODES.index,NODES.succ]) 
NODES.index ≥ 1 
NODES.index ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ  ≥ 1 
NODES.succ  ≤ |NODES| 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : NODES.succ[1]=NODES.index[2] ∧ NODES.succ[1]≠NODES.index[1] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NTREE = 0 

PURPOSE            : A permutation with no cycle of length 1. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : derangement({index-1 succ-2, 
             index-2 succ-1, 
             index-3 succ-5, 
             index-4 succ-3, 
             index-5 succ-4}) 
 
In the permutation of the example we have the following 2 cycles: 
 1->2->1 and 3->5->4->3. 

COMMENT            : In order to express the binary constraint that links 2 vertices 
one has to make explicit the index value of the vertices. This is 
why the derangement constraint considers objects that have 2 
attributes: one fixed attribute, which is the index of the 
vertex, one variable attribute that is the successor of the 
vertex. 

REMARK             : A special case of the cycle [BELDICEANU & CONTEJEAN 94] 
constraint. 
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ORIGIN             : CHIP and ILOG SOLVER 

CONSTRAINT         : temporal_path(NPATH,NODES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NPATH   : dvar 
NODES   : collection(index-int , succ-dvar, 
                     start-dvar, end-dvar ) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NPATH       ≥ 1 
NPATH       ≤ |NODES| 
required([NODES.index,NODES.succ,NODES.start,NODES.end]) 
NODES.index ≥ 1 
NODES.index ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ  ≥ 1 
NODES.succ  ≤ |NODES| 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     :  NODES.succ [1]=NODES.index[2]                                ∧ 
(NODES.succ [1]≠NODES.index[1] ∨ NODES.end[1]≤NODES.start[2]) ∧ 
 NODES.start[1]≤NODES.end  [1]                                ∧ 
 NODES.start[2]≤NODES.end  [2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): MAX_IN_DEGREE22 = 1 
NCC            = NPATH 
NVERTEX        = |NODES| 

PURPOSE            : Partition a directed graph with a set of disjoint paths such that 
each node of the graph belongs to a single path. In addition, for 
all pairs of consecutive nodes of a path we have a precedence 
constraint that enforces the end of the first node to be less or 
equal than the start of the second node. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : temporal_path(2,{index-1 succ-2 start-0 end-1, 
                 index-2 succ-6 start-3 end-5, 
                 index-3 succ-4 start-0 end-3, 
                 index-4 succ-5 start-4 end-6, 
                 index-5 succ-7 start-7 end-8, 
                 index-6 succ-6 start-7 end-9, 
                 index-7 succ-7 start-9 end-10}) 
 
The next figure shows the 2 paths associated to the example. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Figure 25. Representation of the 2 vertices-disjoint temporal 
paths. 

                                                 
22 MAX_IN_DEGREE was defined as the maximum number of predecessors without considering an arc from a 
vertex to itself. 
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COMMENT            : The arc constraint is a conjunction of 4 conditions that 
respectively corresponds to: 

• A constraint that links the successor variable to the index, 

• A precedence constraint that applies on one node and its 
successor, 

• One precedence constraint between the start and the end of the 
node that corresponds to the departure of an arc, 

• One precedence constraint between the start and the end of the 
node that corresponds to the arrival of an arc. 

We use 3 graph properties in order to enforce the partitioning of 
the graph in distinct paths. 

• The first property “MAX_IN_DEGREE=1” enforces that each node 
has only one single predecessor (except the last node of a path 
which has also itself as a predecessor), 

• The second property “NCC=NPATH” ensures that we have the 
required number of paths, 

• The third property “NVERTEX=|NODES|” makes sure that for each 
node, the start is not after the end. 

REMARK             : This constraint is related to the path constraint of Ilog Solver. 
It can also be directly expressed with the cycle [BELDICEANU & 
CONTEJEAN 94] constraint of CHIP by using the diff nodes and the 
origin parameters. 

A generic model that handles paths, trees and cycles is presented 
in [LABBÉ, LAPORTE & RODRÍGUEZ-MARTÍN 98]. 
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ORIGIN             : CHIP 

CONSTRAINT         : cycle(NCYCLE,NODES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCYCLE: dvar 
NODES : collection(index-int, 
                   succ-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCYCLE      ≥ 1 
NCYCLE      ≤ |NODES| 
required([NODES.index,NODES.succ]) 
NODES.index ≥ 1 
NODES.index ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ  ≥ 1 
NODES.succ  ≤ |NODES|23 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : NODES.succ[1]=NODES.index[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NTREE = 0 
NCC   = NCYCLE 

PURPOSE            : Number of cycles of a permutation or number of circuits for 
covering an oriented graph in such a way that each vertex belongs 
to one single circuit. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : cycle(2,{index-1 succ-2, 
         index-2 succ-1, 
         index-3 succ-5, 
         index-4 succ-3, 
         index-5 succ-4}) 
 
In this example we have the following 2 circuits: 
 1->2->1 and 3->5->4->3. 

COMMENT            : In order to express the binary constraint that links 2 vertices 
one has to make explicit the index value of the vertices. This is 
why the cycle constraint considers objects that have 2 
attributes: one fixed attribute, which is the index of the 
vertex, one variable attribute that is the successor of the 
vertex. Note that the constraint NTREE=0 is required in order to 
avoid having vertices which are connected on a circuit. 

                                                 
23 From the previous restrictions and from the arc constraint one can deduce that there will be a bijection from the 
successor variables to the values 1 to the total number of vertices. If these restrictions were not explicitly provided 
then it would be impossible to derive this property. 
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ORIGIN             : CHIP 

CONSTRAINT         : inverse(NODES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NODES: collection(index-int, 
                  succ-dvar, 
                  pred-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : required([NODES.index,NODES.succ,NODES.pred]) 
NODES.index ≥ 1 
NODES.index ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ  ≥ 1 
NODES.succ  ≤ |NODES| 
NODES.pred  ≥ 1 
NODES.pred  ≤ |NODES| 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : NODES.succ[1]=NODES.index[2] ∧ NODES.pred[2]=NODES.index[1] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = |NODES| 

PURPOSE            : NODES.succ[1]=NODES.index[2] ⇔ NODES.pred[2]=NODES.index[1] . 

EXAMPLE(S)         : inverse({index-1 succ-2 pred-2, 
         index-2 succ-1 pred-1, 
         index-3 succ-5 pred-4, 
         index-4 succ-3 pred-5, 
         index-5 succ-4 pred-3}) 

 
The following figure shows the primal graph that is associated to 
this example. For each vertex we indicate the values of its 
different attributes. 

 
 
 

 

 

Figure 26. Primal graph with 2 cycles. 

COMMENT            : In order to express the binary constraint that links 2 vertices 
one has to make explicit the index value of the vertices. This is 
why the inverse constraint considers objects that have 3 
attributes: one fixed attribute that is the index of the vertex, 
2 variables attributes which are the successor and the 
predecessor of the vertex. 

USAGE              : This constraint is used in order to make the link between the 
successor and the predecessor variables. This is sometimes 
required by specific heuristic that use both predecessor and 
successor variables. 
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ORIGIN             : [RÉGIN 99] 

CONSTRAINT         : symmetric_alldiff(NODES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NODES: collection(index-int, 
                  succ-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : required([NODES.index,NODES.succ]) 
NODES.index ≥ 1 
NODES.index ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ  ≥ 1 
NODES.succ  ≤ |NODES| 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE(≠) 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : NODES.succ[1]=NODES.index[2] ∧ NODES.succ[2]=NODES.index[1] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = |NODES| 

PURPOSE            : An alldifferent constraint plus the fact that you have to group 
variables by pairs: if variable i takes value j then variable j 
takes value i. It can also be interpreted as a graph-covering 
problem where one has to cover a directed graph with circuits of 
length 2. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : symmetric_alldiff({index-1 succ-3, 
                   index-2 succ-4, 
                   index-3 succ-1, 
                   index-4 succ-2}) 

 
The following figure shows the primal graph that is associated to 
this example. For each vertex we display its index and its 
corresponding value below. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27. Primal graph with 2 pairs of vertices. 

COMMENT            : In order to express the binary constraint that links 2 vertices 
one has to make explicit the index value of the vertices. 

USAGE              : As it was reported in [RÉGIN 99, page 420], this constraint is 
useful to express matches between persons. 
This constraint also appears implicitly in the cycle cover 
problem and corresponds to the 4 conditions given in section 1 
“Modeling the Cycle Cover Problem” of [PESANT & SORIANO 98]. 

REMARK             : From a modeling point of view this constraint can be express with 
the cycle constraint [BELDICEANU & CONTEJEAN 94, page 115] where 
one imposes the additional condition that each cycle has only 2 
nodes. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : circuit_cluster(NCIRCUIT,NODES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCIRCUIT: dvar 
NODES   : collection(index-int  , 
                     cluster-int, 
                     succ-dvar  ) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCIRCUIT    ≥ 1 
NCIRCUIT    ≤ |NODES| 
required([NODES.index,NODES.cluster,NODES.succ]) 
NODES.index ≥ 1 
NODES.index ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ  ≥ 1 
NODES.succ  ≤ |NODES|24 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : (NODES.succ   [1]≠NODES.index  [1] ∧ 
 NODES.succ   [1]=NODES.index  [2] ∧ 
 NODES.cluster[1]≠NODES.cluster[2] ) 
                 ∨ 
(NODES.succ   [1]=NODES.index  [1] ) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NTREE    = 0 
NCC(>,1) = NCIRCUIT 

SETS               : ALL_CC(2) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : alldifferent(NODES.cluster) 

PURPOSE            : NCIRCUIT is the number of circuits with more than one vertex for 
covering an oriented graph in such a way that each cluster is 
visited by exactly one circuit of length greater than 1. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : circuit_cluster(1,{index-1 cluster-1, succ-1, 
                   index-2 cluster-1, succ-4, 
                   index-3 cluster-2, succ-3, 
                   index-4 cluster-2, succ-5, 
                   index-5 cluster-3, succ-8, 
                   index-6 cluster-3, succ-6, 
                   index-7 cluster-3, succ-7, 
                   index-8 cluster-4, succ-2, 
                   index-9 cluster-4, succ-9}) 

circuit_cluster(2,{index-1 cluster-1, succ-1, 
                   index-2 cluster-1, succ-4, 
                   index-3 cluster-2, succ-3, 
                   index-4 cluster-2, succ-2, 
                   index-5 cluster-3, succ-5, 
                   index-6 cluster-3, succ-9, 
                   index-7 cluster-3, succ-7, 
                   index-8 cluster-4, succ-8, 
                   index-9 cluster-4, succ-6}) 
 
In the first example we have the following circuit: 
 2->4->5->8->2. 
In the second example we have the 2 following circuits: 
 2->4->2 and 6->9->6. 

                                                 
24 From the previous restrictions and from the arc constraint one can deduce that there will be a bijection from the 
successor variables to the values 1 to the total number of vertices. If these restrictions were not explicitly provided 
then it would be impossible to derive this property. 
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The parts (A) and (B) of next figure represent the nodes and the 
circuits associated to the 2 examples. For each node we give its 
different attributes (i.e. the index of the node, the cluster to 
which the node belongs and the successor of the node). Each 
cluster is surrounded by a rectangle. Each dynamic set is 
represented in grey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28. Covering clusters with circuits. 

 

COMMENT            : In order to express the binary constraint that links 2 vertices 
one has to make explicit the index value and the cluster of the 
vertices. This is why the cycle constraint considers objects that 
have 3 attributes: 2 fixed attributes, which are the index of the 
vertex and the cluster to which the vertex belongs, one variable 
attribute that is the successor of the vertex. The partitioning 
of the clusters by different circuits is expressed by: 

• The graph property “NTREE=0” is required in order to avoid 
having vertices which are connected on a circuit. 

• The graph property “NCC(>,1) = NCIRCUIT” express the fact that 
the number of connected components, such that the number of 
nodes is greater than 1, is equal to the domain variable 
NCIRCUIT. 

• The dynamic constraint “alldifferent(NODES.cluster)” on the set 
“ALL_CC(2)” states for all connected components of at least 2 
nodes, that the cluster attributes should be pairwise distinct. 

USAGE              : A related abstraction in operation research was introduced in 
[LAPORTE, ASEF-VAZIRI & SRISKANDARAJAH 96]. It was reported as 
the Generalized Travelling Salesman Problem (GTSP). The 
circuit_cluster constraint differs from the GTSP because of the 2 
following points: 

• Each node of our graph belongs to one single cluster, 

• We do not constrain the number of circuits to be equal to 1: 
the number of circuits should be equal to one of the values of 
the domain of the variable NCIRCUIT. 
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ORIGIN             : CHIP 

CONSTRAINT         : cycle_card_on_path(NCYCLE,NODES, 
                   ATLEAST,ATMOST, 
                   PATH_LENGTH,VALUES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCYCLE     : dvar 
NODES      : collection(index-int, succ-dvar, colour-dvar) 
ATLEAST    : int 
ATMOST     : int 
PATH_LENGTH: int 
VALUES     : collection(val-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCYCLE      ≥ 1 
NCYCLE      ≤ |NODES| 
required([NODES.index,NODES.succ,NODES.color]) 
NODES.index ≥ 1 
NODES.index ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ  ≥ 1 
NODES.succ  ≤ |NODES| 
ATLEAST     ≥ 0 
ATLEAST     ≤ PATH_LENGTH 
ATMOST      ≥ ATLEAST 
PATH_LENGTH ≥ 0 
required(VALUES.val) 
distinct(VALUES/val) 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : NODES.succ[1]=NODES.index[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NTREE = 0 
NCC   = NCYCLE 

SETS               : PATH(PATH_LENGTH) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : Card(NODES.colour,VALUES) in ATLEAST..ATMOST 

PURPOSE            : Number of cycles of a permutation or number of circuits for 
covering an oriented graph in such a way that each vertex belongs 
to one single circuit plus the following additional constraint: 
on each set of PATH_LENGTH consecutive distinct nodes, the number 
of nodes for which the attribute colour takes his value in the 
set of values VALUES should be within the range ATLEAST..ATMOST. 
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EXAMPLE(S)         : cycle_card_on_path(2, 
                   {index-1 succ-7 colour-2, 
                    index-2 succ-4 colour-3, 
                    index-3 succ-8 colour-2, 
                    index-4 succ-9 colour-1, 
                    index-5 succ-1 colour-2, 
                    index-6 succ-2 colour-1, 
                    index-7 succ-5 colour-1, 
                    index-8 succ-6 colour-1, 
                    index-9 succ-3 colour-1}, 
                   1, 
                   2, 
                   3, 
                   {val-1}) 
 
The next figure shows the 2 cycles associated to the previous 
example. An ellipse stresses each set of 3 consecutive nodes. In 
each set, the blue colour (i.e. the colour associated to value 1) 
occurs at least once and at most twice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. The 2 vertices-disjoint cycles and of the corresponding 
different paths of length 3. 

REMARK             : This constraint is a special case of the sequence parameter of 
the cycle constraint [BOURREAU 99, pages 121-128] of CHIP. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : tree(NTREE,NODES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NTREE: dvar 
NODES: collection(index-int, 
                  succ-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NTREE       ≥ 0 
required([NODES.index,NODES.succ]) 
NODES.index ≥ 1 
NODES.index ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ  ≥ 1 
NODES.succ  ≤ |NODES| 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : NODES.succ[1]=NODES.index[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): MAX_NSCC ≤ 1 
NCC      = NTREE 

PURPOSE            : Number of trees25 that cover an oriented graph. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : tree(2,{index-1 succ-1, 
        index-2 succ-5, 
        index-3 succ-5, 
        index-4 succ-7, 
        index-5 succ-1, 
        index-6 succ-1, 
        index-7 succ-7, 
        index-8 succ-5}) 
 
The next figure gives the 2 trees that we have in our example. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 30. Two trees. 

COMMENT            : We use constraint MAX_NSCC ≤ 1 in order to specify that the size 
of the largest strongly connected component should not exceed 1. 
In fact each root of a tree is a strongly connected component 
with one single vertex. The second constraint “NCC = NTREE” 
enforces the number of trees to be equal to the number of 
connected components. 

                                                 
25 Strictly speaking we should say anti-arborescence instead of tree since the edges are directed from the leaves to 
the root. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : binary_tree(NTREE,NODES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NTREE: dvar 
NODES: collection(index-int, 
                  succ-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NTREE       ≥ 0 
required([NODES.index,NODES.succ]) 
NODES.index ≥ 1 
NODES.index ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ  ≥ 1 
NODES.succ  ≤ |NODES| 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : NODES.succ[1]=NODES.index[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): MAX_NSCC      ≤ 1 
NCC           = NTREE 
MAX_IN_DEGREE ≤ 2 

PURPOSE            : Number of binary trees that cover an oriented graph. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : binary_tree(2,{index-1 succ-1, 
               index-2 succ-3, 
               index-3 succ-5, 
               index-4 succ-7, 
               index-5 succ-1, 
               index-6 succ-1, 
               index-7 succ-7, 
               index-8 succ-5}) 
 
The next figure gives the 2 trees that we have in our example. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 31. A graph covering with 3 binary trees. 

COMMENT           : We use the same graph constraint as for the tree constraint, 
except that we add the constraint MAX_IN_DEGREE26 ≤ 2 which 
constraint the maximum in-degree to not exceed 2. 

                                                 
26 MAX_IN_DEGREE do not consider loops; this is why we do not have problem with the root of the trees. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : map(NBCYCLE,NBTREE,NODES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NBCYCLE: dvar 
NBTREE : dvar 
NODES  : collection(index-int, 
                    succ-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NBCYCLE     ≥ 0 
NBTREE      ≥ 0 
required([NODES.index,NODES.succ]) 
NODES.index ≥ 1 
NODES.index ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ  ≥ 1 
NODES.succ  ≤ |NODES| 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : NODES.succ[1]=NODES.index[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NCC   = NBCYCLE 
NTREE = NBTREE 

PURPOSE            : Number of trees and number of cycles of a map. We take the 
description of a map from [SEDGEWICK & FLAJOLET 96, page 459]: 
“every map decomposes into a set of connected components, also 
called connected maps. Each component consists of the set of all 
points that wind up on the same cycle, with each point on the 
cycle attached to a tree of all points that enter the cycle at 
that point.” 

EXAMPLE(S)         : map(2,3,{index-1 succ-5, 
         index-2 succ-9, 
         index-3 succ-8, 
         index-4 succ-2, 
         index-5 succ-9, 
         index-6 succ-2, 
         index-7 succ-9, 
         index-8 succ-8, 
         index-9 succ-1}) 
 
The next figure gives an example of maps that consists of 2 
cycles (shown in dark gray) and 3 trees (shown in light gray). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 32. A map of 2 cycles and 3 trees. 

COMMENT            : Note that, for variable TREE, we consider a definition different 
from the definition of then constraint tree(NTREE,NODES). In the 
example we count 3 trees. 
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ORIGIN             : [PESANT & SORIANO 98] 

CONSTRAINT         : cycle_cover(EDGES) 

ARGUMENTS          : EDGES : collection(vertex-int, index-int, 
                   vsucc1-int, isucc1-int, 
                   vsucc2-int, isucc2-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : required(EDGES.vertex,EDGES.index , 
         EDGES.vsucc1,EDGES.isucc1, 
         EDGES.vsucc2,EDGES.isucc2) 

VERTEX INPUT       : EDGES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : EDGES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE(≠) 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : (EDGES.vsucc1[1]=EDGES.vertex[2] ∧ 
 EDGES.isucc1[1]=EDGES.index [2] ∧ 
 EDGES.vsucc1[2]=EDGES.vertex[1] ∧ 
 EDGES.isucc1[2]=EDGES.index [1]) 
                ∨ 
(EDGES.vsucc2[1]=EDGES.vertex[2] ∧ 
 EDGES.isucc2[1]=EDGES.index [2] ∧ 
 EDGES.vsucc2[2]=EDGES.vertex[1] ∧ 
 EDGES.isucc2[2]=EDGES.index [1]) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NTREE   = 0 
MIN_NCC ≥ 6 

PURPOSE            : Partition the edges of an undirected graph is such a way that 
each edge belongs to exactly one cycle of at least 3 edges. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : cycle_cover({vertex-1 index-1 vsucc1-3 isucc1-3 vsucc2-1 isucc2-2, 
             vertex-1 index-2 vsucc1-6 isucc1-2 vsucc2-1 isucc2-1, 
             vertex-1 index-3 vsucc1-4 isucc1-2 vsucc2-1 isucc2-4, 
             vertex-1 index-4 vsucc1-2 isucc1-3 vsucc2-1 isucc2-3, 
             vertex-2 index-1 vsucc1-5 isucc1-1 vsucc2-2 isucc2-2, 
             vertex-2 index-2 vsucc1-3 isucc1-4 vsucc2-2 isucc2-1, 
             vertex-2 index-3 vsucc1-1 isucc1-4 vsucc2-2 isucc2-4, 
             vertex-2 index-4 vsucc1-4 isucc1-1 vsucc2-2 isucc2-3, 
             vertex-3 index-1 vsucc1-5 isucc1-2 vsucc2-3 isucc2-4, 
             vertex-3 index-2 vsucc1-6 isucc1-1 vsucc2-3 isucc2-3, 
             vertex-3 index-3 vsucc1-1 isucc1-1 vsucc2-3 isucc2-2, 
             vertex-3 index-4 vsucc1-2 isucc1-2 vsucc2-3 isucc2-1, 
             vertex-4 index-1 vsucc1-2 isucc1-4 vsucc2-4 isucc2-2, 
             vertex-4 index-2 vsucc1-1 isucc1-3 vsucc2-4 isucc2-1, 
             vertex-5 index-1 vsucc1-2 isucc1-1 vsucc2-5 isucc2-2, 
             vertex-5 index-2 vsucc1-3 isucc1-1 vsucc2-5 isucc2-1, 
             vertex-6 index-1 vsucc1-3 isucc1-2 vsucc2-6 isucc2-2, 
             vertex-6 index-2 vsucc1-1 isucc1-2 vsucc2-6 isucc2-1}) 
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The part (A) of next figure gives the initial graph for which we 
want to find out a cycle covering. All the edges incident to a 
given vertex are clockwise labelled from 1 to the degree of that 
vertex. The part (B) shows a cycle cover of the graph of part A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33. A graph and its cycle cover. 

For each edge endpoints we create an object with the following 
attributes: 

• VERTEX: the index of the vertex corresponding to the endpoint, 

• INDEX : the label associated to the edge endpoints, 

• VSUCC1: the index of the vertex corresponding to the opposite 
endpoint, 

• ISUCC1: the label associated to the opposite edge endpoints, 

• VSUCC2: the index of the vertex where the covering will go 
next, 

• ISUCC2: the label associated to the edge endpoints where the 
covering will go next. 

For instance, the edge endpoint, which is in bold in the previous 
figure, has the following attributes: 

• VERTEX:4, INDEX:1, VSUCC1:2, ISUCC1:4, VSUCC2:4, ISUCC2:2. 

The next figure gives the primal graph associated to the solution 
shown in part (B). Each node of the primal graph is the endpoint 
of an edge of the initial graph of part (A). In each node we 
indicate the first 2 attributes of the corresponding edge: the 
vertex and the index attributes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34. Primal graph associated to the cycle_cover constraint. 

COMMENT            : The cycle_cover constraint corresponds to the constraint that was 
described in [PESANT & SORIANO 98] for handling the cycle cover 
problem. We use the same model of the cycle cover problem: to 
each edge correspond 2 “edge-nodes”. However here, we make 
explicit all attributes of an edge node. 

USAGE              : The motivation given for this constraint in [PESANT & SORIANO 98] 
was for telecommunications network design. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : cycle_or_accessibility(MAXDIST,NCYCLE,NODES) 

ARGUMENTS          : MAXDIST: int 
NCYCLE : dvar 
NODES  : collection(index-int,succ-dvar,x-int,y-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : MAXDIST      ≥ 0 
NCYCLE       ≥ 1 
NCYCLE       ≤ |NODES| 
required([NODES.index,NODES.succ,NODES.x,NODES.y]) 
NODES.index  ≥ 1 
NODES.index  ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ   ≥ 0 
NODES.succ   ≤ |NODES| 
NODES.x      ≥ 0 
NODES.y      ≥ 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : (NODES.succ[1] ≠ 0  ∧ 
 NODES.succ[2] ≠ 0  ∧ 
 NODES.succ[1] = NODES.index[2]) 
          ∨ 
(NODES.succ[1] = 0  ∧ 
 NODES.succ[2] ≠ 0  ∧ 
 (|NODES.x[1]-NODES.x[2]|+|NODES.y[1]-NODES.y[2]|) ≤ MAXDIST) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NSCC            = NCYCLE 
NTREE(succ,≠,0) = 0 

PURPOSE            : Cover the nodes of a graph by a set of disjoint circuits in such 
a way that for each uncovered node there exists at least one 
covered node that is located at a Manhattan distance that does 
not exceed MAXDIST. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : cycle_or_accessibility(3,2,{index-1 succ-6 x-4 y-5, 
                            index-2 succ-0 x-9 y-1, 
                            index-3 succ-0 x-2 y-4, 
                            index-4 succ-1 x-2 y-6, 
                            index-5 succ-5 x-7 y-2, 
                            index-6 succ-4 x-4 y-7, 
                            index-7 succ-0 x-6 y-4}) 
 
The next figure represents the solution associated to the 
previous example. The covered nodes are colored in gray while the 
links starting from the uncovered nodes are dashed. In the 
solution we have 2 circuits and 3 uncovered nodes. All the 
uncovered nodes are located at a distance that does not exceed 3 
from at least one covered node. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35. Primal graph associated to the facilities location 
problem. 
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COMMENT            : For each node we have introduced the following attributes: 

• INDEX: the label associated to the node, 

• SUCC : if the node is not directly covered by a circuit then 
0; if the node is directly covered by a circuit then 
index of the successor of the node. 

• X    : the x-coordinate of the node, 

• Y    : the y-coordinate of the node. 

REMARK             : This kind of facilities location problem is described in [LABBÉ, 
LAPORTE & RODRÍGUEZ-MARTÍN 98, pages 187-189]. In addition to our 
example they also mention the cost problem that is usually a 
tradeoff between the nodes that are directly covered by circuits 
and the others. 
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3.9. Scheduling constraints 

ORIGIN             : CHIP 

CONSTRAINT         : cumulative(TASKS,LIMIT) 

ARGUMENTS          : TASKS: collection(origin-dvar,duration-dvar,end-dvar,height-dvar) 
LIMIT: int 

RESTRICTION(S)     : at least 2 out of [TASKS.origin,TASKS.duration,TASKS.end27] 
required([TASKS.height]) 
TASKS.duration ≥ 0 
TASKS.height   ≥ 0 
LIMIT          ≥ 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : TASKS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : TASKS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : TASKS.origin[1]+TASKS.duration[1]=TASKS.end[1] ∧  
TASKS.origin[2]+TASKS.duration[2]=TASKS.end[2] ∧ 
OVERLAP(TASKS[1],TASKS[2],{1})28 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NVERTEX = |TASKS| 

SETS               : CLIQUE(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : Sum(TASKS.height) ≤ LIMIT 

PURPOSE            : Cumulative scheduling constraint or scheduling under resource 
constraints: the cumulative constraint enforces that at each 
point in time, the cumulated height of the set of tasks that 
overlap that point, does not exceed a given limit. It also 
imposes for each task that uses all 3 attributes origin, 
duration, end the constraint “origin+duration=end”. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : cumulative({origin-1 duration-3  end-4  height-1, 
            origin-2 duration-9  end-11 height-2, 
            origin-3 duration-10 end-13 height-1, 
            origin-6 duration-6  end-12 height-1, 
            origin-7 duration-2  end-9  height-3},8) 

The left part of the next figure shows the solution associated to 
the example, while the right part gives the primal graph where 
the 2 maximum cliques are indicated by an ellipse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36. Cumulative solution and primal graph with its 2 maximum 
cliques. 

COMMENT            : Note that we integrate the “local” constraint that relates the 
origin, the duration and the end of each task within the arc 
constraint. In order to enforce the “local” constraints we use 

                                                 
27 If the duration is not fixed and the end is more constrained than the origin then the end variable contains some 
information that you don’t get when you consider only the origin and the duration variables. 
28 Refers to the overlapping constraint that was introduced in paragraph 2.2.1. . In our case we have only one 
single dimension. 
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the graph property “NVERTEX = |TASKS|” which states that the 
number of vertices of the primal graph should be equal to the 
number of tasks. If for a given task its “local” constraint does 
not hold then this makes false all the arc constraints attach to 
this task; as a consequence the vertex associated to that task 
would not occur any more in the primal graph and the graph 
property would not hold. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : coloured_cumulative(TASKS,LIMIT) 

ARGUMENTS          : TASKS: collection(origin-dvar,duration-dvar,end-dvar,colour-dvar) 
LIMIT: int 

RESTRICTION(S)     : at least 2 out of [TASKS.origin,TASKS.duration,TASKS.end] 
required(TASKS.colour) 
TASKS.duration ≥ 0 
LIMIT          ≥ 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : TASKS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : TASKS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : TASKS.origin[1]+TASKS.duration[1]=TASKS.end[1] ∧  
TASKS.origin[2]+TASKS.duration[2]=TASKS.end[2] ∧ 
OVERLAP(TASKS[1],TASKS[2],{1})29 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NVERTEX = |TASKS| 

SETS               : CLIQUE(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : nvalue(0..LIMIT,TASKS.colour) 

PURPOSE            : The coloured_cumulative constraint enforces that at each point in 
time, the number of distinct colours of the set of tasks that 
overlap that point, do not exceed a given limit. It also impose 
for each task that uses all 3 attributes origin, duration, end 
the constraint “origin+duration=end”. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : coloured_cumulative({origin-1 duration-2  end-3  colour-1, 
                     origin-2 duration-9  end-11 colour-2, 
                     origin-3 duration-10 end-13 colour-3, 
                     origin-6 duration-6  end-12 colour-2, 
                     origin-7 duration-2  end-9  colour-3},2) 

The left part of the next figure shows the solution associated to 
the example, while the right part gives the primal graph where 
the 2 maximum cliques are enclosed by an ellipse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37. A coloured cumulative solution with at most 2 distinct 
colours in parallel and the related primal graph with its maximum 

cliques. 

COMMENT            : Note that we integrate the “local” constraint that relates the 
origin, the duration and the end of each task within the arc 
constraint. In order to enforce the “local” constraints we use 
the graph property “NVERTEX = |TASKS|” which states that the 
number of vertices of the primal graph should be equal to the 
number of tasks. If for a given task its “local” constraint does 
not hold then this makes false all the arc constraints attach to 
this task; as a consequence the vertex associated to that task 

                                                 
29 Refers to the overlapping constraint that was introduced in paragraph 2.2.1. . In our case we have only one 
single dimension. 
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would not occur any more in the primal graph and the graph 
property would not hold any more. 

USAGE              : Useful for scheduling problems where a machine can only proceed 
in parallel a maximum number of tasks of distinct type. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : cyclic_cumulative(CYCLE_LENGTH,TASKS,LIMIT) 

ARGUMENTS          : CYCLE_LENGTH: int 
TASKS       : collection(origin-dvar  , 
                         duration-dvar, 
                         end-dvar     , 
                         height-dvar  ) 
LIMIT       : int 

RESTRICTION(S)     : CYCLE_LENGTH   > 0 
at least 2 out of [TASKS.origin,TASKS.duration,TASKS.end30] 
required([TASKS.height]) 
TASKS.duration ≥ 0 
TASKS.duration ≤ CYCLE_LENGTH 
TASKS.height   ≥ 0 
LIMIT          ≥ 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : TASKS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : TASKS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : (TASKS.origin[1]+TASKS.duration[1]) mod CYCLE_LENGTH=TASKS.end[1] ∧  
(TASKS.origin[2]+TASKS.duration[2]) mod CYCLE_LENGTH=TASKS.end[2] ∧ 
CYCLIC_OVERLAP(TASKS[1],TASKS[2],{1})31 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NVERTEX = |TASKS| 

SETS               : CLIQUE(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : Sum(TASKS.height) ≤ LIMIT 

PURPOSE            : Cyclic cumulative scheduling constraint or cyclic scheduling 
under resource constraints: the cyclic_cumulative constraint 
enforces that at each point in time, the cumulated height of the 
set of tasks that overlap that point, does not exceed a given 
limit. It also imposes for each task that uses all 3 attributes 
origin, duration, end the constraint “(origin+duration) mod 
CYCLE_LENGTH = end”. The placement space can be seen as a 
cylinder where the time point next to time point i is (i+1) mod 
CYCLE_LENGTH. 

                                                 
30 If the duration is not fixed and the end is more constrained than the origin then the end variable contains some 
information that you don’t get when you consider only the origin and the duration variables. 
31 Refers to the cyclic overlapping constraint that was introduced in paragraph 2.2.1. . In our case we have only 
one single dimension. 
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EXAMPLE(S)         : cyclic_cumulative(12,{origin-2 duration-2  end-4  height-3, 
                      origin-1 duration-9  end-10 height-2, 
                      origin-5 duration-10 end-3  height-1, 
                      origin-5 duration-7  end-0  height-1, 
                      origin-6 duration-2  end-8  height-4},8) 

The left part of the next figure shows the solution associated to 
the example, while the right part gives the primal graph where 
the 2 maximum cliques are indicated by an ellipse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 38. Cyclic cumulative solution and primal graph with its 2 
maximum cliques. 

COMMENT            : Note that we integrate the “local” constraint that relates the 
origin, the duration and the end of each task within the arc 
constraint. In order to enforce the “local” constraints we use 
the graph property “NVERTEX = |TASKS|” which states that the 
number of vertices of the primal graph should be equal to the 
number of tasks. If for a given task its “local” constraint does 
not hold then this makes false all the arc constraints attach to 
this task; as a consequence the vertex associated to that task 
would not occur any more in the primal graph and the graph 
property would not hold. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : cumulatives(TASKS,MACHINES) 

ARGUMENTS          : TASKS   : collection(machine-dvar, 
                     origin-dvar,duration-dvar,end-dvar, 
                     height-dvar) 
MACHINES: collection(id-int,capacity-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : at least 2 out of [TASKS.origin,TASKS.duration,TASKS.end] 
required([TASKS.machine,TASKS.height]) 
TASKS.machine in MACHINES.id 
TASKS.duration ≥ 0 
TASKS.height   ≥ 0 
required([MACHINES.id,MACHINES.capacity]) 
distinct(MACHINES/id) 
MACHINES.capacity ≥ 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : TASKS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : TASKS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : TASKS.machine[1]=TASKS.machine[2] ∧ 
TASKS.origin[1]+TASKS.duration[1]=TASKS.end[1] ∧  
TASKS.origin[2]+TASKS.duration[2]=TASKS.end[2] ∧ 
OVERLAP(TASKS[1],TASKS[2],{1})32 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NVERTEX = |TASKS| 

SETS               : CLIQUE(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : Sum(TASKS.height) ≤ MACHINES.capacity[TASKS.machine] 

PURPOSE            : The cumulatives constraint enforces the following condition for 
each machine m: 

At each point in time, the cumulated height of the set of tasks 
that overlap that point and that is assigned to machine m do not 
exceed the capacity of machine m. 

It also imposes for each task that uses all 3 attributes origin, 
duration, end the constraint “origin+duration=end”. 

                                                 
32 Refers to the overlapping constraint that was introduced in paragraph 2.2.1. . In our case we have only one 
single dimension. 
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EXAMPLE(S)         : cumulatives({machine-1 origin-6 duration-6  end-12 height-1, 
             machine-1 origin-2 duration-9  end-11 height-2, 
             machine-2 origin-7 duration-3  end-10 height-1, 
             machine-1 origin-1 duration-2  end-3  height-1, 
             machine-2 origin-4 duration-5  end-9  height-2, 
             machine-1 origin-3 duration-10 end-13 height-1}, 
            {id-1 capacity-5, 
             id-2 capacity-3}) 

The left part of the next figure shows the solution associated to 
the example, while the right part gives the primal graph where 
the 3 maximum cliques are enclosed by an ellipse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 39. A cumulative with machine-assignment solution and the 
related primal graph with its 3 maximum cliques. 

COMMENT            : Note that we integrate the “local” constraint that relates the 
origin, the duration and the end of each task within the arc 
constraint. In order to enforce the “local” constraints we use 
the graph property “NVERTEX = |TASKS|” which states that the 
number of vertices of the primal graph should be equal to the 
number of tasks. If for a given task its “local” constraint does 
not hold then this makes false all the arc constraints attach to 
this task; as a consequence the vertex associated to that task 
would not occur any more in the primal graph and the graph 
property would not hold any more. 

USAGE              : Useful for scheduling problems where several “cumulative” 
machines are available and where you have to assign each task on 
a specific machine. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : coloured_cumulatives(TASKS,MACHINES) 

ARGUMENTS          : TASKS   : collection(machine-dvar, 
                     origin-dvar,duration-dvar,end-dvar, 
                     colour-dvar) 
MACHINES: collection(id-int,capacity-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : at least 2 out of [TASKS.origin,TASKS.duration,TASKS.end] 
required(TASKS.machine,TASKS.colour) 
TASKS.duration    ≥ 0 
required([MACHINES.id,MACHINES.capacity]) 
distinct(MACHINES/id) 
MACHINES.capacity ≥ 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : TASKS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : TASKS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : TASKS.machine[1]=TASKS.machine[2]              ∧ 
TASKS.origin[1]+TASKS.duration[1]=TASKS.end[1] ∧  
TASKS.origin[2]+TASKS.duration[2]=TASKS.end[2] ∧ 
OVERLAP(TASKS[1],TASKS[2],{1})33 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NVERTEX = |TASKS| 

SETS               : CLIQUE(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : nvalue(0..MACHINES.capacity[TASKS.machine],TASKS.colour) 

PURPOSE            : The coloured_cumulatives constraint enforces the following 
condition for each machine m: 

- At each point in time, the numbers of distinct colours of the 
set of tasks that overlap that point do not exceed a given 
limit. 

It also imposes for each task that uses all 3 attributes origin, 
duration, end the constraint “origin+duration=end”. 

                                                 
33 Refers to the overlapping constraint that was introduced in paragraph 2.2.1. . In our case we have only one 
single dimension. 
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EXAMPLE(S)         : coloured_cumulatives({ 
             machine-1 origin-6 duration-6  end-12 colour-1, 
             machine-1 origin-2 duration-9  end-11 colour-2, 
             machine-2 origin-7 duration-3  end-10 colour-1, 
             machine-1 origin-1 duration-2  end-3  colour-1, 
             machine-2 origin-4 duration-5  end-9  colour-2, 
             machine-1 origin-3 duration-10 end-13 colour-1}, 
            {id-1 capacity-2, 
             id-2 capacity-1}) 

The left part of the next figure shows the solution associated to 
the example, while the right part gives the primal graph where 
the 3 maximum cliques are enclosed by an ellipse. For each of the 
2 cliques that are associated to machine 1 we have only 2 
distinct colours, while for the unique clique of machine 2 we 
have one single colour. Since this match the respective 
capacities of the 2 machines, the constraint hold. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 40. A coloured cumulative with machine-assignment solution 
and the related primal graph with its 3 maximum cliques. 

COMMENT            : Note that we integrate the “local” constraint that relates the 
origin, the duration and the end of each task within the arc 
constraint. In order to enforce the “local” constraints we use 
the graph property “NVERTEX = |TASKS|” which states that the 
number of vertices of the primal graph should be equal to the 
number of tasks. If for a given task its “local” constraint does 
not hold then this makes false all the arc constraints attach to 
this task; as a consequence the vertex associated to that task 
would not occur any more in the primal graph and the graph 
property would not hold any more. 

USAGE              : Useful for scheduling problems where several “coloured 
cumulative” machines are available and where you have to assign 
each task on a specific machine. 
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3.10. Geometrical constraints 

ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : bin_packing(CAPACITY,ITEMS) 

ARGUMENTS          : CAPACITY: int 
ITEMS   : collection(bin-dvar,weight-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : CAPACITY     ≥ 0 
required([ITEMS.bin,ITEMS.weight]) 
ITEMS.weight ≥ 0 
ITEMS.weight ≤ CAPACITY 

VERTEX INPUT       : ITEMS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : ITEMS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : ITEMS.bin[1] = ITEMS.bin[2] 

SETS               : CLIQUE(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : Sum(ITEMS.weight) ≤ CAPACITY 

PURPOSE            : Given several items (each of them having a given weight), and 
different bins of a fixed capacity, assign each item to a bin so 
that the total weight of the items in each bin does not exceed 
the capacity. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : bin_packing(5,{bin-3 weight-4, 
               bin-1 weight-3, 
               bin-3 weight-1}) 

The left part of the next figure shows the solution associated to 
the example, while the right part gives the primal graph where 
each maximum clique is indicated by an ellipse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 41. Bin-packing solution and related primal graph with its 2 
maximum cliques. 

 

COMMENT            : We enforce the n-ary Sum constraint34 on the weight of the items 
that belong to a same maximum clique. Since we use the equality 
constraint, the maximum cliques correspond to all items that are 
assigned to the same bin. 

REMARK             : Note the difference with the “classical” bin-packing problem 
[MARTELLO & TOTH 90, page 221] where one wants to find solutions 
that minimize the number of bins. In our case each item may be 
assigned only to specific bins (i.e. the different values of the 
bin variable) and the goal is to find a feasible solution. 

This constraint can be seen as a special case of the cumulative 
constraint [AGGOUN & BELDICEANU 93], where all tasks durations 
are equal to 1. 

                                                 
34 Refers to the Sum constraint that was introduced in the paragraph 2.2.1. . It enforces the sum of variables to be 
between 2 given limits. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : connected(NDIM,QUADRANGLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NDIM       : int 
QUADRANGLES: collection(ori1-dvar, siz1-dvar-1, end1-dvar, 
                        ori2-dvar, siz2-dvar-1, end2-dvar, 
                        ori3-dvar, siz3-dvar-1, end3-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NDIM ≥ 1 

NDIM ≤ 3 

NDIM = 1 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz1, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end1] 
         and don’t use [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end3] 

NDIM = 2 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end2] 
         and don’t use [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end3] 

NDIM = 3 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end3] 

QUADRANGLES.siz1 ≥ 0 

QUADRANGLES.siz2 ≥ 0 

QUADRANGLES.siz3 ≥ 0 

at least 2 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                   QUADRANGLES.siz1, 
                   QUADRANGLES.end1] 

QUADRANGLES.ori1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end1] 

QUADRANGLES.siz1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end1] 

QUADRANGLES.end1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.ori2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end2] 

QUADRANGLES.ori2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.siz2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end2] 

QUADRANGLES.siz2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.end2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 

QUADRANGLES.end2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.ori3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end3] 

QUADRANGLES.ori3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 

QUADRANGLES.siz3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end3] 

QUADRANGLES.siz3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 
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QUADRANGLES.end3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz3] 

QUADRANGLES.end3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 

VERTEX INPUT       : QUADRANGLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : QUADRANGLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : origin_end(QUADRANGLES[1],QUADRANGLES[2])35 ∧ 
touch(QUADRANGLES[1],QUADRANGLES[2]) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NSCC = 1 

PURPOSE            : There should be one single group of connected quadrangles. Two 
quadrangles touch each other if they overlap in all dimensions 
except one, and if for the dimension where they do not overlap 
the distance between the 2 quadrangles is equal to 0. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : connected(2,{ori1-2 siz1-4 end1-6  ori2-2 siz2-2 end2-4, 
             ori1-1 siz1-2 end1-3  ori2-4 siz2-3 end2-7, 
             ori1-7 siz1-4 end1-11 ori2-1 siz2-2 end2-3, 
             ori1-6 siz1-2 end1-8  ori2-3 siz2-2 end2-5}) 
 
The next figure shows the rectangles associated to the example. 
One can observe that: 

• Rectangle 2 touch rectangle 1, 

• Rectangle 1 touch rectangle 2 and rectangle 4, 

• Rectangle 4 touch rectangle 1 and rectangle 3, 

• Rectangle 3 touch rectangle 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 42. Four connected rectangles. 

USAGE              : In floor planning problem there is a constraint, which states 
that one should be able to access every room from any room. 

                                                 
35 This elementary constraint was defined in paragraph 2.2.2. . Its purpose is to enforce all the constraints of the 
form “origin+size=end” that link the attributes of the 2 quadrangles. 
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ORIGIN             : CHIP 

CONSTRAINT         : diffn(NDIM,QUADRANGLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NDIM       : int 
QUADRANGLES: collection(ori1-dvar, siz1-dvar-1, end1-dvar, 
                        ori2-dvar, siz2-dvar-1, end2-dvar, 
                        ori3-dvar, siz3-dvar-1, end3-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NDIM ≥ 1 

NDIM ≤ 3 

NDIM = 1 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz1, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end1] 
         and don’t use [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end3] 

NDIM = 2 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end2] 
         and don’t use [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end3] 

NDIM = 3 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end3] 

QUADRANGLES.siz1 ≥ 0 

QUADRANGLES.siz2 ≥ 0 

QUADRANGLES.siz3 ≥ 0 

At least 2 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                   QUADRANGLES.siz1, 
                   QUADRANGLES.end1] 

QUADRANGLES.ori1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end1] 

QUADRANGLES.siz1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end1] 

QUADRANGLES.end1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.ori2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end2] 

QUADRANGLES.ori2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.siz2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end2] 

QUADRANGLES.siz2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.end2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 

QUADRANGLES.end2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.ori3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end3] 

QUADRANGLES.ori3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 

QUADRANGLES.siz3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end3] 

QUADRANGLES.siz3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 
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QUADRANGLES.end3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz3] 

QUADRANGLES.end3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 

VERTEX INPUT       : QUADRANGLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : QUADRANGLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : origin_end(QUADRANGLES[1],QUADRANGLES[2])36 ∧ 
QUADRANGLES[1] OVERLAP37 QUADRANGLES[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): MAX_NSCC ≤ 1 

PURPOSE            : Generalized multi-dimensional placement constraint: 

Holds if for each pair of quadrangles the 2 quadrangles do not 
overlap. Two quadrangles do not overlap if there exists at least 
one dimension where they do not overlap. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : diffn(2,{ori1-2 siz1-2 end1-4  ori2-1 siz2-3 end2-4, 
         ori1-4 siz1-4 end1-8  ori2-3 siz2-3 end2-3, 
         ori1-9 siz1-2 end1-11 ori2-4 siz2-3 end2-7}) 
 
Each line corresponds to the different attributes of a given 
rectangle; each rectangle is separated by a comma. The next 
figure represents the 3 rectangles that occur in the example. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 43. The 3 rectangles of the example. 

COMMENT            : The diffn constraint is expressed exactly in the same way as the 
alldifferent constraint, except that we replace the equality 
constraint by the overlapping constraint. This is a binary 
constraint that takes as arguments 2 given quadrangles. 

 

                                                 
36 This elementary constraint was defined in paragraph 2.2.2. . Its purpose is to enforce all the constraints of the 
form “origin+size=end” that link the attributes of the 2 quadrangles. 
37 The binary constraint OVERLAP between 2 −n dimensional quadrangles holds if the 2 quadrangles overlap in 
all dimensions. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : place_in_pyramid(NDIM,QUADRANGLES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NDIM       : int 
QUADRANGLES: collection(ori1-dvar, siz1-dvar-1, end1-dvar, 
                        ori2-dvar, siz2-dvar-1, end2-dvar, 
                        ori3-dvar, siz3-dvar-1, end3-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NDIM ≥ 1 

NDIM ≤ 3 

NDIM = 1 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz1, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end1] 
         and don’t use [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end3] 

NDIM = 2 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz2, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end2] 
         and don’t use [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end3] 

NDIM = 3 if use        [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                        QUADRANGLES.end3] 

QUADRANGLES.siz1 ≥ 0 

QUADRANGLES.siz2 ≥ 0 

QUADRANGLES.siz3 ≥ 0 

At least 2 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                   QUADRANGLES.siz1, 
                   QUADRANGLES.end1] 

QUADRANGLES.ori1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end1] 

QUADRANGLES.siz1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end1] 

QUADRANGLES.end1 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.ori2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end2] 

QUADRANGLES.ori2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.siz2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end2] 

QUADRANGLES.siz2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.end2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 

QUADRANGLES.end2 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori1, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz1] 

QUADRANGLES.ori3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.siz3, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end3] 

QUADRANGLES.ori3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 

QUADRANGLES.siz3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.end3] 

QUADRANGLES.siz3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 
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QUADRANGLES.end3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori3, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz3] 

QUADRANGLES.end3 requires at least 1 out of [QUADRANGLES.ori2, 
                                             QUADRANGLES.siz2] 

VERTEX INPUT       : QUADRANGLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : QUADRANGLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : origin_end(QUADRANGLES[1],QUADRANGLES[2])38 ∧ 
if   QUADRANGLES[1]=QUADRANGLES[2] 
then QUADRANGLES[1].ori1=1 
else on_top_of(QUADRANGLE[1],QUADRANGLE[2],1) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = |QUADRANGLES| 

PURPOSE            : Each quadrangle should be supported by one other object or by the 
earth. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : place_in_pyramid(2,{ori1-1 siz1-2 end1-3 ori2-1 siz2-3 end2-4 , 
                    ori1-3 siz1-3 end1-6 ori2-1 siz2-2 end2-3 , 
                    ori1-1 siz1-2 end1-3 ori2-5 siz2-6 end2-11, 
                    ori1-3 siz1-2 end1-5 ori2-5 siz2-2 end2-7 , 
                    ori1-3 siz1-2 end1-5 ori2-8 siz2-3 end2-11, 
                    ori1-5 siz1-2 end1-7 ori2-8 siz2-2 end2-10}) 
 
The left part of the next figure describes the placement that is 
associated to the example, while the right part gives the 
corresponding primal graph. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Figure 44. Rectangles and primal graph. 

COMMENT            : The arc constraint enforces one of the following constraints: 

• If the arc connects the same object then the constraint 
corresponds to the fact that the earth directly supports the 
object, 

• If the arc connects 2 distinct objects then the constraint is: 
one object is on top of the other object (i.e. in all 
dimensions except dimension 2 it is include, in dimension 2 it 
is after). 

USAGE              : The diffn39 constraint is not enough if one wants to produce a 
placement where no object “floats” in the air. This constraint is 
usually handled with a heuristic during the enumeration. 

 

                                                 
38 This elementary constraint was defined in paragraph 2.2.2. . Its purpose is to enforce all the constraints of the 
form “origin+size=end” that link the attributes of the 2 quadrangles. 
39 The diffn  constraint enforces that all the quadrangles from a collection of quadrangles to not pairwise overlap. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : polyomino(CELLS) 

ARGUMENTS          : CELLS: collection(index-int, 
                  right-dvar, left-dvar, 
                  up-dvar,    down-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : CELLS.index ≥ 1 
CELLS.index ≤ |CELLS| 
required([CELLS.index,CELLS.right,CELLS.left, 
                      CELLS.up   ,CELLS.down]) 
distinct(CELLS/index) 
CELLS.right  ≥ 0 
CELLS.right  ≤ |CELLS| 
CELLS.left   ≥ 0 
CELLS.left   ≤ |CELLS| 
CELLS.up     ≥ 0 
CELLS.up     ≤ |CELLS| 
CELLS.down   ≥ 0 
CELLS.down   ≤ |CELLS| 

VERTEX INPUT       : CELLS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : CELLS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : (CELLS.right[1]=CELLS.index[2] ∧ CELLS.left [2]=CELLS.index[1]) ∨ 
(CELLS.left [1]=CELLS.index[2] ∧ CELLS.right[2]=CELLS.index[1]) ∨ 
(CELLS.up   [1]=CELLS.index[2] ∧ CELLS.down [2]=CELLS.index[1]) ∨ 
(CELLS.down [1]=CELLS.index[2] ∧ CELLS.up   [2]=CELLS.index[1]) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NSCC = 1 

PURPOSE            : Enforce all cells to be connected. Each cell is defined by the 
following attributes: 

• The index of the cell, which is an integer between 1 and the 
total number of cells, is unique for each cell. 

• The “right” attribute, which is the index of the cell located 
immediately to the right of that cell (or 0 if no such cell 
exists). 

• The “left” attribute, which is the index of the cell located 
immediately to the left of that cell (or 0 if no such cell 
exists). 

• The “up” attribute, which is the index of the cell located 
immediately on top of that cell (or 0 if no such cell exists). 

• The “down” attribute, which is the index of the cell located 
immediately above that cell (or 0 if no such cell exists). 

This definition corresponds to a polyomino [GOLOMB 65]. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : polyomino({index-1 right-0 left-0 up-2 down-0, 
           index-2 right-3 left-0 up-0 down-1, 
           index-3 right-0 left-2 up-4 down-0, 
           index-4 right-5 left-0 up-0 down-3, 
           index-5 right-0 left-4 up-0 down-0}) 
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The next figure shows the polyomino associated to the example. 

 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 45. A polyomino and its primal graph. 

USAGE              : Enumeration of polyominoes. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : graph_crossing(NCROSS,NODES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCROSS: dvar 
NODES : collection(index-int,succ-dvar,x-int,y-int) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCROSS      ≥ 0 
required(NODES.index,NODES.succ,NODES.x,NODES.y) 
NODES.index ≥ 1 
NODES.index ≤ |NODES| 
distinct(NODES/index) 
NODES.succ  ≥ 1 
NODES.succ  ≤ |NODES| 

VERTEX INPUT       : NODES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : NODES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : intersect(NODES.x[1]            ,NODES.y[1], 
          NODES.x[NODES.succ[1]],NODES.y[NODES.succ[1]], 
          NODES.x[2]            ,NODES.y[2], 
          NODES.x[NODES.succ[2]],NODES.y[NODES.succ[2]])40 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = NCROSS 

PURPOSE            : NCROSS is the number of line-segments intersections, where each 
line-segment is an arc of the directed graph defined by 
NODES.succ[1]=NODES.index[2]. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : graph_crossing(2,{index-1  succ-1  x-4  y-7, 
                  index-2  succ-1  x-2  y-5, 
                  index-3  succ-1  x-7  y-6, 
                  index-4  succ-2  x-1  y-2, 
                  index-5  succ-3  x-2  y-2, 
                  index-6  succ-2  x-5  y-3, 
                  index-7  succ-3  x-8  y-2, 
                  index-8  succ-9  x-6  y-2, 
                  index-9  succ-10 x-10 y-6, 
                  index-10 succ-8  x-10 y-1}) 
The next figure indicates the graph that is associated to the 
previous instance. Arcs 8�9 and 7�3 cross; arcs 5�3 and 7�3 
cross also. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46. A graph covering with 2 line-segments intersections. 

COMMENT            : Each node is described by an identifier, by its coordinates x and 
y, and by its successor in the final covering. Note that the 
coordinates are initially fixed. 
We use the arc generator CLIQUE(<) in order to avoid counting 2 
times the same line-segment crossing. 

USAGE             : This is a general crossing constraint that can be used in 
conjunction with one graph covering constraint such as cycle, 
tree or map. In quite a lot of practical problems one wants to 
minimize the number of crossings. 

                                                 
40 intersect(x_start1,y_start1,x_end1,y_end1,x_start2,y_start2,x_end2,y_end2) holds if the 2 line-segments 
intersect. One can find an implementation of the ground case in [SEDGEWICK 88 pages 350-351]. 
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REMARK             : We could have also give one crossing constraint for each graph 
covering constraint, but we feel that it is better to start first 
with a more general constraint before going in the specificity of 
the pattern that is used for covering the graph. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : crossing(NCROSS,SEGMENTS) 

ARGUMENTS          : NCROSS  : dvar 
SEGMENTS: collection(ori_x-dvar,ori_y-dvar, 
                     end_x-dvar,end_y-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NCROSS ≥ 0 
required([SEGMENTS.ori_x,SEGMENTS.ori_y, 
          SEGMENTS.end_x,SEGMENTS.end_y]) 

VERTEX INPUT       : SEGMENTS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : SEGMENTS 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE(<) 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : intersect(SEGMENTS.ori_x[1],SEGMENTS.ori_y[1], 
          SEGMENTS.end_x[1],SEGMENTS.end_y[1], 
          SEGMENTS.ori_x[2],SEGMENTS.ori_y[2], 
          SEGMENTS.end_x[2],SEGMENTS.end_y[2])41 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = NCROSS 

PURPOSE            : NCROSS is the number of line-segments intersections. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : crossing(3,{ori_x-1 ori_y-4 end_x-9 end_y-2, 
            ori_x-1 ori_y-1 end_x-3 end_y-5, 
            ori_x-3 ori_y-2 end_x-7 end_y-4, 
            ori_x-9 ori_y-1 end_x-9 end_y-4}) 
 
The next figure give a picture of the previous example, where one 
can observe the 3 line-segments intersections. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47. Intersection between line-segments. 

COMMENT            : Each line-segment is described by the x and y coordinates of its 
2 extremities. 

In the arc generator we use the restriction < in order to 
generate one single arc for each pair of segments. This is 
required, since otherwise we would count more than once a line-
segments intersection. 

 

                                                 
41 intersect(x_start1,y_start1,x_end1,y_end1,x_start2,y_start2,x_end2,y_end2) holds if the 2 line-segments 
intersect. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : orchad(NROW,TREES) 

ARGUMENTS          : NROW : dvar 
TREES: collection(index-int, x-dvar, y-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : NROW        ≥ 0 
TREES.index ≥ 1 
TREES.index ≤ |TREES| 
required([TREES.index,TREES.x,TREES.y]) 
distinct(TREES/index) 
TREES.x     ≥ 0 
TREES.y     ≥ 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : TREES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : TREES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE(<) 

ARC ARITY          : 3 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : align(TREES.x[1],TREES.y[1], 
      TREES.x[2],TREES.y[2], 
      TREES.x[3],TREES.y[3]) 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NARC = NROW 

PURPOSE            : ORCHAD PROBLEM 
”Your aid I want, Nine trees to plant, 
In rows just half a score, And let there be, 
In each row, three - Solve this: I ask no more!” 
 
J.Jackson, Rational Amusement for Winter Evenings, 
Longman, London, 1821. 

EXAMPLE(S)         : orchad(10,{index-1 x-0 y-0, 
           index-2 x-4 y-0, 
           index-3 x-8 y-0, 
           index-4 x-2 y-4, 
           index-5 x-4 y-4, 
           index-6 x-8 y-4, 
           index-7 x-0 y-8, 
           index-8 x-4 y-8, 
           index-9 x-8 y-8}) 

The 10 alignments of 3 trees correspond to the following triples 
of trees: (1,2,3), (1,4,8), (1,5,9), (2,4,7), (2,5,8), (2,6,9), 
(3,5,7), (3,6,8), (4,5,6), (7,8,9). The figure below shows the 9 
trees and the 10 alignments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 48. Nine trees with 10 alignments of 3 trees. 

COMMENT            : The arc generator CLIQUE(<) with an arity of 3 is used in order 
to generate all the arcs of the directed hypergraph. Each arc is 
an ordered triple of trees. We use the restriction < in order to 
generate one single arc for each set of 3 trees. This is 
required, since otherwise we would count more than once a given 
alignment of 3 trees. 
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ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : cumulative_2d(RECTANGLES,LIMIT) 

ARGUMENTS          : RECTANGLES: collection(origin1-dvar,size1-dvar,end1-dvar, 
                       origin2-dvar,size2-dvar,end2-dvar, 
                       height-dvar) 
LIMIT     : int 

RESTRICTION(S)     : at least 2 out of [RECTANGLES.origin1, 
                   RECTANGLES.size1  , 
                   RECTANGLES.end142  ] 
at least 2 out of [RECTANGLES.origin2, 
                   RECTANGLES.size2  , 
                   RECTANGLES.end2   ]  
required(RECTANGLES.height) 
RECTANGLES.size1  ≥ 0 
RECTANGLES.size2  ≥ 0 
RECTANGLES.height ≥ 0 
LIMIT             ≥ 0 

VERTEX INPUT       : RECTANGLES 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : RECTANGLES 

ARC GENERATOR      : CLIQUE 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : RECTANGLES.origin[1]+RECTANGLES.size[1]=RECTANGLES.end[1] ∧ 
RECTANGLES.origin[2]+RECTANGLES.size[2]=RECTANGLES.end[2] ∧ 
RECTANGLES.end1[1] > RECTANGLES.origin1[2]                ∧ 
RECTANGLES.end1[2] > RECTANGLES.origin1[1]                ∧ 
RECTANGLES.end2[1] > RECTANGLES.origin2[2]                ∧ 
RECTANGLES.end2[2] > RECTANGLES.origin2[1] 

GRAPH PROPERTIE(S) : NVERTEX = |RECTANGLES| 

SETS               : CLIQUE(MAX) 

DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT : Sum(RECTANGLES.height) ≤ LIMIT 

PURPOSE            : Enforces that at each point of the 2-dimensional space, the 
cumulated height of the set of rectangles that overlap that 
point, does not exceed a given limit. It also imposes for each 
rectangle and each dimension the constraint between the origin, 
the size and the end. 

                                                 
42 If the size is not fixed and the end is more constrained than the origin then the end variable contains some 
information that you don’t get when you consider only the origin and the size variables. 
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EXAMPLE(S)         : cumulative_2d( 
 {origin1-1 size1-4 end1-5 origin2-3 size2-3 end2-6 height-4, 
  origin1-3 size1-2 end1-5 origin2-1 size2-2 end2-3 height-2, 
  origin1-1 size1-2 end1-3 origin2-1 size2-2 end2-3 height-3, 
  origin1-4 size1-1 end1-5 origin2-1 size2-1 end2-2 height-1}, 
 4) 
 
Part (A) of next figure shows 4 rectangles of height 4, 2, 3 and 
1. Part (B) gives the corresponding cumulated 2-dimensional 
profile, where each number is the cumulated height of all the 
rectangles that contain the corresponding region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 49. Two representations of a 2-dimensional cumulated 
profile. 

COMMENT            : The cumulative_2d constraint is a necessary condition for the 
diffn constraint in 3 dimensions (i.e. the placement of 
parallelepipeds in such a way that they do not pairwise overlap 
and that each parallelepiped has his sides parallel to the sides 
of the placement space). 

A first natural way to handle this constraint would be to 
accumulate the compulsory parts [LAHRICHI 82] of the rectangles 
in a quadtree [SAMET 89] for which each sub region has the 
cumulated height of the rectangles that contain that region. 
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3.11. Miscellaneous constraints 

ORIGIN             : NEW 

CONSTRAINT         : connect_points(SIZE1,SIZE2,SIZE3,NGROUP,POINTS) 

ARGUMENTS          : SIZE1 : int 
SIZE2 : int 
SIZE3 : int 
NGROUP: dvar 
POINTS: collection(p-dvar) 

RESTRICTION(S)     : SIZE1  > 0 
SIZE2  > 0 
SIZE3  > 0 
NGROUP ≥ 0  NGROUP ≤ |POINTS| 
SIZE1*SIZE2*SIZE3=|POINTS| 
required(POINTS.p) 

VERTEX INPUT       : POINTS 

VERTEX GENERATOR   : IDENTITY 

ARC INPUT          : POINTS 

ARC GENERATOR      : GRID(SIZE1,SIZE2,SIZE3) 

ARC ARITY          : 2 

ARC CONSTRAINT     : POINTS.p[1]≠0 ∧ POINTS.p[1]=POINTS.p[2] 

GRAPH PROPERTY(IES): NSCC = NGROUP 

PURPOSE            : On a 3-dimensional grid, number of groups, where a group consists 
of a connected set of variables which have a same value 
(different from 0). 

EXAMPLE(S)         : connect_points(8,4,2,2,{p-0,p-0,p-1,p-1,p-0,p-2,p-0,p-0, 
                        p-0,p-0,p-0,p-1,p-0,p-2,p-0,p-0, 
                        p-0,p-0,p-0,p-1,p-1,p-1,p-1,p-1, 
                        p-0,p-2,p-0,p-1,p-0,p-2,p-0,p-0, 
                        p-0,p-0,p-0,p-0,p-0,p-0,p-0,p-0, 
                        p-0,p-0,p-0,p-0,p-0,p-2,p-0,p-0, 
                        p-0,p-2,p-2,p-2,p-2,p-2,p-0,p-0, 
                        p-0,p-2,p-0,p-0,p-0,p-2,p-0,p-0}) 
 
The next figure gives the initial graph that is generated by the 
arc generator. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 50. Graph generated by grid(8,4,2). 

The next figure corresponds to the solution where we describe 
separately each layer of the grid. We have 2 groups, one for the 
variables that take value 1, and one for the variables that take 
value 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 51. The 2 layers of the solution. 

USAGE              : Wiring problems [SIMONIS 90], [NENG-FA ZHOU 96]. 
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4. Algorithmic issues 

At a first glance, the global constraint description that we presented in the previous section sounds nice since it 
allows expressing in a very compact form a wide range of existing and new global constraints. However, a 
practical question that rises out immediately is how can one ever hope to implement such a huge number of global 
constraints. In this section we try to answer partially this question. However, one should keep in mind that these 
are very preliminary comments, since algorithmic issues were not the main topic of this report. 

4.1. Generic programs for performing basic tasks 

One of the advantages of our explicit and general description of global constraints is that one can come out with 
generic programs, which can be applied on any constraint that can be described with our formalism, in order to 
perform the following tasks: 

- Parse and check the parameters of the global constraints, 

- Generate automatically test cases for the global constraints, 

- Generate automatically tests to capture missing propagation, 

- Check if a global constraint holds for a given instantiated solution. 

If we consider one single constraint, the previous tasks are quite obvious. However if we take a big number of 
global constraints then these tasks turns out to require too much energy in order to be done in a systematic way. If 
we want to allow users to define their own new global constraints then the first and last tasks are also a 
prerequisite. We now explain how we can come out with a generic checker for all global constraints: 

- For each elementary constraint introduced in section 2.2.1., we have to supply an algorithm that evaluates if the 
constraint holds or not for a given instantiation of the variables of the elementary constraint. 

- For each graph characteristic we have introduced in section 2.4., we have to provide a graph algorithm that takes 
a graph and that evaluates the value of the given characteristic. It would be more efficient to integrate directly 
within the previous algorithms the fact that we want to check that a particular characteristic is greater, equal or 
less than a given integer. Let us illustrate this point on a small example. Assume you want to check that the 
number of strongly connected component of a graph is less than 3. It would be better to integrate this test within 
the computation of the number of strongly connected component in order to return a failure as soon as we reach 
3 components. 

Now the structure of a general global constraint checker would be as following. 

STEP 1. creates the initial graph by using the vertex and arc generators; 

STEP 2. evaluates each elementary constraint of the initial graph; 

STEP 3. IF a graph characteristic involves the primal graph THEN 
          create the primal graph; 

STEP 4. IF a graph characteristic involves the dual graph THEN 
          create the dual graph; 

STEP 5. FOR each graph characteristic DO 
          evaluates that graph characteristic on the primal or dual graph 
          and fails if it is not verified. 

Algorithm 1. Generic checker for any global constraint. 

Note that this generic checker could be refined according to the properties of the arcs generator and of the 
elementary constraints. 

4.2. Searching for general relations that links different graph characteristics 

In the list of examples of possible global constraints one can notice that quite often for a given global constraint, 
we put restrictions on different graph characteristics. Since these different characteristics are somehow strongly 
related we should systematically search these relations according to different additional hypothesis. Let us take a 
concrete example. If we consider the following graph characteristics of a graph G  that we introduce in section 
2.4.: 

• NVERTEX: cardinality of the set ( )GV ,  

• NARC: cardinality of the set ( )GE ,  

• NSCC: number of strongly connected component of graph G , 

• MIN_NSCC: number of vertices of the smallest strongly connected component of graph G , 

• MAX_NSCC: number of vertices of the largest strongly connected component of graph G . 

In a first step, we should look for the relations between theses 5 quantities that hold for any graph. In a second step 
we should try to refine the previous relations according the specific regular structure we consider (i.e. clique,  line, 
chain, grid, …), and according to the properties of the elementary constraints (i.e. symmetric, anti-symmetric, …) 
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associated to the arcs. By proceeding this way we would come up with a set of formulas that can be applied on any 
global constraints as soon as some properties hold on the arcs generator and on the elementary constraint 
associated to each arc. These formulas would be used in order to perform propagation between variables that are 
associated to different graph characteristics. 

4.3. Creation of propagation algorithms specific to a given family of global constraints 

Instead of designing one propagation algorithm for each global constraint, we should first try to regroup the 
different global constraint in families, each family sharing some common characteristics. The propagation 
algorithms should be designed for each family of constraints. The following table gives a preliminary attempt of 
classification of some of the constraints we encountered so far. 

 
Family Common characteristics Arcs 

properties 
Examples 

Order Vertex generator: IDENTITY 
Arc    generator: CLIQUE 
Arc    arity    : 2 
Graph  property : ORDER 

Anti-
symmetric 

Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum modulo 
Min_n 
Max_n 

CardPath Vertex generator: IDENTITY 
Arc    generator: PATH 
Arc    arity    : - 
Graph  property : NARC 

 Among 
Count 
Change 
Cyclic_change 
Cyclic_change_joker 
Smooth 
Change_partition 
Among_seq 
Sliding_sum 
Relaxed_sliding_sum 

Alldifferent Vertex generator: - 
Arc    generator: CLIQUE 
Arc    arity    : 2 

Graph  property : MAX_NSCC ≤ 1 
 

Symmetric 
Transitive 

Alldifferent 
Alldifferent_except_0 
Golomb 

Nequivalence Vertex generator: IDENTITY 
Arc    generator: CLIQUE 
Arc    arity    : 2 
Graph  property : NSCC 

Reflexive 
Symmetric 
Transitive 

Nvalue 
Nequivalence 
Nclass 

Ngroup(c) Vertex generator: IDENTITY 
Arc    generator: - 
Arc    arity    : 2 
Graph  property : NSCC 

Reflexive 
Symmetric 

Connect_points(grid) 
Connected(clique) 

                          Table 4. Different families of constraints and their characteristics. 

5. Uncovered topics 

This section discusses various uncovered issues that were not addressed in sections 2 and 3. We first present some 
existing and new global constraints that do not fit in the previous framework. We then refer to some existing 
combination of global constraints that were already addressed in the literature. Finally, we mention the problems of 
preemptive scheduling and of optimisation criteria. 

5.1. Exotic global constraints 

5.1.1. The sort constraint of arity 3 

An already existing global constraint that does not fit in our framework is the sort  constraint that was introduced 
in [ZHOU 97]. This constraint has the form ( )nnn ppssxx ,..,,,..,,,..,sort 111  where ( )nss ,..,1  is a n-tuple obtained 

by sorting in increasing order the domain variables of the n-tuple ( )nxx ,..,1  and where ( )npp ,..,1  is the 

permutation that relates ( )nss ,..,1  to ( )nxx ,..,1 . The main reason that is does not fit is that the sort  constraint has 

3 parameters and that all the nodes of the graph of our global constraints are only build from one or 2 collections of 
objects. 

5.1.2. The case constraint 

The element  constraint was originally introduced in [VAN HENTENRYCK & CARILLON 88]. It has the form 
( )ValueListIndex ,,element , where Index  and Value  are domain variables and List  is a list of integers. The 

constraint imposes that Value  is equal to the Index th element of the list List . It was extended in different ways 
[COSYTEC 97], [CARLSSON, OTTOSSON & CARLSON 97] in order to provide more compact forms of the list 
or in order to handle the 2-dimensional case. From our experience, we also notice that quite often, one states a set 
of element  constraints with exactly the same list of values. In this last case, it appears also that sometimes all the 
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Index  variables have to take distinct values. From all the facts exposed before, we propose to generalize the 
element  constraint and to introduce the case  constraint 

case(Tuples, Tree) 

where Tuples corresponds to a list of tuples of domain variables, all tuples having the same arity. Tree corresponds 
to a tree, each node of the tree referring to a restriction of the variable associated to a specific position within the 
tuples of domain variables and to a list of binary constraints. The restriction is defined by a given set of non-
negative values and corresponds to the fact that the variable takes a value in the corresponding list of values. Each 
variable that occurs in a binary constraint refer also to a specific position within the tuples. In order to be valid, a 
tree has to verify the following properties: 

(1) On each path from a given leaf of the tree to the root of the tree a variable can occurs at most once, 

(2) At a given level of the tree the set of restrictions are pairwise incompatible. 

The case constraint holds if every tuple can be assigned to a leaf of the tree in such a way that all restrictions and 
binary constraints that occur on the path between the root of the tree and the given leaf hold. These restrictions and 
constraints are applied on the variables of the tuple. Note that, since at any level of the tree the restrictions are 
pairwise incompatible, a tuple can only be assigned to a unique leaf of the tree. 

Finally we propose to associate to each leaf of the tree one non-negative integer that corresponds to the maximum 
number of tuples that can be assigned to that specific leaf. We now give several examples of specific constraints 
that can be build using the case  constraint. For each example we have chosen to give an ad-hoc syntax that is 
tailored to the specific example we are dealing with. 

The first example shows how to represent a 2-dimensional element  constraint using the case  constraint. The 
constraint ( )VTableJI ,,,element  holds if V  is equal to [ ]JITable , . On the first half of the next figure we show a 
matrix and the corresponding tree that should be generated for the case  constraint. On the second half, we show 
how to represent a calendar constraint that links the machine M  to which a task is assigned, the real origin R  
when the task starts and the virtual origin V  which corresponds to the fact that we have remove all unavailability 
periods on the different machines. This constraint is quite useful for some scheduling problems where one has 
resources on which unavailability periods are predefined and where tasks can be interrupted by these 
unavailabilities. In this kind of problem one associates a real and a virtual origin to each task. All the resource 
constraints are stated on the virtual origins, while all the temporal constraints are stated between the real origins. 
The calendar constraint makes the link between the virtual and the real origin according to the resource that is 
selected for a given task. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 52. 2-dimensional element  constraint and calendar  constraint 

We now give an informal description of the principle of the 2 basic algorithms that should be used in order to 
handle the case  constraint. The first algorithm enforces each tuple to be assigned on a leaf of the tree. For this 
purpose it scans the tree from the root to the leaves and performs propagation according to the restrictions and to 
the constraints encountered so far on the current path. When it reaches a leaf of the tree it records the current state 
of the variables of the tuple. It then makes a generalisation of all the states by computing the union of all these 
states recorded at the leaves of the tree. Finally it enforces the variables of the tuple it currently considers to belong 
to the previous sets. The second algorithm handles the capacity constraint associated to each leaf of the tree. For 
this purpose we create a bipartite graph where the first class of nodes corresponds to the tuples and the second 
class of nodes corresponds to the leaves of the tree where each leaf is implicitly duplicated according to its 
maximum capacity. An arc is created between a given tuple and a given leaf if the tuple can be assigned to that leaf 
(i.e. if all the restrictions and the constraints that are on the path that starts at the root of the tree and ends to the 
leaf do not lead to a contradiction when they are applied to the variables of the tuple). A bipartite maximum 
cardinality matching algorithm [ALT, BLUM, MEHLHORN & PAUL 91] and a pruning algorithm [COSTA 94] 
are then applied. The result of the pruning algorithm consist of 2 actions. The first action corresponds to enforce a 
given arc by stating all the constraints and restrictions that are on the path that lead to the leaf associated to the arc. 
The second action remove one arc; this is performed by enforcing that at least one restriction or one constraint 
associated to the leaf fails. 
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5.1.3. The periodic constraint 

The periodic  constraint is a new global constraint that is useful for periodic timetabling problems where one does 

not know in advance the length of the period of the schedule. It has the form [ ]( )CtrXXP n ,,..,,periodic 1 , where 

P  and [ ]nXX ,..,1  are domain variables, and Ctr  is a binary constraint. In typical applications one would like to 

try to minimize the value of variable P . The periodic  constraint holds if P  is the smallest value such that for all 

integer values i  in interval [ ]1,1 +− Pn  the binary constraint 1+−Pni XCtrX  holds. Since the period P  is not 

initially fixed we cannot generate an initial graph and this is why this constraint does not fit in our classification. 

5.1.4. The inflexion constraint 

The inflexion constraint is a new global constraint that is useful for constraining the number of “peaks” or 
“valleys” of a sequence of domain variables. It has the form inflexion [ ]( )EqCtrXXI n ,,,..,, 1 , where I  and 

[ ]nXX ,..,1  are domain variables, and Ctr  and Eq  are binary constraints such that Eq  is an equivalence relation. 

The inflexion constraint holds if I  is the number of times that the following conjunctions of constraints hold: 

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

¬∧¬
∧∧

¬∧

−−

−−++

++

jjjj

jjii

iiii

XCtrXXEqX

XEqXXEqX

XEqXXCtrX

11

1221

11

...    ( njjii ≤≤+≤ ,2,1 ). 

When Ctr  is equal to the constraint < (respectively >) and when Eq  is the equality constraint then I  corresponds 

to the number of peaks (respectively valleys) of the sequence of variables [ ]nXX ,..,1 . Because of the equivalence 

relation, the previous conjunction of constraints does not correspond to a ternary constraint as one could first think. 
Since the arity of our elementary constraint is not fixed, the inflexion constraint cannot be put into our framework. 
However, it would fit if we were introducing a new field that specifies how to merge adjacent nodes of our primal 
graph. 

5.2. Combination of global constraints 

One can find in the existing constraint field, a few papers that present some global constraints that combine 
different constraints in order to get a stronger propagation. This is for example the case for  [BELDICEANU 90] 
where different alldifferent constraints are group together with several disequality constraints on pair of variables 
and in [BELDICEANU, BOURREAU, RIVREAU & SIMONIS 96] where several cumulative constraints were 
combined with a precedence graph. This is also the case in [RÉGIN & RUEHER 99] where a sum constraint is 
combined with binary inequalities. Since all the previous examples combine 2 different types of constraints we 
cannot express this in our framework. However one could think to extend it in order to allow combining 2 global 
constraints if their graphs have the same set of vertices. 

5.3. Preemptive scheduling 

In the catalog of global constraints we have come up with a big variety of resource scheduling constraints. 
However, since we do not have sets but just domain variables, our framework does not allows to express 
preemptive scheduling [BAPTISTE & LEPAPE 97]. 

5.4. Optimisation criteria 

For problems which deal with optimisation, it would be quite useful to introduce an optimisation field 
[GRAHAM, LAWLER, LENSTRA & RINNOOY KAN 79, page 290], [HERROELEN, DEMEULEMEESTER & 
DE REYCK 98, pages 14-16] which allows to express that a specific variable of a global constraint is equal to the 
minimum, maximum or sum of some attribute of the nodes of our primal graph. This would allow trying to get 
bounds for that cost variable according to the specificities of the global constraint and to propagate backward from 
the cost variable to the variables of the global constraint. One can note that this was already done on a case-by-case 
basis for some existing global constraints like: 

- The maximum end of the tasks of the cumulative  constraint [AGGOUN & BELDICEANU 93], 

- The maximum end in a specific dimension for the objects of the diffn  constraint [BELDICEANU & 
CONTEJEAN 94], 

- The total cost of the assignment problem [FOCCACI, LODI & MILANO 99]. 

However we did not yet introduce an optimisation field since we don’t see how to come up with general 
algorithms for performing in an efficient way the corresponding propagation. 
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6. Communication between global constraints 

In most43 of the current constraint systems, constraints communicate through variables that are present in more 
than one constraint. This has been advocated as a strong point of the constraint approach over classical algorithms 
since one can add new constraint without considering the existing constraints. However this has also a severe 
drawback: sets of constraints are not handled in a global way, which sometimes lead to poor propagation 
[BOURGINE 86]. Quite often, if someone is looking carefully to the domain of the variables, it happen that 
obvious propagation steps that do not require any sophisticated algorithms are missing, due to the lack of 
communication between 2 given constraints. To get around this problem one way is to use shaving in order to 
enforce propagation, one other way is to regroup different constraints into a single global constraint in order that 
this new global constraint has all the relevant information to perform as much propagation as possible. However 
this has the severe drawback to create arbitrary combination of basic constraints. In order to partially avoid this 
problem we propose to add the following basic primitive into the constraint engine: ask_what_if(Info, Expression, 
Restrictions). This primitive allows asking for the minimum (Info=min) or maximum (Info=max) value of a given 
expression that contains domain variables according to a list of restrictions. Each restriction corresponds to an 
elementary constraint that involves only one single domain variable. This elementary constraint can take one of the 
following form: X=val, X≠val, X>val, X≤val, X<val and X≥val where X is a domain variable and val a non 
negative integer. The ask_what_if primitive should be systematically used in the following cases: 

- Each time that in an algorithm associated to a constraint you compute the minimum or maximum value of a 
variable according to a restriction you should make a query to the outside world in order to try to get a better 
estimation of the minimum or maximum value of that variable. 

- Each time that in an algorithm associated to a constraint you compute the minimum or maximum value of an 
expression you should also make a query to the outside world for the same reason than above. In this case, it 
may be worthwhile to make a query even if no restriction applies. 

- Each time that in an algorithm associated to a constraint you do some pruning only if some conditions that 
involve domain variables have to hold you should make queries to the outside world in order to get sharper 
bound for the variables in order to maximize the chance that the test conditions for the pruning are evaluated to 
true. 

We now give 3 examples where the proposed mechanism would perform more propagation than the one obtained 
by considering the constraints independently. 

 

Example 1 interaction of non-linear arithmetic constraints 

Let us assume we want to handle the following arithmetic constraints: 

(1) ∑
=
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i
ii UpYXLow

1
 

(2) iiii UpYXLowni ≤⋅≤∈∀ :..1  

When we implement the algorithm that handle the first constraint we evaluate the minimum and maximum value 
of the ith X variable by isolating the term that contains the corresponding variable and obtain the following 
formulas: 
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In the previous formulas we have to evaluate the quantities ( )jj YX ⋅min  and ( )jj YX ⋅max . The obvious way 

would be to use following 2 identities: 

( ) ( ) ( )jjjj YXYX minminmin ⋅≥⋅ , 

( ) ( ) ( )jjjj YXYX maxmaxmax ⋅≤⋅ . 

                                                 
43 This is not true for Alice [LAURIÈRE 76 pages 53-61] where specific class of constraints were communicating 
in an ad-hoc way in order to derive stronger constraints. This was for example the case for the arithmetic 
constraints. 
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However if we have the second type of constraints, the previous identities could underestimate the quantities we 
want to evaluate and thus lead to less propagation. In order to avoid this problem we should replace the 2 identities 
by the 2 following queries: 

ask_what_if(min, jj YX ⋅ , []), 

ask_what_if(max, jj YX ⋅ , []). 

 

Example 2 interaction of cumulative  and element  constraints 

Let us assume we have to schedule a set of tasks under a given resource limitation Limit. Suppose that the height 
of each task depends of the starting time of the task. In this problem, the resource constraint can be modeled by a 
cumulative  constraint while the fact that the height of a task depends of the origin can be represented by an 
element  constraint. Assume that we handle the cumulative  constraint by computing the cumulated profile, which 
consist of the different obligatory part [LAHRICHI 82], [LAHRICHI & GONDRAN 84], 
[CASEAU & LABURTHE 96b] of the different tasks. A basic pruning operation has to be performed each time 
the cumulated profile increase on a given interval inf..sup of height h. Usually for a task of origin O, duration D 
and height R that do not have any obligatory part already registered on the interval inf..sup, this pruning can be 
implemented by the following peace of code: 

if min(R)>max(Limit)-h then remove interval inf-min(D)+1..sup from O 

However, if the height of the task depends of the starting point of the task the test min(R)>max(Limit)-h may not 
be evaluated to true because we underestimate the value of min(R). If the height of the task depends of the starting 
point of the task then we should also try to have a better estimation of the minimum height of the task. For these 
reasons the previous code should be rewrite in the following way: 

min_D:=ask_what_if(min,D,[R>max(Limit)-h,O≤sup]) 

min_R:=ask_what_if(min,R,[O≥inf-min_D+1 ,O≤sup]) 

if min_R>max(Limit)-h then remove interval inf-min_D+1..sup from O 

The reason of that is that when we remove an interval of values from a domain variable we implicitly make the 
assumption that the variable will take one of the values of that interval. This is why we should systematically 
revisit the conditions that we evaluate in order to check if we can prune or not. 

 

Example 3 interaction of cycle  and element  constraints 

Let us assume we use the cycle  constraint [BELDICEANU & CONTEJEAN 94] and the element  constraint in 
order to solve a tour planning where one wants to impose a strong limitation of the maximum distance that is done 
by each vehicle. In order to model this problem we could use the following constraints: 

cycle(Nb_cycle,[Next1,..,Nextn],[Dist1,..,Distn],0,MaxDist) 

element(Next1,Distance_table_from_location_1,Dist1)… element(Nextn,Distance_table_from_location_n,Distn) 

In these constraints, Nb_cycle corresponds to the number of tours that will be proceed, Nexti to the location which 

is located immediately after location i, and Disti to the distance between location i and location Nexti. 

Lets assume that we handle each path and it corresponding minimum length (the sum of the minimum distance 
variables associated to the nodes of the path). A path corresponds to a succession of fixed nodes and is denoted by 
its first fixed node and by the successor of its last fixed node. If we want to try to prune the successor variable 
according to the maximum distance constraint we have to check if the merging of 2 paths will produce a distance 
overflow or not. For this purpose we could write this line of code: 

if minimum length of path i + minimum length of path j > MaxDist 

then remove start of path j from the successor variable of the end of path i 

However the previous test may not be evaluated to true because we assume the fact that connecting path i to path j 
will cost us a distance which is equal to the minimum value of the distance variable associated to the last node of 
path i. In order to get a more accurate test we should count the real distance between the node that corresponds to 
the end of line i and the node that corresponds to the start of line j. Since this information is not directly available 
within the cycle  constraint, we should rewrite the previous line of code in the following way in order to get the 

correct distance from the element  constraint. 

if minimum length of path i + 
   minimum length of path j – 
   minimum(Distend_i) + ask_what_if(min, Distend_I,[Succend_i=start_i]) > 

MaxDist 

then remove start of path j from the successor variable of the end of path i 
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7. Conclusion 

In this report we have introduced a classification of global constraints that allows to reconstruct and to generalize 
almost all existing global constraints and to generate new interesting global constraints. A first advantage of this 
classification scheme is that it is not domain specific: it regroups constraints from different areas such as 
scheduling, placement, logistics, geometry and timetabling. A second benefit of this classification is that, since it is 
related to the internal structure of the constraint, it gives also an indication of the algorithms that will be associated 
to the constraints. It enlights the strong relationship between some global constraints that use a same graph 
property and binary constraints with the same structural properties. This will allow regrouping apparently differing 
global constraints in families for which one can hope to come up with similar algorithms. These algorithms will 
have to reuse and adapt some of the existing work that was done on efficient data structures and on graph 
algorithms. Finally a last benefit of this unified view is that, it should facilitate to perform in a systematic way such 
tasks as designing visualisation interfaces, generating linear relaxations and expressing heuristics for global 
constraints. 
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Appendix 

We shortly recall the definition of the cumulative , the among , the diffn  and the cycle  constraints. The 

cumulative  constraint was introduced in [AGGOUN & BELDICEANU 93] in order to model scheduling 
problems where one has to deal with a resource of limited capacity. It has the following definition: 

[ ] [ ] [ ]( )LRRDDOOcumulative nnn ,,..,,,..,,,, 111 � , 

where [ ]nOO ,,1� , [ ]nDD ,..,1  and [ ]nRR ,..,1  are nonempty lists of domain variables, and where L  is a non 

negative-integer. The constraint holds if the following condition is true: 

∑
−+≤≤

≤∈∀
1|

N
jjj DOiOj

j LRi . 

From an interpretation point of view, the cumulative  constraint matches the single resource-scheduling problem, 
where nOO ,,1 �  correspond to the start of the tasks, nDD ,..,1  to the duration of the tasks, and nRR ,..,1  to the 

amount of resource used by each task. The cumulative  constraint specifies that, at any instant i , the summation of 
the amount of resource of the tasks that overlap i , does not exceed the limit L . 

The among  constraint was introduced in [BELDICEANU & CONTEJEAN 94] and can be seen a special case of 
the cardinality combinators [VAN HENTENRYCK & DEVILLE 91]. It has the following definition: 

[ ] [ ]( )mn VVXXNamong ,..,,,,, 11 � , 

where N  is a domain variable, [ ]nXX ,,1 �  is a list of domain variables and [ ]mVV ,..,1  is a list of integers. The 

constraint holds if exactly N  variables among [ ]nXX ,,1 �  take their value in the list of values [ ]mVV ,..,1 . 

The diffn  constraint was introduced in [BELDICEANU & CONTEJEAN 94] in order to handle multi-
dimensional placement problems that occur in scheduling and placement problems and has the following 
definition: 

[ ] [ ][ ][ ]( )mnmmnmnn LLOOLLOOdiffn ,,,,,,,,,,, 11111111 ����� , 

where for all [ ]mi ,1∈  and for all [ ]nj ,1∈ , ijO  and ijL  are domain variables. The constraint holds if the 

following condition is true: 

[ ] [ ] [ ] ikikjkjkjkik LOOLOOnkijnjmi +≥∨+≥∈∃≠∈∀∈∀ |,1,,1,,1 . 

From an interpretation point of view, this condition is that for each pair i , j ( )ji ≠  of n -dimensional rectangle 

there exists at least one dimension k  where i  is after j  or j  is after i . 

The cycle  constraint was introduced in [BELDICEANU & CONTEJEAN 94] in order to tackle vehicle routing 
problems. It has the following definition: 

[ ]( )mSSNcycle ,,, 1 � , 

where N  is a domain variable, and [ ]mSS ,,1 �  is a nonempty list of domain variables. The constraint holds if the 

following conditions are both true: 

[ ] mSmi i ≤≤∈∀ 1:,1 , 

[ ] [ ] ji SSmijmi ≠∈≠∀∈∀ :,1,,1 , 
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[ ]mi ,1∈∀ , let iC  be the set such that: iCi ∈ , if iCj ∈  then ij CS ∈ ; then we have exactly N  distincts sets. 
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Index of the global constraints discussed 

 

alldifferent, 35 

alldifferent_except_0, 35 

alldifferent_same_value, 62 

among, 27 

among_seq, 40 

assign_and_count, 33 

assign_and_nvalue, 34 

balance, 28 

bin_packing, 91 

binary_tree, 75 

calendar, 109 

case, 108 

change, 43 

change_continuity, 53 

change_partition, 47 

circuit_cluster, 70 

coloured_cumulative, 83 

coloured_cumulatives, 89 

common, 30 

connect_points, 106 

connected, 92 

count, 27 

crossing, 102 

cumulative, 81 

cumulative_2d, 104 

cumulatives, 87 

cycle, 67 

cycle_card_on_path, 72 

cycle_cover, 77 

cycle_or_accessibility, 79 

cyclic_change, 44 

cyclic_change_joker, 45 

cyclic_cumulative, 85 

derangement, 64 

diffn, 94 

distance_change, 61 

distance_less, 60 

element, 108 

golomb, 36 

graph_crossing, 100 

group, 49 

group_skip_isolated_item, 51 

inflexion, 110 

interval_and_count, 58 

interval_and_sum, 57 

inverse, 68 

longest_changes, 48 

map, 76 

max_n, 26 

max_nvalue, 29 

maximum, 23 

maximum_modulo, 24 

min_n, 25 

min_nvalue, 29 

minimum, 23 

minimum_modulo, 24 

nclass, 39 

nequivalence, 38 

notallequal, 37 

nvalue, 37 

orchad, 103 

periodic, 110 

place_in_pyramid, 96 

polyomino, 98 

relaxed_sliding_sum, 42 

same, 31 

sliding_card_skip0, 55 

sliding_sum, 41 

smooth, 46 

sort, 108 

symmetric_alldiff, 69 

temporal_path, 65 

tree, 74 

used_by, 32 

 


